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Chapter 1

General Introduction

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The term peer refers to "one that is of an equal standing with another, especially,
one belonging to the same societal group based on age, grade, or status" [MerriamWebster Dictionary, n.d.). In computer language, peer-to-peer systems indicate networks in
which information is shared freely from one equal user to the other. Equality is the main
feature, which distinguishes these networks from others (e.g., client-server networks).
Similarly, when we talk about peer relationships, we usually refer to interactions between
two or more same-age individuals. Contrary to adult-child relationships (e.g., parent-child),
peer relationships are unique in the way that they entail interactions among equal actors in
terms of not only their developmental age, but also their social competence and power
(Laursen, 1996). Equality among interactional partners reflects a unique context of
socialization; therefore, it makes peers a central component of human psychosocial
development.
Peer relationships and adolescent development
Adolescence is a period marked by important developmental changes in different
domains, including biological changes (e.g., pubertal changes; Brooks-Gunn, & Reiter, 1990),
cognitive and emotional changes (e.g., abstract reasoning and discrimination of emotional
cues; Kuhn & Franklin, 2008; Yurgelun-Todd, 2007), and social role changes (e.g.,
acquisition of independency and adult responsibilities; Collins & Steinberg, 2008). Along
with these transformations, adolescent experiences with their peers are also subject to
substantial shifts within each level of social complexity, that is, interactions, relationships,
and social structures (Hinde, 1995). First, during adolescence, interactions among peers
become more frequent and independent, often taking place without the guidance and direct
control of adults (e.g., Berndt, 1982; Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1984). Second, peer
relationships undergo qualitative transformations in terms of complexity and intensity
(Brown, 2004). That is, peers do not simply share common activities and interests, as they did
in childhood (Newcomb & Bagwell, 1995), but they also share thoughts, beliefs, and personal
feelings, especially within friendships (see next section). Third, the social structure of adolescent
peer relationships becomes more complex, as adolescents expand their peer networks, which
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now include several types of different relationships (Brown, 1990). For instance, adolescents are
not only part of different groups of close friends but, at the same time, they also affiliate
with larger groups of peers with whom they identify themselves and with whom they share
specific similarities and characteristics (i.e., crowds; Brown, 1990)
Hence, establishing positive relationships with peers represents one of the main
developmental tasks in adolescence. Those adolescents who succeed in this task will
benefit from a unique learning context, which will influence their accomplishment in other
developmental tasks, such as scholastic achievement and the formation of a coherent sense
of identity. Indeed, it is well established that positive peer experiences promote global
psychological well-being and are associated with positive development in the other
domains. For instance, it has been found that adolescent attachment relates positively to
identity development (Meeus, Oosterwegel, & Vollebergh, 2002). In previous studies,
positive interactions and relationships with peers (e.g, peer acceptance) predicted
academic achievement (Wentzel & Caldwell, 1997; for a review, see Roseth, Johnson, &
Johnson, 2008). Peer acceptance and group identification have been shown to relate to
adolescent self-concept, low internalizing symptoms, and high self-esteem (La Greca &
Harrison, 2005; Prinstem & La Greca, 2002). Conversely, previous research has
demonstrated that difficult and negative peer experiences, such as peer rejection and peer
victimization, may lead to later maladjustment and different forms of psychopathology,
including externalizing (e.g., aggression, delinquency; Laird, Jordan, Dodge, Pettit, & Bates,
2001; Laird, Pettit, Dodge, & Bates, 2005) as well as internalizing problems (e g., depressive
symptoms, social anxiety; Bukowski, Brendgen, & Vitaro, 2007; French, Conrad, & Turner,
1995; La Greca & Lopez, 1998). To conclude, it seems that positive peer experiences in
adolescence are linked to adaptive development, whereas negative peer experiences are
linked to maladaptive development
The meaning of friendship in adolescence
Friendships constitute a specific type of dyadic relationships that differ from other
peer relationships in their mutuality and intimacy (Buhrmester, 1990; Hartup, 1993; Savin12
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Williams & Berndt, 1990}. These key features of friendship become particularly evident
during the transition from childhood to adolescence, a period in which also friendships go
through substantial transformations. Adolescents tend to describe their friendships in
terms of mutuality that no longer refers to a concrete form of reciprocity (e.g., sharing
common activities), as in childhood; instead, they describe friendship in terms of
psychological dimensions (e.g., Berndt, Hawkins, & Hoyle, 1986; Laursen & Hartup, 2002).
That is, adolescents are able to recognize, accept, and fulfill the psychological needs of their
friends (Parker, Rubin, Erath, Wojslawowicz, & Buskirk, 2002).
This capability is manifested in the age-related increase in friendship intimacy that
can be observed during the transition to adolescence (Buhrmester, 1990; Furman &
Buhrmester, 1992; McNelles & Connolly, 1999; Sharabany, Gershoni, & Hofman, 1981).
Consequently, friends become the relational partners to whom adolescents self-disclose
and express their feelings and intimate thoughts (Furman & Buhrmester, 1992; Parker &
Gottman, 1989). These relational aspects are reflected in friendship stability over time, as
friendships evolve into more stable relationships after adolescents transition to high school
(for a review, see Poulin & Chan, 2010). Notably, though these developmental changes take
place in both male and female friendships, higher levels of intimacy and self-disclosure
between adolescent friends seem to characterize more female friendships rather than male
friendships (e.g., Camarena, Sarigiani, & Peterson, 1990; Lempers, & Clark-Lempers, 1993;
for review, see Rose & Rudolph, 2006). Yet, irrespective of these gender differences, friends
increasingly gain importance throughout adolescence, becoming a main source of support.
Friendship continuum: Different friendship types
A central issue in the study of friendships concerns the operationahzation and
identification of this construct. According to some researchers (see Berndt & McCandless,
2009), a continuum rather than a dichotomous approach may be more appropriate to study
friendships. This implies that instead of simply distinguishing between friends and nonfriends, it may be noteworthy to recognize that friendships can be placed on a closeness
and importance continuum. In other words, different types of friendships exist, and
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attributes such as intimacy and self-disclosure may vary from friendship to friendship.
Consequently, different types of friendships may exert different influences on adolescents'
lives.
In line with this approach, the first distinction could be made between unilateral
and reciprocal friendships. Though, many researchers (e.g., Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker,
1998; Hartup, 1996) argued that to be defined as friendship, a relationship between two
peers must be acknowledged as such by both relational partners (i.e., reciprocal
friendships). It is well known that also unilateral friendships (i.e., one peer nominates the
other who does not return the nomination) play an important role in adolescent
development Compared to unilateral friendships, reciprocal friendships seem to have
more positive features expressed by higher degrees of affectivity, intimacy, and selfdisclosure (e.g., Berndt & McCandless, 2009; Newcomb & Bagwell, 1995). Moreover,
studies found that reciprocal friendships are generally associated with improved
psychological well-being over time (e.g., low internalizing symptoms and high self-esteem;
Bishop & Inderbidzen, 1995; Bukowski, Hoza, & Boivin, 1993; Pelkonen, Marttunen, & Aro,
2003) and that they protect adolescents against negative peer experiences (e.g., peer
victimization; Boulton, Trueman, Chau, Whitehand, & Amatya, 1999; Hodges, Boivin, Vitaro,
& Bukowski, 1999). Although adolescents often report having more friends (i.e., unilateral
friendships) than their peers acknowledge (i.e., reciprocal friendships), the simple
perception of being in a friendship relationship with another peer may strongly influence
their behaviors. Here, the desire to befriend another peer may enhance this effect. Thus,
neglecting the perceived relationships would provide an incomplete picture of adolescent
networks (Furman & Buhrmester, 1985).
Even when both relational partners recognize a friendship, a further distinction
could still be made between adolescent very best friends and other close friends Many
adolescents have one very best friend who is "special", with whom they can share a unique
tie different from all other friendship ties. Very best friends are by definition the closest
friends with whom adolescents share higher levels of intimacy and self-disclosure In this
regard, it may be important to note that during adolescence, when peer interactions gain
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independency and autonomy from adult supervision, friendships form not only within the
school setting, but also outside the school context (e.g., neighborhood; Fletcher, Hunter, &
Eanes, 2006). These friendships may also turn to very best friendships. Yet, within the
friendship literature, it is common to limit the investigation of friendships to the school
context (often to the grade or class context) because such an approach allows to assess
both adolescents' and their friends' behaviors directly and easily. Thus, although
friendships between two adolescents who reciprocally choose to be best friends within the
school context are commonly assumed to hold across all contexts, it is important to keep in
mind that this assumption may not always be true. This consideration leads to further
distinguishing between two other types of adolescent friendships, that is, very best
friendships within the school context and very best friendships across all contexts.
In sum, these friendship types may be placed on a continuum based on their
importance and closeness: very best friendships across all contexts are at one extreme,
followed by very best friendships within the school context, other reciprocated best
friendships, and Finally unilateral friendships. Though different in their importance, all
these friendships are likely to play a role in adolescent development. In the light of these
considerations, the present dissertation paid particular attention to differentiating these
types of friendships (see Chapter 4 and 5).
Characteristics of adolescents' friends: Similarity, selection, and socialization
processes
Overall, friendships offer important learning and developmental contexts for
adolescents. However, in addition to having a (reciprocal) friend, two other dimensions of
friendships must be considered when examining adolescent development, that is, the
characteristics of adolescents' friends and the quality of the friendships (Hartup, 1993;
Parker & Asher, 1993). These other dimensions may determine the way in which friends
influence

adolescents'

development.

The

present

dissertation

focused

on

the

characteristics of adolescent friends by following the line of research that investigates
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socialization effects between adolescents and their peers, broadly referred to as peer
influence research.
One of the most consistent findings emerging from research on the characteristics of
adolescent friends is that adolescents and their friends resemble each other. Ample
evidence has shown that adolescents are similar to their friends on a number of various
domains, such as alcohol use, delinquency, and aggression (e.g., Agnew, 1991; Burk,
Steglich, & Snijders, 2007; Espelage, Holt, & Henkel, 2003; Poulin & Boivin, 2000; Urberg,
Degirmencioglu, & Pilgrim, 1997). Behavioral similarity between friends can be an outcome
of two main complementary processes, that is, peer selection and socialization (Kandel,
1978). Selection processes refer to the tendency of adolescents to choose friends with
similar characteristics. The similarity-attraction hypothesis (Byrne, 1971; Byrne & Griffith,
1973), according to which interpersonal attraction is higher among individuals with similar
characteristics, has attempted to explain these selection processes. Individuals may
evaluate positive interactions with similar others as more favorable because they represent
rewarding contexts by validating their own behaviors. Thus, similarity may constitute the
basis for the formation of relationships. Socialization processes refer to the tendency of
adolescents who are involved in a friendship relationship to increase their similarity over
time due to reciprocal influences. In other words, adolescents do not choose each other as
friends based on their similarity; rather, they become more similar to one another because
of their friendship.
Two leading theoretical frameworks on socialization processes, that is, behavioral
and identity-based theories of peer influence, have been proposed (for reviews, see
Brechwald & Prinstein, 2011; Heilbron & Prinstein, 2008). On the one side, behavioral
theories highlight the prominence of social rewards and reinforcements in driving peer
socialization processes. For instance, according to social learning theory (Bandura, 1977),
an individual would be more inclined to model (or imitate) others' behaviors when these
are associated with social rewards, such as gaining social status or receiving group
approval. An individual could experience such rewards directly or can observe them in
other people (i.e., vicarious reinforcement process; Bandura, 1971). More recently, a
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similar line of research proposed deviancy training as a powerful peer socialization process
occurring within dyadic relationships (Dishion, Andrews, & Crosby, 1995; Dishion,
Spracklen, Andrews, & Patterson, 1996). Here, the positive reinforcements (e.g., laughing)
of deviant attitudes and values, which take place during peer interactions (i.e., deviancy
training), are assumed to predict adolescent subsequent involvement in deviant behaviors.
On the other side, the sense of self is at the core of identity-based theories of peer
influence.

Similar

to

behavioral

theories, identity-based

theories

suggest

that

reinforcement processes are central determinants of peer socialization. Yet, rather than
social, reinforcement is expected to be internal here, involving the formation and
preservation of a positive and desired self-image (or identity). Such process of identity
formation is particularly relevant during adolescence and may be strongly shaped by
interpersonal processes, such as social comparison and social perception (e.g., prototypes;
Markus & Wurf, 1987). Thus, according to the self-image theories, adolescents are expected
to engage in a certain behavior when they consider it a normative behavior and when this
is coherent with the sense of self they wish to develop (e.g., Gibbons, Gerrard, & Lane,
2003). Accordingly, social norms and group identification are supposed to play a crucial
role in peer socialization processes.
Previous work has largely shown the relevance of both selection and socialization
processes to several different behaviors, including substance use (e.g., smoking, alcohol use,
and cannabis use; Bauman & Ennett, 1994; Ennett & Bauman 1994; Jaccard, Blanton, &
Dodge, 2005), delinquency (e.g., Burk, Kerr, & Stattin, 2008; Vitaro, Brendgen, & Tremblay,
2000), aggression (e.g., Cohen & Prinstein, 2006), as well as eating and weight-related
behaviors (e.g., Paxton, Schutz, Wertheim, & Muir, 1999; Romero, Epstein, & Salvy, 2010).
Evidence has also been provided in relation to the processes underlying peer socialization
such as deviancy training (e.g., Dishion & Owen, 2002; Snyder et al., 2005; Snyder et al.,
2008). Altogether, the findings, which indicated that adolescents might be socialized by
their friends' problem behaviors, clearly allude to a possible negative implication of
friendships. Although friends generally strongly contribute to behavioral adjustment and
psychosocial well-being of their peers, they may also be sources of negative influences. As
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peer relationships in general and friendships in particular represent a main context of
adolescent socialization, positive as well as negative behaviors may be transmitted from
one adolescent to the other within such context (Hartup, 1996).
What is missing? New directions in adolescent peer influence research
Although plenty of information is available about peer socialization and an
abundant amount of studies has been accumulated showing that friends' behaviors are
among the strongest predictors of adolescents' behaviors, several gaps in the peer
influence literature remain. The present dissertation aimed to advance this field of
research by shedding light on three main areas pertaining to· (a) the behaviors subject to
peer socialization, (b) the forms of peer socialization, and (c) the friendship contexts of
peer socialization. Below, we provide a brief overview of each of these areas. This overview
does not aim to be exhaustive but rather to introduce the main topics that will be discussed
in detail in the following chapters.
(a) Behaviors subject to peer socialization
Although previous studies have examined peer socialization in relation to a wide
range of behaviors (e.g., substance use, aggression, delinquency), most of these behaviors
fall into the externalizing and health-risk domain. This specific focus may stem from the
theoretical frameworks driving previous work. The most common theoretical models of
peer influence (i.e., behavioral and identity-based theories; Heilbron & Pnnstein, 2008)
rely on some basic features of potentially socialized behaviors that can be observed in
others, relate to social or internal reinforcements, and conform to social norms. Such
characteristics are considered to contribute strongly to the socialization of these behaviors.
Yet, these models seem to be less applicable when considering internalizing problems and
particular symptoms.
Adopting an interpersonal perspective may help us understand the processes
through which peer socialization may occur in relation to other understudied behaviors
and symptoms, including internalizing problems

Here, adopting an interpersonal

perspective does not simply mean acknowledging that most adolescent behaviors and
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symptoms origin within interpersonal contexts, as it has been widely demonstrated in
relation to several behaviors, symptoms, and psychopathologies (for a review, see
Bukowski et al., 2007). Instead, it implies that at least two other important implications of
interpersonal approaches need to be considered. The first implication, though it may be
less obvious, insinuates that behaviors other than externalizing may be endorsed for
interpersonal (i.e., social) functions. An example pertains to some extreme forms of
behaviors, such as non-suicidal self-injury behaviors (NSSI). Although adolescents engage
in NSSI for internal functions (e.g., emotion regulation), it has been argued that
interpersonal functions, such as getting others' attention, also may underlie adolescent
NSSI. Thus, gaining knowledge about the interpersonal functions of these behaviors may
shed light on the fact that, similarly to externalizing behaviors, they may be socialized
among adolescents (Heilbron & Prisntein, 2008).
The second implication is that not only behaviors but also symptoms have
interpersonal consequences. Because symptoms may be manifested and expressed within
interpersonal contexts, such consequences may affect interpersonal partners directly. This
may be in particular the case for depressive symptoms. As posited by interpersonal
theories of depression: "Depression is expressed in the way individuals behave and
interact...Not surprisingly, depression also impacts others' thoughts, feelings, and behaviors in
response to the depressed person" (Joiner & Timmons, 2009, p. 322). More specifically, the
maladaptive interactional patterns that depressed individuals adopt may be at the base of
socialization processes. That is, individuals with (high) depressive symptoms are likely to
engage in depression-related behaviors (i.e., depressotypic interpersonal behaviors), such
as excessive reassurance seeking and negative feedback seeking, which likely generate
stress in their relationships. Consequently, relational stress may harm both depressed
individuals as well as their interpersonal partners, leading to what is referred as depression
contagion. Evidence for depression contagion has been shown mainly within close and
intimate relationships of adults (e.g., roommate, romantic relationships). Yet, these
processes may also occur during adolescence when certain characteristics of friendships
place adolescents at risk for developing depressive symptoms. Clearly, the mechanisms
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underlying these socialization processes seem to differ substantially from those that seem
to drive socialization of externalizing or health-risk behaviors. Thus, although symptoms
may be socialized, most importantly socialization processes are likely to assume specific
characteristics The domain-specificity of depression socialization arises from the fact that
these symptoms not only may be less evident to others (observable), but they also may not
relate to direct external reinforcement within most adolescent contexts This aspect may
affect specifically the interpersonal contexts in which socialization of depressive symptoms
are likely to occur (see point c).
Driven by these theoretical models, the present dissertation aimed to expand the
existing peer influence literature by examining two understudied behaviors that may be
subject to peer socialization processes, that is, NSSI (Chapter 2 and 3) and depressive
symptoms (Chapter 4 and 5)
(b) Forms of peer socialization
The peer influence research has been dominated by what may be broadly referred
to as a "modeling paradigm". This term is not meant to imply that modeling has been
considered the only process underlying peer influence; indeed other processes have been
largely acknowledged and examined, including imitation, deviancy training, and peer
pressure (e.g., Brown, 1990, Dishion et al., 1996; Larsen, Engels, Grame, & Overbeek, 2009).
Instead, this alludes to the fact that influence processes have been often thought to occur
directly on the same identical behavior from peer to peer That is, peers' engagement in a
certain behavior X has been assumed to predict adolescents' engagement in the same
behavior X (Brechwald & Prinstein, 2011) Although this paradigm has found strong
support, such a direct form of influence may not be the only one possible. Peer socialization
may also follow a more indirect path and occur on different behaviors; that is, a certain
peers' behavior X may influence a different adolescents' behavior Y.
An interpersonal approach, as presented above, may help to elucidate that when
behaviors and symptoms are expressed within relationships, they may affect interpersonal
partners in multiple ways, not simply occurring on the same behavior. For example,
indirect socialization processes may lead adolescents to engage in behaviors that are
20
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functionally similar but not necessarily identical to the ones endorsed by their peers
Surprisingly, alternative perspectives to the modeling paradigm have been largely
neglected within the peer influence research In Chapter 3, we propose a preliminary
alternative approach to the study of indirect peer socialization by examining the effects of
friends' depressive symptoms and impulsivity on adolescents' NSSI
(c) Friendship contexts of peer socialization
Although it has been extensively shown that peers influence each other, less is
known about the specific relational contexts in which these socialization processes actually
occur This shortcoming may be a consequence of the different ways in which peers, and
more specifically friends, have been defined across studies (Pnnstein & Dodge, 2008)
Specifically, prior work has examined socialization effects within dyadic best friendships as
well as broader relationships such as cliques and social networks Moreover, studies define
friendships in different ways, with some studies focusing exclusively on reciprocal
friendships and others including both reciprocal and unilateral friendships Therefore,
although peer socialization has been shown across different friendship contexts, it remains
unclear whether different contexts bring unique risk for socialization Only few studies
tested directly whether peer socialization is more likely to take place within some
friendships (eg, best friendships) rather than others (Overbeek et al, 2011, Urberg et al,
1997) Most importantly, there is no evidence about whether adolescents socialize different
behaviors within different friendships
However, it is plausible that socialization of certain behaviors may take place
indistinctly across different friendships, whereas other behaviors might be socialized
within some friendships only This may depend both on the behavior and on the
characteristics of the friendship For example, because best friendships are particularly
supportive and intimate during adolescence, adolescents in these relationships may
express their positive as well as negative emotions, including depressive symptoms Thus,
depression socialization may be particularly likely to occur within such interpersonal
context Conversely, other behaviors, such as alcohol use, may be socialized across different
friendship

contexts

due to their

specific

characteristics

(eg,

visibility, social
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reinforcement). This assumption leads to what could be defined as a domain-specificity of
peer influence (Hartup, 1996). In Chapter 4 and 5, we examine and compare different
friendship contexts of depression socialization. Moreover, in Chapter 5, we test the domainspecificity hypothesis by comparing alcohol and depression socialization across different
friendship contexts.
Methodological approach: Assessing peer socialization
Estimating socialization effects with survey data is particularly complex. First,
longitudinal data are a basic prerequisite for disentangling selection and socialization
effects. Second, data from all individuals (i.e., actors) involved in the relationships need to
be collected. Third, even when these conditions are met, socialization effects may be
incorrectly inferred when applying traditional techniques (e.g., regression analyses)
because socialization processes within close relationships are by nature mutual and
bidirectional (Bukowski, Adams, & Santo, 2006; Laursen, 2005). That is, actors in the
relationships influence each other's behavior reciprocally; consequently, they are both
sources as well as targets of influence. These reciprocal influence processes generate
interdependency in the data, thus, making traditional techniques inappropriate for testing
socialization effects. Since traditional techniques assume independent observations a
common way to deal with data interdependency has been to select randomly some
participants as targets (i.e., adolescents) and others (i.e., their peers) as sources of
influence. Subsequently, peers' behaviors have been used to predict adolescents' behaviors
over time after controlling for adolescents' behaviors at baseline (Kenny & Harackiewicz,
1979). However, this selection procedure is arbitrary and may lead to inconsistent results.
Moreover, it does not allow capturing the reciprocal nature of influence processes.
In the present dissertation, we utilized the newest development in data analyses
techniques and applied methodologies that allow working with interdependent data. These
techniques are able to estimate socialization effects within dyads as well as friendship
networks. Specifically, we assessed socialization effects within friendship dyads and social
networks in two ways, that is, (a) by examining increases in friends' similarity over time
22
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either and (b) by examining the effects of friends' behaviors on adolescents' behaviors over
time.
Dyadic analyses
Individuals are embedded in dyadic relationships (e.g., friendships) in which most
socialization processes take place. Therefore, when examining these processes, dyads,
rather than individuals, must be the unit of analyses. In the current dissertation, all dyadic
analyses involved exchangeable members, such that dyad members were not differentiated
according to a particular characteristic (e.g., gender or age). Consequently, a pairwise
approach was used to account for the indistinguishable nature of individuals in the dyads
(see Griffin & Gonzalez; 1995). Dyadic similarity (i.e., behavioral similarity between two
individuals in a dyad) was assessed using intraclass correlations (ICCs; Griffin & Gonzalez;
1995; Kenny, Kashy, & Cook, 2006); subsequently, intraclass correlations were compared
over time using correlational contrasts to assess change in dyadic similarity. Evidence of
socialization effects could be implied from dyad members becoming more similar to each
other over time (see more detailed in Chapter 5). Further, as proposed by Olsen and Kenny
(2006), structural equation modeling (i.e., SEM) was used to design longitudinal actorpartner interdependence models for interchangeable dyads (APIM: Kenny et al., 2006).
These models assessed friend socialization within dyads by estimating the effects of friends'
behavior (i.e., partner effect) on adolescents' behavior over time while controlling for
adolescents' behavior stability (i.e., actor effect) and previous behavioral similarity
between dyad members (i.e., concurrent correlation at baseline) (see Chapter 4).
Social network analyses
Friendship dyads are not the only context of socialization. Indeed, adolescents have
multiple (overlapping) dyadic friendships, which are embedded in social structures that
are more complex, generating what can be referred to as social networks. When examining
socialization effects within social networks (e.g., friendship network) it is crucial to
consider that dynamics in the structure of actors' relationships may be strongly related to
dynamics in actors' behaviors. For instance, the formation of a new friendship tie between
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two actors within a social network may occur because of their characteristics, such as
similarities in their behaviors (i.e., homophilic selection). At the same time, changes in an
actor's behavior may be attributable to his/her relationships with other actors in the
network (i.e., socialization effect). Thus, due to their interdependent nature, network and
behavioral dynamics need to be examined simultaneously.
Stochastic actor-based models of network and behavioral dynamics (Snijders,
Steglich, & Schweinberger, 2007; Snijders, van de Bunt, & Steglich, 2010) consider such
complexity and simultaneously estimate both selection and socialization effects within
social networks that include overlapping relationships. When estimating socialization
effects, these models control for not only selection but also other confounding effects
related to the structure of the social network (i.e., endogenous effects), such as the
tendency to reciprocate friendship ties or to form cohesive groups (e.g., triadic
relationships). In other words, these models allow investigating the co-evolution of social
networks and individual behaviors over time. The main feature of this method is that
changes over time in individual behaviors and social network are recognized to be strongly
interdependent. In these models, a network tie between two actors is operationalized as a
binary variable (i.e., presence or absence of a tie) while actors are assumed to control and
voluntarily decide if and when they change their outgoing tie with other actors (i.e., form a
new tie or dissolve an existing one) as well as their behavior (i.e., increase or decrease their
behavior). Notably, these models rely on some other strong assumptions that, in
comparison to traditional methodologies, constitute a substantial step towards the analysis
of selection and socialization effects (see Steglich, Snijders, & Pearson, 2010). The main
assumption is the continuous time modeling according to which unobserved changes are
supposed to occur between two discrete time points. This allows disentangling selection
and socialization while controlling for alternative processes that may take place inbetween two observed time points. This process, if neglected, may lead to erroneous
conclusions about the mechanisms underlying the observed changes. These continuous
changes are assumed to occur one at a time via so-called micro steps. In other words, when
an actor makes a change (i.e., a micro step) he/she can do it either on his/her behavior (i.e.,
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increase or decrease the behavior in one-step only) or on one network tie (i.e., form or
dissolve one tie only). The decision of an actor to make and select a particular micro step
depends exclusively on his/her current behavior and on the current state of the network,
regardless of the previous state (i.e., Markov process). Thus, using a continuous-time
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach (Snijders et al., 2007), overall changes in
actor's behaviors and friendship ties between two discrete time points are estimated
through an iterative simulation procedure. This procedure generates unstandardized
parameters and their standard errors, which describe changes in actors' behaviors (i.e.,
alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms) and friendship ties. For each estimated
parameter, a t-value can be calculated by dividing the parameter estimate by its standard
error. Moreover, a i-ratio for convergence is also generated for each parameter in the
model, indicating the discrepancies between the simulated values and the observed ones.
T-ratios lower than 0.1 in absolute value indicate good algorithm convergence. Additional
information about stochastic actor-based models as well as the mathematical formulae for
each parameter can be found elsewhere (Snijders et al., 2007, 2010; Steglich et al., 2010;
Veenstra & Steglich, 2012).
These models rely on the assumption that continuous changes in the network and
behavior dynamics occur between two discrete observation moments. That is, the
underlying time parameter between two observations is assumed to be continuous while
changes between observations are simulated rather than modeled (Snijders et al., 2010).
Thus, using a continuous-time Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach, the total
amount of changes in actor behaviors and network ties between two discrete observations
is estimated through an iterative simulation procedure, which generates unstandardized
parameters and their standard errors.
In the current dissertation, we employed stochastic actor-based models to estimate
socialization effects within adolescent friendship networks while controlling for selection
and structural network effects. Specifically, two different ways, that is (a) the tendency of
adolescents to become more similar to the average behavior of the peers whom they
nominated as friends (outgoing tie), accounting for the number of nominated friends (i.e.,
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total similarity; see Chapter 5) and (b) the tendency of adolescents who nominate peers
with higher levels of particular behaviors at baseline to increase themselves their
behaviors (i.e., average alter; see Chapter 3) were used to express socialization effects in
terms of overtime increases in behavioral similarity between friends. Further, the effects of
friends' behaviors on adolescent's behavior over time were also estimated (see Chapter 3}.
The present dissertation
As stated earlier, the overall aim of the current dissertation was to contribute to the
existing literature on adolescent peer influence by gaining new knowledge within three
main domains, regarding the behaviors that are subject to peer socialization, the forms of
peer socialization, and the friendship context of peer socialization. Below, we provide a
general description of the datasets that have been employed in different studies, followed
by an overview of each single chapter.
Dataset description
In the current dissertation, we used data from four different longitudinal projects,
all involving high-school students (see Table 1 for overview of the datasets). The "Project
ACHIEVE' is an ongoing longitudinal study aimed to examine mechanisms of adolescent
peer influence towards prosocial and health-risk behaviors of U.S. adolescents. This project
started in the spring of 2009, and subsequent measurements took place every six months,
in the fall and spring of each academic year. Initially, all students enrolled in the 9th grades
in three high schools located in a rural area of the Southeast U.S. were invited to participate
in the study (N = 712). Approximately 60% consented to participate. For the purpose of the
present dissertation, in Chapter 2 we employed data from the second wave of
measurement conducted among 360 adolescents (Mage = 15.66; S.D. = 0.56), and in Chapter
3 we used the first four data waves from 348 adolescents (Mage = 15.02; S.D. = 0.53) who
met the study criteria (see more detailed in Chapter 3).
Two other projects were set up in Italy and the Netherlands at the time of the
second measurement of the "Project ACHIEVE", that is, in the fall of 2009. Overall, these two
projects were also designed to investigate peer socialization processes in relation to
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Table 1. Characteristics of the datasets included in each chapter of the present dissertation
Chapter

Datasets/Projects

Countries

Sample

Design

Data waves

2

"My Friends and I",

Italy

1,862 adolescents

Cross-sectional

Wave 1 Italy

"Project ACHIEVE",

United States

aged 14-19

"Friends of High-school Students"

Netherlands

"Project ACHIEVE"

United States

3

Wave 2 United States
Wave 1 Netherlands

348 adolescents

Longitudinal

1-4

Longitudinal

1-2

Longitudinal

1-2

aged 15-18 at Tl

4

"Mental Health and Health Habits"

Netherlands

1,752 adolescents
aged 12-16 at Tl

5

"My Friends and I"

Italy

704 adolescents
aged 14-18 at Tl

Note. T l = Time 1

CHAPTER 1

different behavioral domains (i.e., externalizing and internalizing problems). Notably, both
projects included a number of measures and peer nomination procedures identical to those
employed in the "Project ACHIEVE" with the purpose to obtain comparable data across the
three countries. The "My Friends and I" study (see Giletta et al., 2011) was conducted
among 9th, 10th, and 11th grade adolescents attending three high schools located in a
suburban area of the Northwest of Italy. Concerning the first wave, the data were available
for 832 adolescents (80% participation rate), of which 711 also completed a follow-up
measurement six months later, in the spring of the same academic year. In the current
dissertation, wave 1 data from 827 eligible adolescents (Mage = 15.60; S.D. = 1.08) were
used in Chapter 2 and longitudinal data from 704 eligible adolescents (Mage = 15.53; S.D. =
1.01) in Chapter 5.
The "Friends of High-school Students" project involved 10th grade adolescents
attending four secondary schools in a suburban environment located in the southwest of
the Netherlands. At baseline, the sample comprised 681 adolescents (90% participation
rate) of which 675 (Mage = 15.83; S.D. = 0.67) who met the study criteria were in the study
presented in Chapter 2. Two follow-up measurements were conducted six months and one
year later (i.e., spring and fall of 2010); yet, these data were not available at the time this
study was carried out. Finally, the "Mental Health and Health Habits" study (see Larsen,
Otten, & Engels, 2009) was a three-wave longitudinal study designed to provide new
insights into adolescent psychopathology with a specific focus on abnormal eating
behaviors and disorders. The first wave of data collection started in the spring of 2007 and
two subsequent assessments took place one and two years later. A total of 2,051
adolescents (92.6% participation rate) from seven schools in urban and suburban areas in
the Netherlands participated in the first measurement time point and 1,753 adolescents
(Mage = 13.77; S.D. = 0.73) took part also in the follow-up measurement, one year later. For
the current dissertation, the first two data waves were used, as presented in Chapter 4.
Overview of the dissertation
The present dissertation comprises four empirical chapters. The first two chapters
focus on adolescent non-suicidal self-injury (NSS1). During the last decade, there has been
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growing concern about this form of self-injurious behaviors, with an emerging field of
research showing that NSSI constitutes an alarming phenomenon extending also to
nonclinical adolescents (for review, see Nock, 2009). In this regard, it has been suggested
that, due to the functions of NSSI, peer socialization may be partly responsible for the
spread of NSSI among adolescents (see Heilbron & Prinstein, 2008). Thus, in Chapter 2, we
aimed to gain further understanding of the characteristics of adolescent NSSI by exploring
its prevalence and correlates within three community samples of adolescents from
different countries (Italy, the United States, and the Netherlands). This study constituted a
preliminary examination of an understudied behavior potentially subject to peer
socialization. Specifically, we investigated the relations between NSSI and both internal (i.e.,
depressive symptoms, family- and peer-related loneliness) and interpersonal (i.e., peer
victimization and peer preference) correlates. Further, we paid particular attention to the
association between NSSI and substance use (i.e., binge drinking, cigarette smoking and
marijuana use). Based on NSSI theoretical models (e.g., Nock & Prinstein, 2004), we
proposed that NSSI may serve similar functions as substance use. Thus, this investigation
represented a first step toward developing a NSSI peer socialization hypothesis, which
would suggest that NSSI might result from socialization processes, similar to substance use.
In Chapter 3, we elaborated on the previous study and directly tested the hypothesis
that adolescents may be socialized to engage in NSSI behaviors. Since in Chapter 2, the
findings revealed that NSSI is associated with substance use mainly among U.S. adolescents,
we concluded that substance use and NSSI served similar functions (both internal and
interpersonal) more strongly among U.S. adolescents compared to Italian and Dutch
adolescents. Based on this finding, socialization effects may be assumed to occur mainly
among U.S. adolescents; consequently, only the U.S. sample was employed in the second
study. We investigated peer socialization of NSSI within friendship networks and tested the
moderating effect of gender on peer socialization. In addition to investigating peer
influence on an unexplored behavior, this chapter tested the hypothesis of alternative
forms of socialization. In particular, we proposed that peer socialization may assume direct
as well as indirect forms (i.e., friends' behavior X on adolescents' behavior Y), and we tested
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this hypothesis by examining whether friends' depressive symptoms and impulsivity
predicted adolescents' NSSI over time. The moderation effect of gender was also tested.
In the latter two chapters, the focus shifts from NSSI to depressive symptoms, with
the aim to test the hypothesis about peer socialization of depressive symptoms. In Chapter
4, driven by prior work (Prinstein, 2007; Stevens & Prinstein, 2005), we examined
similarities in depressive symptoms within best friend dyads. More specifically, this study
aimed to underscore the origin of friends' similarity in depression by disentangling peer
selection and socialization effects. In addition to examining whether peer influence
extended to depressive symptoms, we also tested whether socialization effects were
equally present within different types of friendship dyads, that is, male and female dyads
and class best friend versus true best friend dyads. Finally, the study presented in Chapter
5 builds on the previous study in order to gain additional insights into depression
socialization within adolescent friendships. We aimed to do so by (a) estimating
socialization effects of depressive symptoms across different friendship contexts according
to the level (i.e., friendship network and dyads) of reciprocity (unilateral and reciprocal) of
the relationship and (b) comparing socialization of depressive symptoms with socialization
of alcohol misuse across the different friendship contexts. Driven by the domain-specificity
hypothesis, we expected peer influence of alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms to
occur within different friendship contexts.
To conclude, Chapter 6 includes a summary of the main findings and a general
discussion. Particular attention is given to theoretical and methodological implications for
future research in the area of peer socialization of internalizing problems.
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Chapter 2
Adolescent non-suicidal self-injury:
A cross-national study of community samples
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CHAPTER 2

Abstract
This study examined rates and correlates of non-suicidal self-injury behaviors (NSSI)
across three non-clinical adolescent samples from different countries. Surveys were
administered to 1,862 adolescents (Λί age- 15.69, S.D. = 0.87) from Italy (n = 827), the
Netherlands (n = 675), and United States (n = 360), including measures of NSSI, substance
use, internal (i.e., depressive symptoms, loneliness), and interpersonal factors (i.e., peer
victimization, peer preference). After controlling for socio-demographic differences, similar
prevalence of NSSI was found across the three samples, with approximately 24% of the
adolescents reporting at least one NSSI episode within the last year. Multivariate logistic
regressions showed that adolescents' victimization and higher levels of depressive
symptoms and family-related

loneliness were associated

concurrently with NSSI

comparably in all three samples. However, multi-group analyses indicated that the
association between NSSI and substance use varied significantly across samples, indicating
that NSSI related more strongly to substance use (i.e., cigarette smoking and frequent
marijuana use) in the sample from the United States rather than the samples from the
Netherlands and Italy. Findings provide evidence of NSSI and suggest high similarities in
rates and correlates across samples from different countries. Future research should
further explore NSSI cross-nationally.
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Introduction
Non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI), defined as the socially unacceptable, direct,
deliberate destruction of one's own body tissue without suicidal intentions, has been
recently shown to be a widespread phenomenon among adolescents in several Western
countries (Heath, Schaub, Holly, & Nixon,2008). An increasing number of studies from
North America (Canada and United States) (e.g., Ross & Heath, 2002; Laye-Gindhu &
Schonert-Reichl, 2005; Lloyd-Richardson, Ferrine, Dierker, & Kelley, 2007) have reported
that NSSI is not only related to psychiatric disorders (e.g., borderline personality disorders,
anorexia nervosa), but also involves approximately 15% to 20% of non-clinical (i.e.,
community) adolescents (Heath et al., 2008). Evidence about adolescent self-injury (with
or without suicidal intents) has been provided also outside North America, with studies
conducted in Europe, primarily in the UK (e.g., Hawton, Rodham, Evans, & Weatherall, 2002;
O'Connor, Rasmussen, Miles, & Hawton, 2009) and Scandinavian countries (e.g., Lundh,
Karim, & Quilisch, 2007; Bjärehed & Lundh, 2008), as well as Australia (e.g., De Leo &
Heller, 2004) and Asia (e.g., Matsumoto et al., 2008).
Despite the increasing number of evidence on self-injury, different definitions and
instruments used in the existing studies make it difficult to know the actual extent of the
phenomenon across different cultural contexts. Specifically, while North American studies
focused on self-injury according to the aforementioned definition (i.e., NSSI), the majority
of the work conducted in Europe adopted a more comprehensive definition of self-injury
(i.e., deliberate self-harm; DSH), which includes other forms of self-injurious behaviors,
such as self-poisoning (e.g., drug overdose), and in particular does not distinguish between
non-suicidal and suicidal behaviors (Rodham & Hawton, 2009). Yet, research has shown
substantial differences between NSSI and suicidal self-injurious behaviors, in terms of rates,
correlates, as well as functions, suggesting the importance to differentiate between these
forms of self-injurious behaviors (Nock & Favazza, 2009; Baetens, Claes, Muehlenkamp,
Grietens, & Onghena, 2011). Adopting the same definition and methodology in samples
from different countries might provide comparable data contributing to extend the existing
literature on NSSI.
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To date, only three main studies have examined self-injury across different
countries using the same assessment method. Two studies found substantial differences
across countries with regard to DSH prevalence (the Child and Adolescent Self-harm in
Europe -CASE- Study, Madge et al., 2008; Portzky, De Wilde, & van Heeringen, 2008).
However, because they adopted a definition of self-injury which includes suicidal behaviors
(i.e., DSH), it remains unclear whether such differences pertain to NSSI or, rather, to
different rates in suicidal behaviors, as other evidence seems to suggest (Nock et al., 2008).
The only study that specifically examined NSSI across nations showed similar prevalence
rates in NSSI life-time between German and U.S. adolescents (25.6% vs. 23.2%; Plener,
Libai, Keller, Fegert, & Muehlenkamp, 2009). Thus, cross-national studies clearly are
needed to corroborate this evidence.
Identifying NSSI correlates across different contexts may provide further insight
into the understanding of adolescent NSSI. In line with explanatory models of self-injury
(for reviews, see Klonsky, 2007; Messer & Fremouw, 2008), several internal and
interpersonal proximal factors may be expected to associate with NSSI among non-clinical
adolescents. As NSSI may represent a maladaptive strategy for emotion regulation (i.e.,
automatic function), adolescents may engage in NSSI in order to reduce or avoid their
negative emotional states (Nock & Prinstein, 2005; Chapman, Gratz, & Brown, 2006). Thus,
internal distress, such as depressive symptoms and loneliness which are highly prevalent
and commonly experienced among non-clinical adolescents (Heinrich & Gullone, 2006;
Avenevoli, Knight, Kessler, & Merikangas, 2008), may be strongly related to NSSI. Prior
work supported this hypothesis by showing that adolescents with a history of NSSI
reported higher levels of depressive symptoms as compared to adolescents without NSSI
experience (e.g.. Hilt, Cha, & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2008a; Hankin & Abela, 2011). Yet, although
the link between loneliness and self-injury has been widely hypothesized within the
existing literature, few studies directly examined it (Nock & Prinstein, 2005; Lasgaard,
Goossens, Bramsen, Trillingsgaard, & Elklit, 2011). In particular, because adolescents may
feel lonely when experiencing poor and unsatisfactory relationships with their peers as
well as with their family (Heinrich & Gullone, 2006), and because difficult experiences with
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both peers (as detailed below) and family (e.g., parental alienation; Yates, Tracy, & Luthar,
2008; Bureau et al., 2010) have been shown to be relevant for self-injury, both peer and
family loneliness may uniquely and independently associate with NSSI.
During adolescence interpersonal relationships with peers assume a central role for
adolescents' psychosocial development. Conversely, negative peer relationships, in
particular low peer preference (or peer rejection) and victimization, have been shown to be
harmful experiences which may lead to different forms of distress and psychopathology
(e.g., depression, low self-esteem, and externalizing behaviors; Laird, Jordan, Dodge, Pettit,
& Bates, 2001; Lopez & DuBois, 2005). Hence, NSSI may be associated with peer rejection
and victimization as it may serve to cope with the negative emotional states arising from
these stressful peer experiences (i.e., automatic function). Moreover, the social functions
which NSSI also may serve (Nock & Prinstein, 2005), provide an additional rationale for
hypothesizing an association with interpersonal stressors. That is, adolescents who are
rejected and victimized by their peers may endorse NSSI to communicate with others in
order to gain attention or discourage external stimuli. Prior self-injury work gave limited
attention to interpersonal stressors, with only a small number of studies showing an
association between peer victimization and self-injury (Sourander et al., 2006; Hilt et al.,
2008a; Hay & Meldrum, 2010; Jutengren, Kerr, & Stattin, 2011). Moreover, previous studies
have never simultaneously investigated the role of internal distress and interpersonal
stressors in relation to NSSI using cross-national samples.
An analysis of adolescent health risk behaviors also may contribute to identifying
those adolescents at-risk for NSSI. Indeed, adolescents that endorse NSSI may be more
likely to engage in other health risk behaviors too. Here, different from internal distress
and interpersonal stressors, the association between NSSI and substance use likely may be
explained as the consequence of common underlying factors (i.e., common liability model;
Donovan & Jessor, 1985; Vanyukov et al., 2003). For instance, as proposed by theoretical
models of adolescent substance use (e.g., Khantzian, 1990; Boys, et al., 1999; Wills, Walker,
Mendoza, & Ainette, 2006), substance use, similar to NSSI, may serve multiple functions,
internal (e.g., reduce negative emotional states) as well as social (e.g., avoid social
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rejection). Consequently the two behaviors may be expected to co-occur as they may
represent different strategies to deal with similar situations. This hypothesis has found
support in prior work among community-based adolescents in which self-injury has been
shown to co-occur with other health risk behaviors, including substance use (e.g., Hilt, Nock,
Lloyd-Richardson, & Pnnstein, 2008b; Madge et al, 2008; Portzky et al., 2008). Although no
previous studies compared the association between NSSI and substance use across
different countries, cross-cultural evidence exists with regard to DSH, indicating country
differences in the association between DSH and substance use (e.g, cannabis use; Rossow,
Hawton, & Ystgaard, 2009). Here, similar cross-national associations between NSSI and
substance use may suggest that NSSI is another adolescent risk behavior and likely in each
country serves similar functions as substance use does.
The present study
This study aimed to extend previous NSSI literature by exploring the rates and
correlates of NSSI, including internal distress (depressive symptoms, family-related and
peer-related loneliness) interpersonal stressors (peer victimization, low peer preference),
and substance use (i.e., cigarette smoking, frequent binge drinking and marijuana use),
across three samples from different nations (i.e., Italy, the Netherlands, and the United
Sates). Based on existing theories suggesting that internal distress and interpersonal
stressors may lead to NSSI (functional models, Nock & Pnnstein, 2005) whereas substance
use may co-occur with NSSI (common liability models, Donovan & Jessor, 1985), the
associations between NSSI and these two groups of factors were examined in two separate
models. To our knowledge, only one study to date investigated DSH among a community
sample of Italian adolescents, reporting a lifetime rate of 46% (Cerutti, Manca, Presaghi, &
Gratz, 2011), and two studies found evidence of DSH among non-clinical adolescents in the
Netherlands, with a last year prevalence of 2.6% (Madge et al., 2008; Portzky et al., 2008).
It is worth noting that although these countries are considered Western societies,
differences exist between them with respect to socio-cultural norms, traditions, as well as
substance use policies (Ciairano, Khewer, & Rabaghetti, 2009, Simons-Morton, Pickett,
Boyce, ter Bogt, & Vollebergh, 2010). Such differences may be reflected in adolescent
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interpersonal relationships as well as in their involvement in problem behaviors. For
instance, prior work showed higher levels of substance use (i.e., alcohol use and cigarette
smoking) among Italian and Dutch adolescents compared to U.S. adolescents (Hibell &
Skretting, 2009; Simons-Morton et al., 2010). The purpose of this study was to explore
whether correlates of NSSI would be similar across different cultures, suggesting similar
models of risk that may apply more universally than what has been tested previously.
Method
Procedure and participants
In all the three countries, participants were recruited in secondary public schools. In
accordance with the local policy of each country, an active consent procedure was adopted
in Italy and United States and a passive one in the Netherlands. This study was approved by
the respective university ethics committees for research involving human subjects.
In Italy, 1,038 families of adolescents attending three schools located in the
suburban area of the Northwest of Italy were asked to participate in the study. Of these, 48
(4.6 %) denied permission. Moreover, 163 adolescents were excluded from the analyses
due to the absence on the day of the assessment (n = 137), presence of a disorder (e.g.,
autism; η = 15), unreliable data due to nonsense answers (n = 6), or because they were
older than 19 years of age [n = 5). Thus, the final sample included 827 Italian adolescents
(79.7% of the targeted population). In the Netherlands, data were collected in four schools
located in suburban environments of the southwest. We obtained passive consent for all
the 756 contacted families. Overall, 81 adolescents were not included in the analyses
because they were absent on the day of the test (n = 65), they had missing data on the NSSI
measure (n = 6), they refused to fill out the questionnaire (n = 2), or they clearly provided
nonsense answers (n = 8). This yielded to a final sample 675 Dutch adolescents (89.3% of
the targeted population). In the United States, consent forms were distributed to all ninth
graders in three high schools in a rural area of the Southeast U.S. (n = 712). Overall, 533
consent forms were returned; 426 (59.8%) granted consent to participate. Data from 66
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participants were unavailable due to absenteeism [n = 50) or missing data (n = 16). Thus,
participants in the study included 360 students (50.6% of the targeted population).
The final combined sample included 1,862 adolescents (51% male), mainly
Caucasians (85.2%), aged between 14 and 19 years old (Λί = 15.69, S.D. = 0.87).
Comparison of the three samples revealed significant differences in a number of sociodemographic characteristics (see Table 1).

Table 1. Sample characteristics by country

Gender, % male

Italy

The Netherlands

United States

(n = 827)

(n = 675)

(n = 360)

55.5
15.60 (1.08)

Age (S.D.)
b

Ethnicity , %

95.3

48.4
15.83 (0.67)
93.3

p-value a

44.7
15.66(0.56)
47.2

.001
<.001
<.001

Caucasian
<.001

Parental
education, %
Low c
Medium

d

High *

20.3

20.8

14.2

58.7

27.5

40.9

21

51.7

44.9

a

Note. Chi-square tests and ANOVA were used to test country differences.
b

Other not-Caucasian ethnic groups were: in the Italian sample 2.3% Morocco, 1.5% Latino,

0.4% Chinese, 0.5% others; in the Dutch sample 0.9% Suriname, Turkish 0.6%, 0.3%
Morocco, 4.9% others; in the American sample 24.2% African American, 20% Latino, 0.8%
Asian, 7.8% others. c Low = less than high school. d Medium = high school.
e

High = post high school or college graduate.

Measures
The same data collection procedure was adopted across the three countries. Trained
researchers administered questionnaires during class time. Participants' anonymities were
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guaranteed. For some of the measures employed (i.e., NSSI, SMFQ and SELSA-S), the Italian
and/or Dutch versions were not available; thus, a forward-backward translation was used
to obtain the measures in these languages. Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for
psychosocial factors and substance use variables by countries.
Non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI). NSSI was assessed through a 6-item measure
(Prinstein et al., 2008). Adolescents were asked to report on a 5-point scale (0 = never, 4 =
10 or more times) as to how frequently they intentionally engaged in several types of selfinjurious behaviors (i.e., cut/carved skin, burned skin, hit self, bit self, scrap skin to draw
blood, insert objects under skin or nails) without suicidal intent. The reference period was
six months for the United States and one year for Italy and the Netherlands. This measure
has been previously administered to adolescent samples and has shown good reliability
and convergent validity, correlating highly with a widely used single-item measure of NSSI
(i.e., 'How often have you intentionally harmed or hurt your body - for example by cutting
or burning your skin- without intending to die?'; Prinstein et al., 2008; Prinstein et al.,
2010). In our sample, internal consistency was acceptable, with Cronbach's alphas ranging
from 0.66 (for the United States) to 0.76 (for the Netherlands). In line with prior research,
to assess the overall prevalence of NSSI within the last year, a dichotomous variable was
created to distinguish between adolescents who engaged in any of the NSSI behaviors at
least once and adolescent who did not report any NSSI experience (e.g., Ross & Heath, 2002;
Cerutti et al., 2011).
Depressive symptoms.

Participants completed the Short Mood and Feeling

Questionnaire (SMFQ) (Angold et al., 1995), which consists of 13 items (e.g., 'I felt
miserable or unhappy') describing depressive symptoms during the past two weeks. Each
item was rated on a 3-point scale (0 = not true, 2 = true), and a mean score was computed
across all items, with higher values indicating higher level of depressive symptoms. The
SMFQ has been shown to have good construct and concurrent validity (Angold et al., 1995;
Sharp, Goodyer, & Croudace, 2006) and it has been widely used in previous studies to
assess depressive symptoms in adolescent populations (e.g., Stansfeld et al., 2004; Rothon
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et al., 2009). In our sample, internal consistency was good, with Cronbach's alphas ranging
from 0.84 (for Italy) to 0.89 (for the United States).
Loneliness. Two subscales adapted from the Social and Emotional Loneliness Scale
for Adults-Short Form (SELSA-S) (DiTommaso, Brannen, & Best, 2004) were used to assess
family and peer-related loneliness, respectively. Each subscale consists of 5 items (e.g., 'I
feel alone when I am with my family') rated on a 5-point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 =
strongly agree). Negative items were reversed, and a mean score across the items was
calculated within each subscale, with higher values indicating higher levels of loneliness.
The two subscales have previously demonstrated good construct and concurrent validity
(DiTommaso et al., 2004) and have been used with adolescent samples (Goossens et al.,
2009). In our sample, internal consistency was acceptable for both subscales, with
Cronbach's alphas ranging from 0. 66 (for the United States) to 0.74 (for Italy) for family
loneliness, and from 0.67 (for the United States) to 0.84 (for the Netherlands) for peerrelated loneliness.
Peer victimization.

Three items from the revised version of the Olweus

Bully/Victim Questionnaire (Olweus, 1996) were used to assess peer victimization. In line
with previous studies (e.g., Giletta, Schölte, Engels, & Larsen, 2010), participants were
provided with a clear definition of victimization: 'We can say a student is being victim of
bullying when another student or a group of peers says malicious or hurtful things to him.
The same is true when a student is being hit, kicked, threatened, or is being excluded from
the group. We call it "bullying" when these things happen frequently or regularly, and when
it's difficult for the student being bullied to defend him or herself. It is NOT bullying when
two or more students who are equally strong tease each other or fight with each other'
(Olweus, 1996). Thus, they were asked to reported on a 5-point scale (0 = never, 4 = several
times a week) how often they had been victimized in the past two months at school (e.g.,
'How often were you beaten, kicked, or hit by other peers?'). This measure has previously
demonstrated good psychometric proprieties (Solberg & Olweus, 2003). In line with the
bullying literature, adolescents who reported to be victimized at least two or three times a
month in at least one item were defined as being victimized (Solberg & Olweus, 2003). Yet,
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as adolescents who reported to be victimized once or twice in two or more items, similarly
experienced repeated victimization, they were also classified as victimized. The resulting
dichotomized variable, distinguishing between adolescents with victimization experience
to those without, was used for the analyses.
Peer preference. The same peer nomination procedure for measuring peer
preference was employed in all three countries. Adolescents were asked to complete two
sociometrie questions by nominating an unlimited number of peers they "liked the most'
and "liked the least" from a roster of all grademates. To ensure anonymity, in Italy and the
Netherlands a number was assigned to each participants' name presented on the roster
and adolescents were instructed to report on the questionnaire the numbers, instead of the
names, associated with the grademates they wanted to nominate. In the United States,
participants were asked to circle the code numbers next to names of their grademates
presented on the roster; subsequently, only the code numbers were entered into the data
to guarantee anonymity. A peer preference score was calculated for each participant by
subtracting the nominations received on the like-least criterion from the nominations
received on the like-most criterion (Coie & Dodge, 1983). Subsequently, these final scores
were standardized within the grade to account for differences in grade size. Higher scores
indicated higher levels of peer preference.
Substance use. Three items adapted from the Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS)
(Brener, Collins, Kann, Warren, & Williams, 1995] were used to measure adolescent
substance use in the past six months. One item assessed the number of daily smoked
cigarettes on a 6-point scale (0 = none, 5 = more than a package). The other two items
measured the frequency of binge drinking (i.e., having five or more alcoholic drinks in a
row within a few hours) and marijuana use on a 5-point scale (0 = never, 4 = 20 or more
times). Due to the highly skewed distributions of the substance use measures, a
dichotomous variable was created for each of them. Daily smoking was defined as smoking
at least one cigarette per day, and frequent binge drinking and marijuana use were defined
as having three or more episodes in the past six months.
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Socio-demographic variables. Self-reported information on socio-demographic
characteristics included age, gender, ethnicity, and parents' educational level Due to
differences in the ethnic composition and educational system of the three populations (i e,
Italian, Dutch and US], specific codes were used for each country to collect information on
ethnicity and parents' educational level Subsequently, for comparison purposes, different
ethnical categories were combined to form a dichotomous variable that distinguished
between Caucasian and non-Caucasian participants Moreover, three categories were
created to reflect parents' educational level, corresponding to low (i e, less than high
school), medium (i e, high school), and high (i e, post high school or college graduate)
educational level The highest educational level of the parents (or the one available in case
of missing information) was used as a proxy for socioeconomic status (SES)

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for psychosocial factors and substance use variables by
country
Italy

The Netherlands

United States

(n = 827)

(n = 675)

(n = 360)

p-value a

Psychosocial risk factors
Depr symptoms(SD)

51(38)

31(32)

36(40)

< 001

Fam loneliness (SD)

1 78 (0 76)

1 77 ( 70)

171(90)

280

Peer loneliness (SD)

1 80 ( 69)

1 67 ( 60)

1 76 ( 68)

001

Peer preference (SD)
Peer victimization, %

15(156)

08 (1 50)

20 (1 48)

440

22 5

19 7

19 2

283

Daily smokers

34 9

22 9

81

< 001

Freq binge drinking

17 5

417

33

< 001

Freq marijuana use

80

10 8

64

040

Substance use, %

1

Chi-square tests and ANOVAs were used to test country differences
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Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics were performed to examine and compare prevalence of NSSI
across the three samples. Next, multivariate logistic regression analyses were performed in
Mplus 5.0 (Muthén & Muthén, 2006) with NSSI (no NSSI incident versus NSSI incident) as a
dichotomous outcome variable. In the first model, the predictors included internal (i.e.,
depressive symptoms and loneliness) and interpersonal (i.e., peer victimization and peerreported peer preference) factors. The second model included substance use variables (i.e.,
smoking, frequent binge drinking and marijuana use) as predictors. In each model. Odds
Ratios (ORs) were adjusted for socio-demographic covariates. Finally, the same models
were conducted separately by country and a multi-group approach was used to test sample
differences. This approach allows comparing models across different sub-groups of
participants within the total sample (e.g., adolescents in each country) in order to test
whether similar effects are estimated across groups. Specifically, first, an overall test of
difference examined whether each model differed across countries by comparing a free
model with a model in which all the parameters were constrained to be equal each time
across two of the three samples. Second, when differences in the overall test were found,
individual parameters were examined one-by-one. Chi-square difference tests were
employed to compare nested models using log likelihoods.
Results
Prevalence of NSSI in the three samples
Overall, approximately 24% of the adolescents (23.6% Italy; 25.8% the Netherlands;
21.9% United States) reported at least one NSSI experience during the previous months.
The first chi-square test indicated no significant differences across the three samples in the
percentages of adolescents involved in NSSI. However, due to several sample differences
with respect to participants' socio-demographic characteristics (see Table 1), additional
chi-square tests, each controlling for one socio-demographic (e.g., gender), were conducted
to compare NSSI prevalence across samples. None of the tests were significant, suggesting
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that similarity in NSSl prevalence across three samples was not affected by differences in
participants' socio-demographic characteristics
In all samples, NSSl rates varied by gender, with females being more involved in
2

2

2

NSSl compared to males (χ = 8.06, df = 1, ρ = 0.004; χ = 23.10, df = 1, ρ < 0.001; χ = 8.42,
df = 1, ρ = 0.004; for Italy, the Netherlands, and the United States, respectively]. No
differences in NSSl prevalence rates were found regarding age, ethnicity, and parent
educational level in any of the samples.
Multivariate logistic regressions
Psychosocial factors. In the total sample, higher levels of depressive symptoms and
family-related loneliness were associated with higher probabilities of reporting NSSl
experiences. Moreover, compared to non-victimized adolescents, victimized adolescents
also were more likely to engage in NSSl. No significant differences in the odds ratios of
reporting NSSl incidents were found for adolescents with different levels of peer-related
loneliness and peer preference. Whereas depressive symptoms were significantly and
strongly associated with the probability of reporting NSSl across samples, family-related
loneliness was significantly associated with NSSl exclusively among Dutch and U S.
adolescents but not Italian while peer victimization was significantly associated with NSSl
only among Italian and Dutch adolescents but not U.S. adolescents (Table 3) However, in
spite of these differences in the significance levels, multi-group analyses comparing the
overall model across countries (e.g., Italy vs United States) did not show any evidence for
sample differences, indicating that the predictors in the model explained a similar amount
of variance in each sample.1

1

To be conservative, even if the overall test did not show any difference across samples, additional

follow-up comparisons were conducted for each of the significant predictors: depressive symptoms,
family-related loneliness and peer victimization None of the tests emerged to be statistically
significant, indicating no sample differences in the magnitude of any of the predictor
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Table 3. Multivariate logistic regression analyses of relationship between NSSI and psychosocial factors, controlling for
sociodemographic covariates (total sample and by country]
Total sample

Italy

The Netherlands

United States

OR (95% CI)

OR (95% CI)

OR (95% CI)

Depressive symptoms

4.58 (3.30-6.35]***

5.42 (3.30-8.90]***

7.31 (3.80-14.08]***

4.58(2.02-10.39]***

Family loneliness

1.36(1.16-1.59]***

1.18 (.93-1.49]

1.36(1.03-1.80]*

1.70(1.18-2.43]**

OR (95% CI)

Peer loneliness

.95 (.80-1.14]

.97 (.75-1.25]

.75 (.53-1.05]

1.49 (.95-2.32]

Peer preference

1.04 (.97-1.13]

1.02 (.91-1.14]

1.11 (.98-1.27]

1.08 (.90-1.31]

Peer victimization

1.96(1.50-2.57]***

1.61(1.08-2.41]*

2.80(1.74-4.50)***

1.33 (.67-2.64)

Note. ORs were simultaneously adjusted for gender, age, ethnicity (Caucasian vs. not-Caucasian) and parent educational level.
Nagelkerke pseudo R2: for Italy, R2 = 0.15 (p < 0.001); for the Netherlands, R2 = 0.24 (p < 0.001); for USA, R2 = 0.29 (p < 0.001);
for total sample, R2 = 0.18 (p < 0.001).
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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Substance use. In the total sample, daily smokers and frequent marijuana users
were more likely to report NSSI incidents compared to non-daily smokers and nonmarijuana users. However, frequent binge drinking was not associated with higher odds of
reporting NSSI. Table 4 presents ORs (adjusted for socio-demographic covariates)
separately by country. Among Italian adolescents, none of the substance use variables was
significantly associated with NSSI. On the contrary, frequent marijuana use related to NSSI
among Dutch and U.S. adolescents while cigarette smoking related to NSSI exclusively
among U.S. adolescents.

Table 4. Multivariate logistic regression analyses of relationship between NSSI and
substance use, controlling for sociodemographic covariates (total sample and by country)
Total sample

Italy

The Netherlands

United States

OR ( 9 5 % CI)

OR ( 9 5 % CI)

OR ( 9 5 % CI)

OR ( 9 5 % CI)

1.40

1.19

(1.09-1.85)

(.97-2.02)

(.76-1.87)

(1.45-8.61)

1.07

1.03

.99

1.94

(.81-1.42)

(.63-1.69)

(.66-1.49)

(.45-8.39)

1.69

1.02

2.04*

3.13*

(1.13-2.53)*

(.51-2.04)

(1.10-3.76)

(1.07-9.17)

Smoking

1.42**

Binge drinking
Marijuana use

3.54**

Note. ORs were simultaneously adjusted for gender, age, ethnicity (Caucasian vs notCaucasian) and parent educational level.
Nagelkerke pseudo R2: for Italy, R2 = 0.03 (p < 0.05); for the Netherlands, R2 = 0.08 [p <
0.01); for USA, R2 = 0.14 (p < 0.01); for total sample, R2 = 0.05 (p < 0.001).
*p< 0.05; **p< 0.01.

Multi-group analyses for the overall models indicated sample differences between
United States and both Italy (Δχ2 = 13.14, df 3, ρ = 0.004) and the Netherlands (Δχ2 = 9.19,
df 3, ρ = 0.027), suggesting that substance use was more strongly related to NSSI in the
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2

United States compared to Italy and the Netherlands (see Nagelkerke pseudo R Table 4).
However, follow-up comparisons of the single predictors showed significant differences
only for cigarette smoking between the Netherlands and United States, indicating that the
2

magnitude of the effect was greater among U.S. adolescents (Δχ = 4.46, df l,p = 0.035).
Additional analyses. To examine whether adolescents who endorsed NSSI on
multiple occasions differed from those who did only once or twice, two additional
multinomial logistic regressions were performed in the total sample with a three-category
variable of NSSI (no NSSI, once or twice, three times or more) as outcome. Results revealed
differences only on depressive symptoms (OR = 1.81, ρ = 0.022, 95% CI [1.09, 3.00]),
indicating that adolescents engaging multiple times in NSSI were more likely to report
higher depressive symptoms than adolescents engaging only once or twice. Moreover,
when comparing adolescents with no NSSI experiences to those with multiple experiences,
patterns identical to those using a dichotomized outcome were found. That is significant
differences were revealed on depressive symptoms, family loneliness and victimization in
one model, and cigarette smoking and frequent marijuana use in the other.
Discussion
This study examined non-suicidal self-injury behaviors among adolescents from
Italy, the Netherlands, and the United States using the same methodology. We examined the
prevalence of NSSI across samples from these three countries and extended previous
literature by examining the associations between NSSI and both psychosocial factors and
substance use cross-nationally. Overall, we found large sample similarities and revealed
cross-national differences in the relation between NSSI and substance use.
Our findings indicated that the prevalence of NSSI was similar across samples, with
approximately 24% of adolescents reporting at least one NSSI experience within the
previous year. This percentage is in line with findings reported in prior studies on non
clinical adolescents (Heath et al., 2008). However, previous NSSI research has been
conducted mainly among North American adolescents, and less is known about NSSI in
other countries, including Europe where existing studies have largely focused on DSH (e.g..
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Hawton et al., 2002; Lundh et al., 2007). Our study adds to the literature by demonstrating
that NSSI in Italian and Dutch samples is as prevalent as in a U.S. sample. These findings
corroborate those from the only existing work comparing NSSI across samples from
different countries (Plener et al., 2009). However, they are in contrast with two other
studies showing remarkable differences in DSH prevalence rates across countries (Madge
et al., 2008; Portzky et al., 2008). A possible explanation for these contrasting results may
be that differences in DSH reflect country differences in rates of suicidal behaviors
highlighting the importance for future research to distinctly examine suicidal and non
suicidal behaviors (Nock et al., 2008) Although we adopted highly similar instruments
across countries and we analyzed comparable samples in terms of age and gender, it
should be noted that we used convenience samples that may not be representative of the
national populations. Therefore, we cannot draw any conclusions about the prevalence
rates in representative nation-wide samples in the three countries. Future epidemiological
research needs to include nationally representative samples in order to provide a clear
picture of NSSI prevalence among non-clinical adolescents.
Concerning psychosocial factors, our findings support the existing theoretical
models (Nock & Prinstein, 2005; Messer & Fremouw, 2008) according to which both
internal and interpersonal factors relate to NSSI. Specifically, with regard to internal
distress, adolescents reporting higher levels of depressive symptoms and family-related
loneliness were found to be more likely to engage in NSSI. Moreover, even after controlling
for the effects of internal distress, victimized adolescents emerged to endorse NSSI more
than non-victimized adolescents. It is important to note that, although the effects of family
loneliness in Italy and peer victimization in the United States did not reach the significance
level, the magnitude of these effects did not differ across countries. These findings support
our hypothesis about great similarity of psychosocial factors associated with NSSI across
samples from different cultures.
In line with previous studies (e.g.. Hilt et al., 2008b), our results showed that in the
United States, daily smokers and frequent marijuana users were more likely to report NSSI
incidents compared to adolescents who did not use these substances. These associations
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may be interpreted in the light of a common liability model according to which NSSI and
substance use may be the expression of a third shared underlying factor (Donovan &
Jessor, 1985; Vanyukov et al., 2003). Hence, both behaviors may serve similar functions in
adolescents' lives, such as curbing negative emotional states (i.e., automatic function) or
gaining attention among peers (i.e., social functions) (Boys et al., 1999; Chapman et al.,
2006; Wills et al., 2006). Future research is needed to test this hypothesis by identifying
potential underlying factors, such as emotional self-control.
However, contrary to our expectations, the co-occurrence of adolescent NSSI and
substance use seemed to be particularly pertinent to U.S. adolescents. Indeed, none of the
substance use variables was related to NSSI in Italy, and only marijuana use was related to
NSSI in the Netherlands. These findings are in line with a recent work in which, using data
from the CASE study (Madge et al., 2008), a stronger association between cannabis use and
DSH was found in Norway, where prevalence rates of cannabis use were remarkably lower
than England (Rossow et al., 2009). Such difference provides indications about the nature
of the relation between cannabis use and DSH, suggesting shared common factors
underlying the two behaviors (e.g., family-related factors) rather than causality (i.e.,
cannabis use predicting DSH). Indeed, as the authors stated, a causal relation could be
assumed if cannabis use was more strongly associated with DSH among those adolescents
more highly exposed to cannabis use (i.e., in England). Similarly, our findings show a
stronger association between substance use and NSSI in the United States, where substance
use was less prevalent than in Italy and the Netherlands, which provides further support
for a common liability between these behaviors.
The complex interplay between substance use policies, social norms, and prevalence
rates in the three populations might help to interpret these country differences (these
results) further. Compared to the United States, substance use policies in European
countries are more tolerant, cigarettes and alcohol are available from an earlier age (e.g.,
purchase age for both cigarette and alcohol is 16 years old in Italy and the Netherlands
versus 18 and 21 years old respectively in the United States) and prevalence rates tend to
be higher (at least for cigarette smoking and alcohol use) due to their normativity (Hibell &
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Skretting, 2009; Simons-Morton et al., 2010) Also, in the Netherlands, marijuana can be
legally purchased after the age of 18. Thus, in European countries, adolescent substance
use tends to be socially more accepted and somewhat normative during this developmental
period as compared to the United States. Conversely, NSSI is an extreme health risk
behavior and by definition socially unaccepted. Hence, in European countries, the two
behaviors may serve different functions; for instance it has been shown that substance use
primarily serves social functions during adolescence (e.g., Engels, Schölte, van Lieshout, de
Kemp, & Overbeek, 2006; Ciairano, Bosma, Miceli, & Settanni, 2008), whereas NSSI may
possibly serve mainly internal functions. Future studies are strongly needed to directly
examine the functional models of NSSI in countries outside North America. On the other
hand, in the United States, substance use is an extreme and legally sanctioned behavior
during adolescence, and this might explain the stronger association with NSSI That is, both
behaviors may equally serve automatic as well social functions.
This study is the first to investigate several correlates of NSSI (i.e., psychosocial
factors and substance use) in three samples of non-clinical adolescents from different
countries However, our findings need to be interpreted in the light of some limitations.
First, the cross-sectional nature of the data does not allow drawing any temporal
conclusion. For instance, even though, based on previous theoretical models (Messer &
Fremouw, 2008), we assume that psychosocial factors precede adolescents' NSSI,
independent co-variables may explain their co-occurrence Longitudinal research is needed
to clearly distinguish between determinants and concurrent factors of NSSI. Second, our
findings rely mainly on questionnaire data. Ecological momentary assessment (EMA)
methods may represent a more valid alternative for reducing recall biases (Nock, Pnnstein,
& Sterba, 2010) Third, due to different assessment strategies allowed within each country
(passive versus active consent) remarkably different participation rates were obtained
across countries, especially between the United States and the Netherlands. Thus, it cannot
be excluded that the lower participation rate in the United States resulted in a somewhat
selective sample in which NSSI prevalence was actually lower than the one among the
targeted participants (Courser, Shamblen, Lavrakas, Collins, & Ditterhne, 2009). Finally, as
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mentioned earlier, the use of convenience samples did not allow us to extend our results to
general populations in the three countries.
In conclusion, our findings underline the importance of investigating NSSI in
adolescents residing outside the United States. Moreover, country similarities in
psychosocial factors associated with NSSI indicate that, even in different cultural contexts,
adolescents experiencing higher levels of internal distress and interpersonal stress may be
at much higher risk for engaging in NSSI.
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Abstract
This study examined direct and indirect forms of peer socialization of non-suicidal selfinjury (NSSI] in adolescent friendship networks. Data were collected among 348 U.S.
adolescents (55% females; Mage = 15.02 years; S.D. = 0.53) at 4 assessment waves between
grades 9 and 11. Stochastic actor-based models did not show evidence for direct
socialization of NSSI: friends' NSSI did not predict increases in adolescent NSSI over time.
However, indirect forms of socialization were found. Specifically, friends' depressive
symptoms predicted changes in male and female adolescents' NSSI and friends' impulsivity
predicted changes in male adolescents' NSSI. Findings highlight the importance of
extending peer influence research behind the classical "modeling" paradigm by providing
evidence that peers may indirectly socialize adolescents' NSSI behaviors.
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Introduction
For decades, peer influence research has clearly shown that during adolescence peer
behavior represents a major source of influence for youths' own behavioral development
(for reviews, see Dishion & Tipsord, 2011; Prinstein & Dodge, 2008). Ample evidence
reveals direct forms of peer socialization in relation to multiple outcomes, such as
delinquency, aggression and substance use (e.g., Burk, Steglich, & Snijders, 2007; Dishion,
Eddy, Haas, & Spracklen, 1997; Dishion & Owen, 2002; Ennett & Bauman, 1994; Snyder,
Horsch, & Childs, 1997). That is, friends' behaviors predict changes in similar behaviors
among adolescents. Yet, several aspects of this phenomenon remain unexplored as previous
research has been limited in a number of ways. First, prior work is limited with respect to
the behavioral domains that have been examined as potentially subject to peer socialization
processes. Most existing literature has focused mainly on externalizing behaviors, such as
delinquency and substance use (Brechwald & Prinstein, 2011). However, recent evidence
seems to suggest that peer influence may also pertain to internalizing behaviors, such as
depressive symptoms (Giletta et al, 2011; Mercer & Derosier, 2010; Van Zalk, Kerr, Branje,
Stattin, & Meeus, 2010). Recent studies also suggest that peer influence may generalize to
more extreme forms of internalizing distress, including non-suicidal self-injurious
behaviors (i.e., intentional, self-inflicted tissue damage without suicidal intent, NSSI;
Heilbron & Prinstein, 2008; Nock, 2010). In light of the strong associations between NSSI
and several forms of psychopathology (e.g., borderline personality disorder, anxiety
disorders; Klonsky, Oltmanns, & Turkheimer, 2003), such an assumption deserves
particular consideration as NSSI may directly undermine adolescent development.
Second, past research on peer influence has almost exclusively focused on one model
of socialization. That is, while direct forms of socialization have been the focus of most
investigations, less is known about indirect forms of peer socialization. Direct socialization
is consistent with a "modeling" paradigm of peer influence, based on the straightforward
idea that friends' behavior X may be predictive of adolescents' engagement in the same
behavior X. However, peer socialization processes may be more complex and assume
different, more indirect forms in which a certain friend's behavior Y may also influence
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adolescents' related behavior X (Brechwald & Prinstein, 2011). This study aimed to
contribute to the existing literature by analyzing adolescent friendship networks across
four time points in order to answer two novel questions: (a) does peer influence relate to
NSSI within a friendship network context, and (b) is NSSI influenced by direct, and also
indirect forms of socialization Specifically, we examined whether adolescents' NSSI may be
predicted by friends' impulsivity and depressive symptoms.
Direct peer socialization of NSSI
During the last decade an increasing number of studies have suggested that NSSI is a
relatively common health-risk behavior, which is not limited to psychiatric patients only,
but affects approximately 15-20% of adolescents in the general population (Rodham &
Hawton, 2009). NSSI represents a serious health problem as during adolescence it may
become a stable maladaptive strategy to face developmental tasks, resulting in severe
negative consequences for adolescent psychosocial development and, in the most extreme
cases, in suicidal behaviors (Nock, Joiner, Gordon, Lloyd- Richardson, & Prinstein, 2006;
Whitlock, Eckenrode, & Silverman, 2006).
Peer socialization has been proposed as one of the processes that explain the
increasing diffusion of these self-injurious behaviors among non-clinical adolescents (Nock,
2010). Although compared to other behaviors (e.g., substance use and delinquency), it may
be less intuitive to understand how and why peer influence adolescents' NSSI, several
existing theoretical models provide clear rationales for this (for review, see Messer &
Fremouw, 2008). Specifically, a main reason is that during adolescence, in addition to
internal functions (e.g., relieving negative emotions), NSSI can serve a social (i.e.,
interpersonal) function, similarly to other socialized behaviors (e.g., aggression and alcohol
use; Kiuru, Burk, Laursen, Salmela-Aro, & Nurmi, 2010; Sijtsema et al., 2010). Peer influence
models (e.g., Bandura, 1977; for a review, see Brechwald & Prinstein, 2011) posit that
adolescents become susceptible to the influence of peers when a specific behavior is
strongly related to social rewards and reinforcements. Thus, adolescents may engage in
NSSI because of its social reinforcement such as gaining social attention or creating social
bonds (Heilbron & Prinstein, 2008). This hypothesis might be particularly valuable given
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the visibility of NSSI among adolescents. For instance, previous evidence suggests that
adolescents often do not engage in NSSI while alone but tend to do it within a group
context, in the presence of their peers (e.g., Klonsky & Olino, 2008). Other recent work has
shown that NSSI has gained popularity on the Internet, where a large number of NSSI webcommunities, online forums and videos exist and are frequently viewed (e.g., Lewis, Heath,
St Denis, & Noble, 2011; Whitlock, Powers, & Eckenrode, 2006). Hence, NSSI may be
socialized among adolescents and, due to its increasing popularity, peer socialization
processes may be expected to occur within large friendship networks, in which several
kinds of relationships are embedded such as best friendships and good friendships (Hartup,
1993). So far only one study has directly reported evidence of NSSI socialization (Prinstein
et al., 2010). However, that study exclusively focused on best friend dyads but did not
examine the network at large. Consequently, the use of stochastic actor-based modeling
(Snijders, Van de Bunt, & Steglich, 2010) may allow for the examination of peer influence in
friendship networks, which consist of a multitude of overlapping friendships (Veenstra &
Dijkstra, 2012).
Indirect peer socialization: Friends' impulsivity and depressive symptoms on
adolescent NSSI
In addition to direct peer influence, indirect forms of peer influence might also
explain changes in adolescent behaviors (Brechwald & Prinstein, 2011). The question here
is how adolescents' engagement in a certain behavior may be socialized by their friends,
when friends do not necessarily engage in the same behavior. At least two processes could
explain such an indirect peer influence. A first hypothesis is that socialization of behaviors
involves the predisposing psychological characteristics underlying the behaviors. Hence, a
friends' behavior Y stemming from a certain disposition may not necessarily invoke the
same behavior Y in an adolescent, but rather a behavior X driven by the same disposition.
Adolescents may socialize different behaviors, which may be both the expression of
identical predisposing characteristics. Thus, behaviors X and Y would represent different
developmental outcomes endorsing a similar function; that is, the behavior X (e.g., smoking)
in which adolescents engage would be functionally equivalent to the behavior Y (e.g..
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drinking) in which their friends engage. However, in line with the multi-finality principle
(Cicchetti & Rogosh, 1996), the way in which dispositions are manifested may depend on
third factors, such as individual specificities (e.g., personality traits) or external conditions
(e.g., behavior availability), therefore resulting in different behavioral outcomes.
A second hypothesis is that friends' characteristics simply may promote a risk
environment for adolescent development. As suggested by a person-environment model
(e.g., Cairns, Elder, & Costello, 1996; Sameroff, 1993), the context that friends display, in
terms of behaviors and attitudes, may pose adolescents at risk to engage in a different
behavior, for example by interacting with adolescents' psychological characteristics (e.g.,
personality traits). Here, friends may influence adolescents because they may offer the
conditions for developing certain behaviors by acceding to adolescents' behavior or
exacerbating their individual predisposing characteristics. For instance, high levels of
friends' aggressive and violent behaviors may increase the probability that adolescents
carry a weapon.
In line with these ideas, the present study offered a preliminary initial step toward
the investigation of indirect forms of peer influence by testing whether friends' impulsivity
and depressive symptoms may affect adolescents' NSS1 behavior. Considerable evidence
shows that during adolescence high levels of impulsivity and depressive symptoms are
strongly related to repeated NSSI experiences (e.g., Glenn & Klonsky, 2010; Hankin & Abela,
2011; Simeon et al., 1992). Notably, whereas NSSI is an extreme health-risk behavior, which
affects a small percentage of adolescents, both impulsivity and depressive symptoms are
reported more frequently during this developmental period, and tend to be expressed
within interpersonal interactions with others. For instance, prior work has shown that
impulsive adolescents are more likely to engage in a number of risk-taking behaviors, such
as substance abuse, delinquency and aggressive behaviors, which may be clearly visible to
other peers (e.g., Dawe & Loxton, 2004; Espelage, Bosworth, & Simon, 2001; Vitaro, Ferland,
Jacques, & Ladouceur, 1998; White et al., 1994). Interpersonal theories of depression posit
that depressive symptoms are manifested within social interactions, for instance through
excessive requests of reassurance (e.g., Coyne, 1976; Rudolph, Flynn, & Abaied, 2008). Thus,
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both impulsivity and depressive symptoms may be assumed to play a key role in NSSI
socialization.
Impulsivity and depressive symptoms may be expected to differentially affect male
and female interpersonal relationships. Gender differences on both behaviors have been
consistently shown, with male adolescents reporting higher levels of impulsivity than
females and female adolescents reporting higher levels of depressive symptoms than males
(e.g.. Chappie & Johnson, 2007; Cross, Copping, & Campbell, 2011; Hankin & Abramson,
2001; Hyde, Mezulis, & Abramson, 2008; Nolen-Hoeksema & Hilt, 2009). Evidence also
suggests that impulsivity and depressive symptoms may be not socially accepted to the
same degree for male and female adolescents, with impulsivity being more accepted when
expressed by male adolescents and depressive symptoms being more accepted when
expressed by female adolescents (Perry & Pauletti, 2011). Further, gender-specific
interpersonal patterns, such as high levels of intimacy within female relationships, may
contribute to increase these behaviors within same-gender interactions (Kuttler, La Greca,
& Prinstein, 1999; Perry & Pauletti, 2011; Rose & Rudolph, 2006). Therefore, depressive
symptoms may play a salient role in NSSI socialization especially in female adolescents,
whereas impulsivity may play a more important role in the friendships of male adolescents.
The present study
In the present study, we applied stochastic actor-based modeling (Snijders, Steglich,
& Schweinberger, 2007; Snijders et al. 2010) to examine direct and indirect forms of NSSI
socialization within adolescent friendship networks. These models are capable of
estimating peer socialization effects while overcoming the limitations inherent in previous
peer influence studies, for instance by controlling for several network and selection effects
(see Veenstra & Dijkstra, 2012; Veenstra & Steglich, 2012). We aimed to test the assumption
that peer influence may take an indirect form, by examining the role of friends' depressive
symptoms and impulsivity on adolescents' NSSI. Based on the aforementioned theoretical
models, we hypothesized that NSSI may be socialized both directly and indirectly.
Specifically, we expected adolescents to engage in NSSI when their friends engaged in NSSI.
Moreover, we anticipated that friends' impulsivity and depressive symptoms would predict
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adolescents' NSSI over time. We also expected gender differences, with friends' impulsivity
to specifically affect males' NSSI, and depressive symptoms to influence females' NSSI over
time.
Method
Participants and Procedure
Data for this study were drawn from the first four waves of a larger longitudinal
study focused on adolescent peer relationships and psychosocial development. At baseline,
participants were recruited by distributing consent forms to all students attending 9th
grade classrooms in three high schools located in a rural community in the Southeast US. Of
the targeted adolescents, roughly 75% returned consent forms and approximately 60%
(between 55% to 76% across schools) agreed to participate. In order to properly estimate
socialization effects, adolescents who took part in at least three of the four waves were
selected for inclusion in the primary analyses. This resulted in a final sample of 348
adolescents (55% female), aged between 14 and 18 years [Mage = 15.02; S.D. = 0.53) at
baseline. Participants' ethnicity matched that of the school district's population, with 48.7%
Caucasian, 23.8% African-American, 19.1% Latino-American and 8.4% other ethnic groups.
Approximately 49% of adolescents reported that their parents either were never married
(19% of total sample), or had separated/divorced (32%). Over half of adolescents reported
that they lived with two biological parents (47%) or in a family with two adults in the
household (30% with a parent and a step-parent, grandparent, or other relative); 23%
reported living in a single-parent household. According to school records, approximately
67% of students were eligible for free or reduced-price lunch. Attrition analyses did not
show any difference between adolescents in the analytic sample and adolescents that due to
absenteeism, moving away or withdrawing from the study participated only at one [n = 35)
or two (n = 24) of the four waves of data collection on gender, ethnicity and any of the study
variables measured at baseline (i.e., depressive symptoms, impulsivity, NSSI). A significant
difference was found only in relation to age, indicating that adolescents in the analytic
sample were somewhat younger that those excluded due to attrition, t(60.64) = 2.50, ρ =
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015,(M=15 03vs M =15 27)
Data collection took place at four time points, every six months from the spring of
the 9th grade to the fall of the 11th grade At each time point, surveys were administered by
trained research assistants during school hours Participants were informed that they could
withdraw from the study at any time and their responses would be kept confidential The
study received approval by the ethical committee for research involving human subjects
Measures
Friendship nominations. At each time point adolescents were asked to select their
best friends ("Who are your best, closest friends7") from a list of peers including all their
grade-mates Participants were allowed to nominate an unlimited number of friends, both
same- and opposite-gender, and among these they were instructed to identify a very best
friend (Parker & Asher, 1993). A few participants nominated an extremely high number of
friends (i e, above 30 nominations) that might have biased our results Therefore, for these
adolescents only the peer they selected as very best friend were used for the analyses (n =
6), or if they did not choose one, data were considered missing (n = 8)
Friendship nominations were used to create friendship networks, represented at
each time point by an adjacency matrix Each matrix consisted of 348 rows, indicating
adolescents from whom nominations originated (ie, nominators), and 348 columns,
indicating adolescents toward whom nominations were directed (i e, nominees) The
presence or absence of a friendship tie between a nominator and a nominee was specified
by a one or a zero, respectively Moreover, because friendship nominations were restricted
to the school context (grade-wide nominations), that is, adolescents could not choose as
friends peers from different schools, structural zeros were used in cells between
adolescents attending different schools This procedure was utilized because participants in
the three schools were drawn from the same population (e g, same geographical area),
therefore no specific differences were assumed across them In this way the three school
networks were combined in a global network, allowing for a simultaneous estimation of
parameter estimates (Ripley, Snijders, & Lopez, 2011)
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Non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI). Non-suicidal self-injury was measured at each time
point through a set of six items (Prinstein et al., 2008). Each item was assessed on a 5-point
scale (1 = never, S = 10 or more time) describing the frequency with which adolescents
engaged in specific non-suicidal self-injurious behaviors (e.g., cut/carved skin, burned skin,
hit self) during the previous months (during the past year at baseline and the past six
months at the other time points). This measure has been used previously to assess nonsuicidal self-injury among adolescents (e.g., Guerry & Prinstein, 2010; Prinstein et al., 2010).
For stochastic actor-based models three ordinal categories were created which
distinguished between adolescents who never engaged in any self-injurious behavior
during the previous months, adolescents who engaged in self-injurious behavior at least 1
to 3 times, and adolescents who engaged at least 4 times in self-injurious behaviors during
the previous months.
Depressive symptoms. Depressive symptoms were measured at each time point
using the Mood and Feeling Questionnaire (MFQ: Costello & Angold, 1988). Adolescents
were asked to rate on a 3-point scale (0 = not true, 1 = sometimes true, 2 = true) a list of 33
items (e.g., "I felt I was no good anymore , I did everything wrong") assessing a range of
depressive symptoms they experienced over the last two weeks. This measure has shown
good psychometric properties (Costello & Angold, 1988; Wood, Kroll, Moore, & Harrington,
1995) and it has been widely used to assess depressive symptoms among clinical and nonclinical adolescent populations (e.g.. Cooper & Goodyer, 1993; Kent, Vostanis, & Feehan,
1997). An individual mean score of depressive symptoms was computed across items, with
higher values indicating higher depressive symptoms (Cronbach's a: .92-.95 across time
points). Mean scores of adolescent depressive symptoms ranged from .30 {SD= .33) to .35
[SD = .37) across time points.
Impulsivity. At baseline a self-report measure of impulsivity was assessed using 13
items adapted from the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-11: Patton, Stanford, & Barrati,
1995). Items (e.g., "I plan tasks carefully, I say things without thinking") referred to the
three dimensions identified in the original scale (i.e., motor, attentional and non-planning
impulsiveness; Stanford et al., 2009) and were rated on a 4-point scale (1 = rarely/never, 4 =
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almost always/always). An individual mean score was compute across items, yielding a
global measure of impulsive behavior with higher values indicating higher impulsivity
(Cronbach's a: .77; M = 2.21; SD = .48).
Friends'characteristics. For each adolescent two composite scores were calculated
that described friends' impulsivity and depressive symptoms. Because impulsivity was
collected only at baseline, a score of friends' impulsivity was computed by averaging the
individual scores of impulsivity of all peers whom each adolescent nominated as friends at
baseline (Λί =2.19; SD = .30). Conversely, for depressive symptoms at each time point an
average score of friends' depressive symptoms was computed across those peers
nominated as friends by each adolescents at that specific time point (mean scores ranged
from .31 (5D = .26) to.36 [SD = 23) across time points). If at one of the time points
adolescents did not nominate any friend, scores of friends' characteristics (for both
depressive symptoms and impulsivity) were considered to be missing. Yet, due to the fact
that at baseline most adolescents nominated at least one friend, this procedure allowed us
to calculate a score of friends' impulsivity for approximately 90% of participants. Moreover,
because most adolescents nominated at least one friend at one time point at least, for 98.6%
of participants a friends' score of depressive symptoms was available during at least one
time point.
Missing data analyses
Of the 348 adolescents included in the final sample, 20.7% [n = 72) completed the
survey only at three of the four time points due to absenteeism [n = 56) or because they
joined school after Time 1 [n = 3) or left it after Time 3 (n = 13). This yielded missing data
(i.e., wave non-response missing). Additional missing data were due to participants
providing incomplete or invalid answers to some of the measures at some time points or
because it was not possible to compute a friends' score of depressive symptoms or
impulsivity (i.e., item non-response missing). The percentage of missing data ranged across
time points and measures from 0 to 28.2% (for friends' depressive symptoms at Time 4)
with an overall mean of 6.7%. In order to identify the nature of missing data, Little's (1988)
Missing Completely at Random (MCAR) test was conducted. A significant chi-square
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emerged (χ (886) = 1044 25, ρ < 001), indicating that data were not missing completely at
random. Therefore, although it is not possible to directly test whether missing are at
random (MAR) or not at random (NMAR; Jehcic, Phelps, & Lerner, 2009), a series oft-test
analyses were conducted to examine whether participants with missing on one measure at
a specific time point (e.g., depressive symptoms at Time 4) differed on the overall mean of
that measure calculated across the other time points (eg, overall mean of depressive
symptoms across Time 1, 2 and 3). Only one out of 14 tests reached a significance level (t
(60.3) = 2.11, ρ = .039) indicating that participants with missing depressive symptoms data
at Time 4 were more likely to report higher overall mean scores of depressive symptoms (M
= .43; SD = .37) as compared to participants without missing data (M = .32; S.D. = .28).
Thus, these results suggest that in general missing data may be considered MAR.
Strategy of analyses
To examine direct and indirect socialization effects related to adolescents' NSSI a
series of four stochastic actor-based models were conducted in the Simulation Investigation
for Empirical Network Analysis software (SIENA· Ripley et al., 2011) These models
investigate the co-evolution of friendship network (i.e., network dynamics) and individual
behaviors (i.e., behavioral dynamics) over time, thus allowing estimating socialization
effects while controlling for selection effects The total amount of changes in friendship ties
and individual behaviors are estimated through an iterative simulation process based on
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods This procedure yields unstandardized
parameter estimates and standard errors from which an associated t-value can be
calculated (Snijders et al., 2007, 2010). Missing data were handled through the SIENA
missing data method (Huisman & Steglich, 2008), and participants who joined and left
friendship network in- between the four time points were treated using the method
proposed by Huisman and Snijders (2003). Time heterogeneity in parameter estimates (i.e.,
whether parameter estimates differed across periods) was assessed with score-type tests
(Lospinoso, Schweinberger, Snijders, & Ripley, 2011) Specifically, this allowed us to
examine whether socialization effects equally occurred across the different periods, or
whether effects differed across the four time points.
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In our models changes in friendship ties and adolescents' NSSI were simultaneously
modeled by two main sets of parameters. The first set of parameters constituted network
dynamic effects estimating changes in friendship ties over time. These parameters included
network structural effects (effects of network structure on friendship ties) and selection
effects (effects of adolescent attributes on friendship ties), which in our analyses
represented control parameters. Using a forward selection procedure based on score-type
tests (Schweinberger, 2007), five network structural effects were selected to be included in
the final model: density (basic tendency to nominate peers as friends), reciprocity
(tendency to reciprocate friendship ties), and three effects expressing tendencies toward
the formation of triadic structures, that is transitivity triplets, three-cycle and geodesic
distance two effects. Selection effects included the same ethnicity parameter (tendency to
nominate same- ethnicity peers as friends) and the ego (effect of adolescent attribute on
outgoing nominations), alter (effect of adolescent attribute on ingoing nominations) and
similarity (effect of adolescent attribute's similarity on friendship selection) parameters of
gender and NSSI. The second set of parameters constituted behavioral dynamic effects
estimating changes in adolescent NSSI over time. Additional control effects included linear
and quadratic shapes of NSSI (basic tendencies toward behavioral changes), and the main
effect of gender on NSSI. Direct socialization effects were assessed through the average alter
parameter, expressing the tendency of adolescents who had friendship ties with peers
reporting on average higher NSSI to increase themselves their NSSI (as compared to
adolescents whose friends reported lower NSSI). This first basic model allowed us to
examine direct socialization of NSSI. Further, to test for gender differences on NSSI
socialization a second model was estimated by adding an interaction term between gender
and the average alter parameter.
Indirect socialization of NSSI was assessed in a third model which included several
additional effects. Parameters predicting friendship dynamics included the ego, alter and
similarity parameters of adolescent impulsivity and depressive symptoms. Moreover, the
main effects of adolescent impulsivity and depressive symptoms on their own NSSI were
included in the behavioral dynamics. Indirect socialization of NSSI was assessed through the
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main effects of friends' impulsivity (modeled as a constant covanate) and depressive
symptoms (modeled as a changing covanate) on adolescents' NSSI. Finally, to test for
gender differences on indirect socialization of NSSI, a fourth model was performed by
adding two interaction terms with on the one side gender and on the other side friends'
impulsivity and depressive symptoms respectively
Results
Descriptive analyses
Descriptives of friendship network and adolescent NSSI are presented in Table 1.
With regard to network dynamics, changes in network structure were observed across the
different time points. Specifically, friendship ties within the network declined from Time 1
to 2 and from Time 3 to 4, and increased from Time 2 to 3. This trend reflects changes in the
average number of actors' outgoing nominations, indicating increases in network density
within school years (from fall to spring), and decreases in network density between school
(from spring to fall). Despite changes in network density, the indices of reciprocity and
transitivity showed high stability across time points, with an average of 43% of friendship
ties being reciprocated and 24% of relationships forming cohesive peer groups at each time
point At each period an acceptable proportion of friendships that were stable over time
was identified (on average 26% across periods; see Jaccard index in Table 1).
Concerning behavioral dynamics, a series of Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were
conducted to examine time differences in the proportion of adolescents engaging in NSSI.
Results showed significant decreases in the number of adolescents reporting NSSI
experiences across each period (z = -2.10, ρ = 036; ζ = -3.06, ρ = .002; ζ = -2.04, ρ = .041,
respectively for period 1, 2 and 3), yielding a decline in adolescent NSSI from approximately
30% at Time 1 to 12% at Time 4. Chi-square tests were also performed at each time point to
examine gender differences in NSSI categories. Significant differences were found only at
2

Time 2 (χ (2)= 10.53, ρ = 005), with a higher proportion of female adolescents engaging in
NSSI at least four times in the previous six months as compared to male adolescents (8 4%
vs. 2.3%). Conversely, a higher proportion of male adolescents did not report any NSSI
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experience in the previous months compared to female adolescents (85 8% vs 73% )
Adolescent NSSI emerged to be rather stable at each period (on average for 80% of
participants across periods, see Table 1) Yet, notably a sufficient number of changes in
adolescent NSSI (both decreases and increases across the different time points, see Table 1)
was observed at each period

Table 1. Descriptive of friendship network and adolescent NSSI across time
Tl

T2

T3

T4

Density

015

010

016

008

Average degree

5 28

3 46

5 50

2 83

Number of ties

1829

1205

1871

935

Reciprocity index

411

440

429

458

Transitivity index

262

223

238

254

Never

70 8%

79%

83 9%

88 2%

1 to 3 times

20 9%

10 4%

10 6%

8 4%

4 or more times

9 3%

10 7%

SSO/o

3 4%

Friendship characteristics

Adolescent NSSI

Period 1

Period 2

Period 3

263

274

251

1760

1705

1504

Stable actors

77 8%

79 3%

83 6%

Decreasing actors

13 9%

13 7%

10 0%

Increasing actors

8 3%

7 0%

6 4%

Friendship characteristics
Jaccard index
Distance
Adolescent NSSI

Note Τ - Time
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Gender differences were also examined in relation to adolescent mean scores of
depressive symptoms and impulsivity. A 2 (gender] χ 4 (time) repeated measure ANOVA
revealed a significant interaction effect of gender by time on depressive symptoms, F(3,
2

262) = 4.39, ρ = .005, η = .05. Follow-up analyses indicated that, although time changes in
depressive symptoms differed by gender, female adolescents reported consistently higher
depressive symptoms than male adolescents at each time point. An independent sample ttest did not detect significant differences between male and female adolescents on
impulsivity at Time 1.
Direct peer socialization of NSSI
Network dynamics: Control effects. Parameters predicting changes in friendship
ties are reported in the upper part of Table 2. All network structural parameters emerged as
statistically significant. Due to the substantial differences in the average degree across
periods (see descriptive of friendship network in Table 1) and based on a significant scoretype test, two dummy variables were included to account for time heterogeneity on the
outdegree parameter. The negative outdegree parameter suggests that at period 1 (from
Time 1 to Time 2) adolescents were selective in choosing their friends and nominated a
limited number of peers from the pool of all possible peers. However, the statistical
significance of the two dummy variables indicated that selectivity in friendship nominations
fluctuated across periods, with adolescents at period 2 (from Time 2 to Time 3) being
significantly less selective in choosing their friends as compared to period 1 and,
conversely, becoming more selective in their nominations at period 3 (from Time 3 to Time
4) as compared to period 1. The other network structural parameters indicated that
adolescents tended to nominate as friends peers from whom they received a friendship
nomination (positive reciprocity), to form tnadic relations demonstrating transitive
network closure and characterized by local hierarchies (positive transitivity triplets and
negative three-cycle), and to avoid maintaining indirect (i.e., mediated by a third person)
relationships with other peers (negative geodesic distance-2).
With regard to selection effects, the significant same ethnicity and gender similarity
parameters indicate that friendship ties were more likely between adolescents of the same
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ethnicity and gender. Conversely, the non-significant NSSI similarity parameter suggests
that adolescents did not select as friends peers with similar levels of NSSI. None of the ego
and alter parameters for gender or NSSI emerged to be significant. Therefore, because the
examination of ego and alter effects was not a specific aim of the present study and because
their inclusion in the model did not affect other parameter estimates, they were
subsequently excluded from subsequent models (see upper part of Table 2).
NSSI dynamics: Socialization effects. Parameters predicting changes in adolescent
NSSI are presented at the bottom of Table 2. Both behavioral basic tendencies emerged to
be significant. The negative linear shape reflects the low prevalence of NSSI among network
participants. The positive quadratic shape suggests that adolescents changed their NSSI as a
function of their initial NSSI, with adolescents reporting higher involvement at baseline
being more likely to increase their NSSI as compared to adolescents with lower NSSI (i.e.,
self-reinforcing effect). A significant main effect of gender was also found, indicating that
overall female adolescents reported a higher tendency toward increases in NSSI than male
adolescents. However, the average alter parameter was not statistically significant,
indicating that adolescents did not increase their NSSI whether they were friends with
peers with higher NSSI and suggests absence of direct socialization effects.
Based on a significant time heterogeneity score-type test, an additional model was
conducted including one time dummy variable for the average alter parameter to examine
whether the effects of direct socialization of NSSI differed at period 3 compared to periods 1
and 2. Yet, no significant effect was found indicating that direct NSSI socialization effects
were not present at any period. Also the interaction effect between gender and the average
alter parameter introduced in the second model was not significant (Est. (5.E) = -.19 (1.24),
ρ = .881) suggesting that direct socialization of NSSI behaviors did not differ as a function of
gender.
Indirect peer socialization of NSSI
Network dynamics: Control effects. None of the additional network dynamics
effects (ego, alter and similarity effects) introduced in the third model examining indirect
peer socialization of NSSI were found to be significant, indicating that changes in friendship
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ties were not predicted by depressive symptoms or impulsivity. Therefore, a more
parsimonious model was estimated which only included similarity effects in order to
directly account for selection related to similarities on depressive symptoms and
impulsivity (see upper part of Table 2).
Table 2. Results from for stochastic actor-based model of friendship network and NSSI
Direct NSSI socialization

Indirect NSSI socialization

Estim.

S.E.

p-value

Estim.

S.E.

pvalue

-2.15

.04

<.001

-2.16

.04

<.001

Time dummy 2

.76

.04

<.001

.76

.04

<.001

Time dummy 3

-.14

.05

.005

-.13

.05

.007

2.14

.05

<.001

2.14

.05

<.001

.33

.02

<.001

.33

.02

<.001

3-cycles

-.34

.04

<.001

-.34

.04

<.001

Geodesic distance two

-.23

.01

<.001

-.23

.01

<.001

Same ethnicity

.40

.03

<.001

.40

.03

<.001

Gender similarity

.32

.03

<.001

.32

.03

<.001

-.06

.07

.405

-.09

.07

.196

Parameters
Network dynamics
Outdegree

Reciprocity
Transitivity triplets

NSSI similarity
Impulsivity similarity

-

-

-

.16

.10

.088

Depression similarity

-

-

-

.13

.09

.143

-3.30

.20

<.001

-3.24

.20

<.001

1.61

.15

<.001

1.47

.16

<.001

Average alters (socializ.)

.19

.41

.646

-.33

.64

.606

Effect from gender

.39

.18

.027

.27

.18

.133

Effect from impulsivity

-

-

-

.24

.17

.159

Effect from depression

-

-

-

.48

.21

.022

Effect from friends' imp.

-

-

-

.26

.27

.339

Effect from friends' depr.

-

-

-

.96

.35

.007

NSSI dynamics
Linear shape
Quadratic shape
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Figure 1. Interaction effect between adolescents' gender and friends' impulsivity on
adolescents' NSSI.
0.2
0.1
0
on
in

-0.1 -•—Males

S -0.2

o
-α

•A·· Females

<

-0.3
-0.4
-0.5
Low

Average

High

Friends' impulsivity
Note. "Low", "Average" and "High" friends' impulsivity indicate scores one standard
deviation below the mean, at the mean and one standard deviation above the mean
respectively

NSSI dynamics: Socialization effects. Four parameters predicting changes in NSSI
over time were added in the model testing indirect peer socialization (see bottom part of
Table 2). With regard to individual attributes, adolescents' depressive symptoms, but not
adolescents' impulsivity, emerged to positively predict changes in adolescents' NSSI over
time. Similarly, after accounting for these individual effects, a significant effect of friends'
depressive symptoms, but not friends' impulsivity, was revealed. This suggests an indirect
form of peer socialization with friends' depressive symptoms predicting increases in
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adolescent's NSSI overtime Score-type tests indicated that the effects of friends' depressive
symptoms and friends' impulsivity did not differ across the three periods of change
The final model including two interaction terms to test gender differences on
indirect peer socialization, revealed a significant interaction between gender and friends'
impulsivity (Est. [SE) = - 1.10 (56), ρ = .048) but not gender and friends' depressive
symptoms (Est [S.E.) = .49 (.68), ρ = 471) Figure 1 presents a plot of the statistically
significant interaction involving friends' impulsivity. This plot, which was constructed by
estimating the simple slopes of the association between friends' impulsivity and
adolescents' NSSI separately for males and females, indicates that friends' impulsivity was a
significant predictor of adolescents' NSSI among male adolescents (Est. [SE.) = 1 07 ( 54), ρ
= .047), but not female adolescents (Est [S.E ) = - 07 (.32), ρ = .821)
Discussion
The present study expands the existing literature on peer influence in two ways
First, by examining peer influence effects within friendship networks related to NSSI, an
under-studied form of potentially socializing behavior. Second, by testing direct (i.e.,
friends' behavior X on adolescent behavior X) and indirect forms of socialization (i.e,
friends' behavior Y on adolescent behavior X). Results from stochastic actor-based models
suggest that within friendship networks adolescent peer influence of NSSI is better
described in terms of indirect rather than direct socialization Irrespective of gender,
adolescents whose friends engaged more frequently in NSSI were not more likely to engage
in NSSI themselves more often over time Yet, adolescent NSSI was influenced by their
friends' depressive symptoms Moreover, among male adolescents, friends' impulsivity
emerged to predict subsequent adolescents' NSSI
A possible explanation for why direct forms of peer socialization were not detected
within the friendship networks is that, contrary to our expectations, socialization of NSSI
takes place exclusively within some friendship relationships. For instance, prevalence rates
of NSSI have been found to be higher among adolescents who identify themselves as part of
certain subcultures (eg, Goth subculture; Young, Sweeting, & West, 2006) Thus,
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socialization processes may specifically occur within these sub-groups of adolescents, as
here stronger social rewards (i.e., peer acceptance) may relate to engaging in NSSI. Also,
socialization of NSSI may pertain to best friend dyads only, as it has been previously shown
(Prinstein et al., 2010). This may be due to the fact that within these relationships
adolescents share high levels of intimacy and self-disclosure with their relational partners,
increasing the opportunity to share negative feelings and likely also these forms of
behaviors (e.g., Buhrmester, 1990; Newcomb & Bagwell, 1995; Rose, 2002). In stochastic
actor-based models, socialization effects are estimated by averaging across all adolescents'
friends' behaviors (i.e., peers nominated as friends by each adolescent), therefore
socialization occurring only within certain relationships might be diluted when examining
the network as a whole. Alternatively, the analyses of moderators, individual (e.g., peer
group identification) as well as dyadic (e.g., dyadic mutuality), may allow identifying
specific sub-groups at-risk for socialization process. In a similar manner, the combined use
of dyadic analyses next to social network analyses may provide more fine-grained results.
For instance, in a recent study using a similar approach socialization effects related to
depressive symptoms were not revealed in the overall friendship network, conversely, they
were found exclusively within reciprocated very best friendships dyads of female
adolescents (Giletta et al., 2012). Future research is warranted to further examine NSSI
socialization within different adolescent sub-groups (e.g., peer crowds, dyads), in order to
directly test these hypotheses.
Although no direct forms of socialization were found, results from the present study
support the hypothesis that indirect forms of NSSI socialization may occur within
friendship networks. Overall, both adolescents' and friends' depressive symptoms predicted
changes in adolescent NSSI over time. The finding that adolescents' depressive symptoms
prospectively predicted their own NSSI replicates results from previous work confirming
the role of depressive symptoms as a strong risk factor for adolescent NSSI (e.g., Hankin &
Abela, 2011). Notably, friends' depressive symptoms had an additive effect on adolescents'
NSSI above adolescents' depressive symptoms. This finding may be interpreted in the light
of an interpersonal-context perspective. As proposed by interpersonal and stress-
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generation theories of depression, depressed adolescents tend to adopt maladaptive
relational patterns which generate stress in their relationship (e.g., Coyne, 1976; Hammen,
2006; Rudolph, 2008; Rudolph et al., 2008). Because stress is likely to be perceived by
relational partners, these relationships may turn into risk contexts for those adolescents
who have depressed friends. Therefore, under these conditions adolescents may not only
increase their chances of experiencing higher depressive symptoms, that is, direct forms of
peer influence related to depressive symptoms (Mercer & Derosier, 2010; Van Zalk et al.,
2010), but also of engaging in other internalizing problems (e.g NSSI). Here, friends'
depression may increase adolescent own depression, which, through an escalation process
may result in NSSI Selecting friends with depressive symptoms may be particularly harmful
for those adolescents with underlying predispositions to endorse NSSI, for instance
adolescents having difficulties in regulating their emotions (Nock & Pnnstein, 2004). While
direct forms of peer socialization related to depressive symptoms have been found to be
more robust within relationships of female adolescents (eg, Giletta et al., 2011; NolenHoeksema & Hilt, 2009), indirect forms of socialization did not differ as a function of
gender. Indeed, male and female adolescents were equally at risk to engage in NSSI whether
they friends reported high levels of depressive symptoms.
Indirect forms of socialization related to friends' impulsivity were found only for
male adolescents. This result confirmed our gender specific hypothesis regarding friends'
impulsivity creating a risk context for male adolescents, but not adolescent females.
Similarly to friends' depressive symptoms, it may be thought that this indirect peer
influence is explained, at least partially, by a direct form of peer influence; that is, friends'
impulsivity may affect adolescent NSSI via adolescent impulsivity Although this may be a
potential mechanism, a critical question still is how impulsivity is socialized among friends.
We argue that, though impulsivity may be involved in these socialization processes, peer
influence may actually occur on the behaviors, which are the expression of impulsivity. That
is, peer socialization processes may not directly take place on the same specific behavior,
rather they may work across different behaviors. For instance, adolescents may hang out
with friends who have high levels of impulsivity which can be manifested in different ways,
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such as heavy drinking, delinquent acts or other risk-taking behaviors (e.g., Dawe & Loxton,
2004; Vitaro et al., 1998). Each of these behaviors may affect adolescents' NSSl. In line with
a multi-finality principle (Cicchetti & Rogosh, 1996), in different groups of adolescents the
same psychological predisposition, impulsivity, may affect them to engage in different but
functionally equivalent behaviors. The fact that impulsivity is more easily expressed and
accepted among male than female adolescents (e.g., Chappie & Johnson, 2007; Cross et al.,
2011) may explain why these effects were found only among male adolescents. This finding
supports our initial expectations and suggests that different attitudes and behaviors may be
relevant for peer socialization among male and female adolescents.
Overall, the present study provides preliminary evidence supporting the
unexamined hypothesis that peer influence extends beyond the commonly adopted
"modeling" paradigm to more indirect forms. We estimated indirect peer influence effects
while controlling for direct peer influence of NSSl and individual adolescents' impulsivity
and depressive symptoms, thus excluding the possibility that results merely reflected direct
peer influence. Our findings suggest that by adopting exclusively a "modeling" perspective,
previous research may have underestimated the role that peers exert on socializing
adolescent attitudes and behaviors. Future peer influence research may benefit from these
findings by expanding the traditional theoretical approach, and recognizing that peer
socialization processes may be more complex and less linear than what previous work has
shown so far. Several open questions also remain for future studies, specifically with regard
to the potential processes and mechanisms underlying indirect peer influence. Although we
proposed and discussed two main potential processes, future studies need to directly
examine them and others need to be taken into consideration (e.g., social comparison, see
Brechwald & Prinstein, 2011).
This study has a number of strengths, including the examination of multiple-wave
data through stochastic actor-based modeling, the investigation of an unstudied indirect
form of peer influence and of a potentially socializing behavior. However, some limitations
need to be acknowledged. A first limitation is the relatively low participation rate, which
yielded the exclusion of friendship ties directed to adolescents who did not participate to
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the study. However, although this might have provided a somewhat limited picture of the
complete friendship network, it is important to note that network characteristics, in
particular reciprocity, transitivity as well as stability of friendship ties across time points
(i.e., Jaccard index) emerged to be in line with previous social network studies (e.g., Burk,
Kerr, & Stattin, 2008) and especially appropriate to investigate socialization effects
(Snijders et al., 2010; Veenstra & Steglich, 2012).
A second limitation is the relatively small number of participants who engaged in
NSSI. Clearly, this aspect is not a limitation in itself, especially considering that the
percentage of adolescents engaging in NSSI in our sample reflected percentages found in
previous studies (about 15-20%; Rodham & Hawton, 2009). It may nevertheless represent
a constraint for stochastic actor-based modeling. Specifically, the rate of NSSI in our sample
gave rise to a small proportion of adolescents within each behavioral category and high
behavioral stability across time points, that, although in line with other studies examining
socialization effects related to extreme forms of risk behaviors (e.g., weapon carrying;
Dijkstra et al., 2010; Dijkstra, Gest, Lindenberg, Veenstra, & Gillessen, 2011), might
represent a reason for the lack of results on direct NSSI socialization. Moreover, as
previously mentioned, the low proportion of adolescents engaging in NSSI prevented us to
test for additional moderation effects. Finally, limitations rise from the global self-report
measure of impulsivity that we used. Previous studies have shown that impulsivity is a
multidimensional construct and measures other than self-report (e.g., laboratory-based
measures) may better assess impulsivity (e.g., Janis & Nock, 2009). Therefore, the
examination of the different dimensions of impulsivity as well as the use of a laboratorybased measure might have provided different results. Further, impulsivity was assessed
only at baseline therefore, differently from depressive symptoms, a friends' impulsivity
score was computed exclusively among adolescents' friends at baseline assessment. This
prevented us from investigating changes over time in friends' impulsivity scores and may
therefore have underestimated our effects
In conclusion, findings from this study provide important preliminary evidence
about indirect peer socialization effects related to adolescent NSSI. Specifically, by showing
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that adolescents may be influenced to engage in certain behaviors even though their friends
do not directly do it, this study highlights the complexity of peer socialization and gives
raise to several questions about the nature and dynamics underlying these processes thus
contributing to the beginning of a new branch of research within peer influence literature.
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Abstract
This study examined friendship selection and socialization as mechanisms explaining
similarity in depressive symptoms in adolescent same-sex best friend dyads. The
sample consisted of 1752 adolescents (51% male) aged 12 to 16 years [M = 13.77, SD =
0.73) forming 487 friend dyads and 389 non-friend dyads serving as a comparison
group. To test our hypothesis, we applied a multi-group Actor-Partner Interdependence
Model (APIM) to three friendship types that started and ended at different time points
during the two waves of data collection. Results showed that adolescents reported
similar levels of depressive symptoms at follow-up as their best friends. Socialization
processes explained the increase in similarity exclusively in female dyads, while no
evidence for friendship selection emerged for either male or female dyads. Additional
analyses revealed that similarity between friends was particularly evident in the actual
best friend dyads (i.e., true best friends), in which evidence for socialization processes
emerged for both female and male friend dyads. Findings highlight the importance of
examining friendship relations as a potential context for the development of depressive
symptoms.
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Introduction
Adolescence is a critical period for the onset of depressive symptoms (Angold,
Erkanli, Silberg, Eaves, & Costello, 2002; Wade, Cairney, & Pevalin, 2002). During this
developmental

period, adolescents face important developmental tasks, such as

differentiating themselves from their parents and creating new social relationships with
peers (e.g., Buhrmester & Furman, 1987; Harter, 1997). Consequently, negative and
stressful peer experiences during adolescence, such as peer rejection and victimization, are
salient predictors of depressive symptoms (Galambos, Leadbeater, & Barker, 2004; Joiner &
Barnett, 1994; La Greca & Harrison, 2005; Nolan, Flynn, & Garber, 2003; Prinstein, Boergers,
& Vernberg, 2001; Vernberg, 1990). On the other hand, positive and supportive peer
relationships have been found to be essential for developing personal skills; thus, are likely
to contribute to adolescent psychological well-being (e.g., Berndt, 1989; Bukowski,
Newcomb, & Hartup, 1996; La Greca & Harrison, 2005).
Yet, adolescents with close and supportive friendship

relationships may

nevertheless suffer from depressive symptoms. This may be due to a process referred to as
"depression contagion." Specifically, prior work has theorized that depression may be
similar between friends because a) adolescents select friends who initially are similar to
them in their level of depressive symptoms (i.e., referred to as "homophilic selection");
and/or b) adolescent's friends' depressive symptoms may exacerbate an adolescent's own
depressive symptoms (i.e., referred to as "socialization"). Although some past research has
suggested that friends tend to be similar in their level of depressive symptoms over time
(Haselager, Hartup, van Lieshout, & Riksen-Walraven, 1998; Hogue & Steinberg, 1995;
Prinstein, 2007; Stevens & Prinstein, 2005; Van Zalk, Kerr, Branje, Stattin, & Meeus, 2010),
several issues require further investigation to stringently examine the depression
contagion hypothesis.
First, previous studies have predominantly examined socialization, while paying less
attention to homophilic selection mechanisms (e.g., Prinstein, 2007; Stevens & Prinstein,
2005). Second, although homophily is a dyadic construct, and thus requires investigating a
dyadic approach (Popp, Laursen, Kerr, Stattin, & Burk, 2008), previous studies have mainly
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examined similarities between adolescents and their friends from an individualistic
perspective. Third, studies need to consider the role of different types of friendship Most
previous research only examined best friends in class or school and has not examined
whether these best friends represented the adolescents' true best friends regardless of the
context. Prior work seldom has examined whether socialization processes may differ for
different friendship types (e.g.. Van Zalk et al., 2010) Therefore, we applied a longitudinal
dyadic analytic approach to examine homophily in depressive symptoms in reciprocated
best friend dyads, distinguishing between class best friends and true best friends
Selection and socialization processes related to depressive symptoms
Both selection and socialization mechanisms may contribute to similarities found
among adolescent friend behaviors (e.g., Engels, Knibbe, Drop, & de Haan, 1997; Ennett &
Bauman, 1994; Kandel, 1978) On the one hand, theories of interpersonal attraction (Byrne,
1971; Kelley & Thibaut, 1978) suggest that people prefer, and are more attracted to, people
with similar attitudes and/or behaviors. Thus, adolescents are more likely to select similar
peers as friends (i.e., homophihc selection) Experimental studies have provided evidence
that depressed people are more attracted to other depressed people (e.g., Coates & Winston,
1983; Joiner, 1994; Rosenblatt & Greenberg, 1991; Strack & Coyne, 1983) Consequently,
adolescents with certain levels of depressive symptoms may be more likely to prefer and
ultimately select adolescents with similar levels of depressive symptoms. On the other hand,
during the course of a friendship, adolescents may also influence each other, becoming
more similar; this has been referred to as socialization.
Together, these processes may pose unique risks for adolescents with high levels of
depressive symptoms A cyclical process (Coyne, 1976) suggests that adolescents with high
levels of depressive symptoms may affiliate with one another, and these relationships may
maintain or exacerbate the depressive symptoms of each adolescent (Rosenblatt &
Greenberg, 1991) However, this idea rarely has been tested in previous developmental
studies, and the effects of friendship selection on adolescent depressive symptoms seldom
have been examined

Hogue and Steinberg (1995) investigated both homophihc

socialization and selection mechanisms related to internalized distress in stable adolescent
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friendships. They found evidence for socialization processes among adolescent boys who
tended to internalize distress to be more similar to the behaviors of peer clique members.
This was not the case for girls. Further, Stevens and Prinstein (2005) and Pnnstein (2007)
showed that the best friend's depressive symptoms predict changes in adolescent
depressive symptoms over time (i.e., socialization) while controlling for the initial level of
similarity between dyad members. However, since they assessed friendship ties only at the
baseline, without considering whether adolescents were still friends at the follow-up, they
were not able to provide clear evidence concerning the relative importance of selection
versus socialization processes. These studies failed to examine selection and socialization
processes because they did not distinguish new friendships established during the course of
a study from old friendships established prior to the course of a study that remained stable
over time. Importantly, to estimate selection effects, similarities between adolescents need
to be considered prior to the establishment of the friendship (Kandel, 1978; Popp et al.,
2008).
Recently, Van Zalk and colleagues (2010) dealt with these limitations by applying
actor-based models (i.e., models for the co-evolution of social networks and individual
behavior; Snijders, Steglich, & Schweinberger, 2007) to investigate depressive symptoms
within friend social networks. They found that adolescents selected their friends based on
similarities in depressive symptoms. Moreover, they showed that adolescents and their
friends became more similar over time, by increasing their depressive symptoms. These
findings suggest that changes in levels of depressive symptoms and friendship formations
may be strongly interrelated during adolescence. However, since this study focused on the
social networks of friends, including different types of friendships (i.e., dyadic and triadic
friendships, both unilateral and reciprocal), it is not clear whether the same processes take
place specifically within some dyadic relations (i.e., best friend dyads). The importance of
examining best friend dyads is based on the close and intimate nature of these relationships.
Indeed, because adolescents who are involved in these dyadic relationships are likely to
share positive or negative emotions, (e.g., Rose, 2002), they may be more likely to show
similar levels of depressive symptoms. Moreover, socialization processes related to
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depressive symptoms may occur through co-rumination, particularly within friend dyads.
The excessive and repeated sharing of personal problems and negative feelings between
two close friends may contribute to increases in depressive symptoms (Rose, 2002; Rose,
Carlson, & Waller, 2007).
Thus, based on this literature, we focused exclusively on best friend dyads in the
current study We specifically focused on reciprocated friend dyads because it can be
assumed that reciprocated friendships are more intimate than unilateral friendships, and
previous research suggests that reciprocated best friends share higher levels of similarities
compared to unilateral friends (eg, Haselager et al., 1998). Utilizing a longitudinal design,
we differentiated stable from newly established friend dyads in order to examine
homophilic friendship selection and socialization, respectively It was possible to examine
selection effects in adolescents that were involved in a best friendship at Time 2 but not
Time 1 (i e., new friendships) as well as socialization effects in adolescents that were best
friends at both time points (i e, enduring friendships) Based on previous studies (Haselager
et al., 1998; Hogue & Steinberg, 1995, Pnnstein, 2007; Stevens & Pnnstein 2005), we
assumed similarities in depressive symptoms in reciprocated friendships. We expected
both selection and socialization to explain similarities in depressive symptoms in both male
and female dyads Moreover, we also examined gender differences since previous research
has revealed higher friendship intimacy, higher depressive symptoms, and stronger
depression socialization effects among girls (e g., Calmes & Roberts, 2008, Rose et al., 2007).
We expected members of female best-friend dyads to report a higher level of similarity in
depressive symptoms as well as higher socialization and selection processes compared to
male best-friend dyads
Class best friends versus true best friends
Studies on friendship relations have usually focused on best friends in the school
context A common procedure of identifying best friendships consists of asking adolescents
to nominate their best friends within their class (e.g, Adams, Bukowski, & Bagwell, 2005;
Haselager et al, 1998; Poulin & Boivin, 2000, Rose, 2002), grade (e.g., Gillessen, Jiang, West,
& Laszkowski, 2005, Pnnstein, 2007), or school (eg., Hogue & Steinberg, 1995) In
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adolescence, however, youths have best friends outside their class as well (see Vandell,
Pierce, & Dadisman, 2005), and thus restricting friendship nominations to other students in
the same class or school when examining the role of'best' friends may lead to inconclusive
findings, especially when the best friends in the school context do not represent the
adolescents' true best friends.
Best classroom friends might be significantly different from true best friends (i.e.,
across classroom and non-classroom contexts). Moreover, it can be assumed that
adolescents may have particularly intimate and close relationships with their true best
friends (i.e., their closest friends, including those outside of their class). Because close and
intimate friendships are likely to be the most influential, similarity in and socialization
related to depressive symptoms may occur especially within such relationships (Rose, 2002;
Steven & Prinstein, 2005).
In line with previous friendship literature, adolescents' friendships in this study
were identified within the school context However, we addressed this limitation by
assessing whether the classmates whom the adolescents nominated as their best friends
represented their "true best friend" (across all contexts). Here we defined a true best friend
as the classmate who would have been nominated as the very best friend even without
classroom restrictions associated with the peer nomination procedure. On the other hand, a
c/ass best friend was defined as an adolescent's best friend within their class. Thus, a further
aim of this study was to test separately similarity in and socialization relevant to depressive
symptoms in both a subsample of class best friends and a subsample of true best friends.
Based on previous literature, we expected higher similarity as well as higher socialization
between true best friends dyads compared to class best friends dyads.
A dyadic approach to study similarity between adolescent friends
Within close relationships, individuals share feelings, thoughts, and experiences, and
thus are interdependent. Interdependent relations consequently generate statistical
interdependencies (Laursen, Popp, Burk, Kerr, & Stattin, 2008). Thus, traditional statistical
techniques, which assume that individual observations are independent, may not be
appropriate to study such relationships (Kenny, 1995). Similarly, studying similarities and
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interpersonal processes in friend dyads implies correlations between individual scores
(Cook & Kenny, 2005; Popp et al., 2008]. Most previous studies on similarity in depressive
symptoms among friends did not account for interdependence between the friendship
members and thus for statistical dependencies in the data (Hogue & Steinberg, 1995;
Pnnstem, 2007; Stevens & Pnnstein, 2005). Disregarding interdependence has two
shortcomings. First, the violation of the independent assumption may induce systematic
bias in significance tests. That is, the correlated nature of measures among friends
artificially reduces the standard errors of parameter estimates, which inflates Type 1 error.
Second, interpersonal influence between individuals may not be estimated. Indeed,
traditional statistical methods only allowed for assessing the influence of one dyad member
on the other, while in reality friends might mutually influence each other (Laursen et al.,
2008).
The application of a longitudinal actor-partner interdependence model (APIM: Cook
& Kenny, 2005; Kashy & Kenny, 2000; Olsen & Kenny, 2006) to the study of socialization
and selection within dyad members represents one alternative to deal with interdependent
data. The APIM allows for simultaneous estimation of the effects of each individual
predictor on his or her own outcome variable (i.e., actor effects) and on the partner's
outcome variable (i.e., partner effects). Thus, both own and the partner's depressive
symptoms at Time 1 may predict both dyad members' depressive symptoms at Time 2. In
the current study, such a model was applied to investigate homophilic mechanisms that
might explain depressive symptoms within adolescent friendship dyads.
Method
Participants
The sample consisted of 1752 adolescents (51% male), forming 487 friend dyads (n
= 974) and 389 non-friend dyads [n = 778), which were used as a comparison group The
age ranged between 12 and 16 years (M = 13.77, SD = 0.73), with most (87.7%) participants
aged between 13 and 15 Participants were recruited from seven secondary schools located
in urban and suburban areas of the Netherlands. All adolescents followed regular secondary
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education, that is, 24.4% of them were in the first grade and 75.6% in the second (i.e..
Grades 7 and 8 in the United States, respectively). Specifically, 19.4% of adolescents
attended the lowest education track (43.3% in the national population), 20.7% attended
intermediate educational tracks (26.2% in the national population), 24.5% attended
intermediate to high educational tracks (18.3% in the national population), and 35.4%
followed the highest (pre-university) educational track (12.2% in the national population).
Compared to the national population of this age cohort (CBS, 2006), our sample included a
relatively high percentage of adolescents who followed a high level of secondary education.
In the Dutch school system, students are assigned to classes in which they spend most of
their time and perform most of the school activities (i.e., homeroom) in each school and in
both grade levels at the beginning of the school year. Participants in our sample were from
90 classes (on average 13 for each school), with an average size of approximately 25
students per class. At the beginning of the study, 90.7% of the adolescents were living with
both parents in intact, non-divorced families. Most participants were born in the
Netherlands (95.5%) and had at least one parent who was born in the Netherlands or in
another European country (93.4%). Approximately 11% of the participants were ethnic
minorities from Turkey (2%), Surinam and Dutch Antilles (1.7%), Morocco (1%), or
elsewhere (6.3%).
Measures
Adolescents completed questionnaires in their classes during regular school hours.
Research assistants administered identical surveys at an initial time point (Time 1) and
then again one year later (Time 2).
Depressive symptoms. Participants completed the Dutch version of the CES-D
(Center for Epidemiological Studies-Depression scale; Bouma, Ranchor, Sanderman, &
Sonderen, 1995), which consists of 20 items describing depressive symptoms during the
previous week. Items are rated on a scale from 0 [rarely or none of the time) to 3 [most or all
the time), with a total score ranging between 0 (no depressive symptoms) and 60 (high
depressive symptoms). The psychometric properties of the CES-D have been well
documented in various adolescent and adult samples (Cuijpers, Boluijt, & van Straten, 2008;
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Garrison, Addy, Jackson, McKeown, & Wallers, 1991; Roberts, Lewinsohn, & Seeley, 1991).
Satisfactory internal consistency of the scales were observed at both time points (a = .86
and .87, respectively for Time 1 and Time 2).
Friendship nominations. To identify adolescent friendships, we used rosters of
student's root-classmates (i.e., students in the same homeroom). Specifically, adolescents
were provided with a list of their classmates' names and were asked to nominate up to five
best friends in their root class. Adolescents were instructed to rank their class friends in
order (i.e., starting with their very best friend, followed by their second best friend, etc). On
average, adolescents selected their friends from a pool of approximately 25 students and
they nominated 4.02 [SD = 1.4) friends at Time 1 and 3.97 [SD = 1.4) friends at Time 2. Only
the first nominations (i.e., very best friendships) were considered in the present study
which is in line with previous studies on friendships (e.g., Parker & Asher, 1993; Popp et al.,
2008; Prinstein, 2007; Rose, 2002). On average in each class, approximately 95% of the
adolescents nominated a very best friend, irrespective of class size. Specifically, a logistic
regression analysis showed that class size was not related to the probability of selecting the
best friend. Moreover, chi-square analyses identified no differences across grades and
schools in the percentage of adolescents that selected a very best friend.
Two additional questions (i.e., "Do you have a best friend?" and "Is your best friend
in your same class?") were used to identify whether participants had a true best friend and
whether he/she attended the same class. Subsequently, participants that reported having a
true best friend within their class were asked to nominate him/her from the list of their
classmates.
Procedures
Participants in the present study were drawn from the first two waves of a largescale longitudinal project examining mental health and health habits among Dutch youth
(see also Larsen, Otten, & Engels, 2009). Students were informed that participation was
voluntary and confidential. Parents were informed about the study through the mail, and
were asked to respond via telephone or email if they did not want their child to participate
in the study. Of the 2,216 targeted students, 92.6% (n = 2,051) initially participated, and
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85.5% of these participants (n = 1,753) also completed surveys one year later, a
precondition for inclusion in the present study. A logistic regression analysis tested
whether adolescents lost at follow-up differed from adolescents who completed surveys at
both time points on socio-demographic characteristics (i.e., gender, age, ethnicity,
educational level, and family structure) and level of depressive symptoms at both time
points. Significant differences emerged on several characteristics. This analysis revealed
that gender (OR = .70, ρ < .01, 95% CI = .54-91), age (OR = .75, ρ < .01, 95% CI = .63-.91),
ethnicity (OR = .53, ρ < .001, 95% CI = .38-73), family structure (OR = 1.50, ρ < .05, 95% CI
= 1.07-2.10), educational level (OR = 1.13, ρ < .05, 95% CI = 1.01-1.27), and depressive
symptoms (OR = .97, ρ < .001, 95% CI = .95-.98) significantly predicted attrition. That is,
females, younger adolescents, those of Dutch origin, those living with two biological parents,
and those with lower levels of depression were overrepresented in the longitudinal sample.
In the longitudinal sample, adolescents were considered members of a best
friendship dyad when the classmate they nominated as a very best friend (i.e., their first
friend listed) reciprocated the nomination as a very best friend at least at one time point.
Because 18.2% (n = 320) of participants were not involved in a reciprocal friendship at any
time point, they were not included in friend dyads. On the contrary, some participants were
involved in reciprocated very best friendships with different friends at the two waves. The
inclusion of all friendship dyads in the analyses would have violated the independence
assumption of multiple group modeling because of introducing potential bias due to
unequal contributions by individuals. Thus, to avoid these problems, and in line with
previous studies that adopted similar methodologies (Popp et al., 2008; Prinstein, 2007),
each participant was restricted to only one friendship dyad, by randomly selecting the
friendship at Time 1 (i.e., dissolved friendship) or at Time 2 (i.e., new friendship). As a result,
another 24.4% (n = 427) of adolescents were excluded, reducing our sample to 1,006
participants, corresponding to 503 best friend dyads. Only seven dyads were mixed-sex.
These were excluded from further analyses. In addition, nine students provided incomplete
data; therefore, were omitted from analyses, reducing the analytic sample to 487 same-sex
best friendship dyads (252 female dyads). A logistic regression analysis showed no
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significant differences between adolescents who were included and excluded in friend
dyads in the level of depressive symptoms and most of the socio-demographic
characteristics (ie, age, ethnicity, educational level, and family structure) A significant
effect emerged only for gender (OR = 76, ρ < 01, 95% CI = .62-.93), indicating that females
were overrepresented in friend

dyads 1

Thus, overall, the analytic sample

was

representative of the entire longitudinal sample
The 487 best friendship dyads were classified into three groups that differed in the
initiation and duration of the relationship. Dissolved friendships described relationships in
which both individuals nominated each other as best friends at Time 1 but not at Time 2
(93 male dyads and 84 female dyads) New friendships described relationships in which
both individuals nominated each other as best friends at Time 2 (85 male dyads and 95
female dyads) but not at Time 1. Enduring friendships described relationships in which both
individuals nominated each other as best friends at both time points (57 male dyads and 73
female dyads) A chi-square analysis revealed no gender differences in these three types of
friendships (χ2 [2] = 2 39, ρ = .30).
In addition, to test our final hypothesis, enduring friendship dyads were further
classified into two groups true best friends (n = 44; 17 male dyads and 27 female dyads)
and class best friends (n = 86; 40 male dyads and 46 female dyads). True best friend dyads
described friendships in which both adolescents nominated each other as true best friends
while best friends in class described friendships in which both adolescents nominated each
other as best friends in class but not outside the class No gender differences emerged in the
size of the two subsamples (χ2 [1] = 0.73, ρ = 39), indicating that the probability of having a
true best friend that attended the same class was similar for males and females.
Finally, in line with studies on friend similarities (e.g., Popp et al, 2008, Poulin &
Boivin, 2000), we selected a comparison group of non-friend dyads consisting of
adolescents who were present at both time points but who were excluded from friend

1

Note that because all the analyses were conducted separately by gender, the inclusion of more

females in the analytic sample did not affect our results
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dyads. This comparison group was used to test whether the similarities between friends
differed significantly from non-fnends in order to demonstrate that similarity in depressive
symptoms was unique to friends. The dyads in this group consisted of randomly-paired
adolescents who did not nominate one another as friends at either time point The
comparison group included 389 same-sex and same-age dyads (179 female dyads) The
adolescents selected for the comparison group did not differ significantly from the
adolescents in the friend dyads on any of the study variables (see the results of the logistic
regression analysis above).
Plan of analysis
As an essential condition for dyadic analyses, we initially assessed the degree of
similarity (i e., interdependence) between friends' outcome variables (i.e., depressive
symptoms at Time 2). Because best friends in dyads had the same characteristics in terms
of age and gender in our sample, it was not possible to differentiate their role in the
relationship (see also Gillessen et al., 2005) Thus, we did not distinguish dyad members.
Consequently, the degree of dyadic similarity on depressive symptoms was assessed with
intraclass correlations (ICCs: Kenny, Kashy, & Cook, 2006). ICCs were computed separately
for male and female dyads in the new and enduring friendship groups. ICCs also were
calculated for the non-friend comparison group. Intraclass correlation contrasts were used
to compare similarities of friends in friendship dyads with similarities of adolescents in
non-friend dyads
To examine selection and socialization processes related to depressive symptoms,
we performed a series of longitudinal actor-partner interdependence models for
indistinguishable dyads (Kenny et al., 2006), applying the multiple group strategy
employed by Popp et al. (2008) The APIM models consist of actor effects, which represent
individual stability paths, and partner effects, which represent paths of interpersonal
influence and thus provide evidence for socialization effects Therefore, the effects of friend
depressive symptoms at Time 1 on adolescent depressive symptoms at Time 2 (i e., partner
effects) were estimated while controlling for adolescent depressive symptoms at Time 1
(i.e, actor effects). Additionally, these models provide concurrent correlations between the
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independent variables (i.e., depressive symptoms at Time 1) as well as between the
residuals in the dependent variables (i.e., depressive symptoms at Time 2). Thus, actor and
partner effects were estimated simultaneously while adjusting for the initial correlations
between friends' reports (see Figure 1)
The concurrent correlation at Time 1 represents a measure of initial similarity
between dyad members Thus, it may provide evidence for the selection effects in dyads
consisting of friends who were not best friends at Time 1 but became best friends at Time 2
(i.e., new friendships). Moreover, in longitudinal models, the correlation between residuals
may be interpreted as a measure of increased dyadic similarity over time (Laursen et al.,
2008). Thus, a significant correlation between residuals in dyads consisting of friends who
were best friends at both time points (i.e, enduring friendships) provides further evidence
for socialization effects. For the enduring friendship group, we also calculated intraclass
correlation proportions; that is, the part of the correlation between the dependent variables
that may be attributable to the socialization processes and individual stability (see Kenny et
al., 2006, ρ 146). Additional ICC's and APIM models were analyzed to investigate differences
between the two subsamples of the enduring friendships: class best friends and true best
friends' dyads. Adolescents who were best friends only at Time 1 but not at Time 2 (i.e.,
dissolved friendships) were used exclusively for comparative purposes.
Specific considerations need to be made for the APIM models for indistinguishable
dyads (see Olsen & Kenny, 2006) Specifically, the means, intercepts, variances, residual
variances, actor effects, and partner effects are forced to be identical for both members of a
dyad (see Figure 1). These modeling constraints were necessary to eliminate differences
associated with the random assignment of some youth into a target group and some youth
into friends group. For these analyses, we used maximum likelihood estimation with the
Huber-White covanance adjustment (MLR in Mplus 5 0; Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2007). To
compare estimates between models, we specified equality constraints and tested the
differences between models using the adjusted chi-square difference test specified by
Satorra and Bentler (2001)
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Figure 1. Longitudinal actor-partner interdependence model for depressive symptoms
between indistinguishable best friend dyads.
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Note, a = actor effects, ρ = partner effects, cl = concurrent correlation between Adolescent X
depressive symptoms and Adolescent Y depressive symptoms at Time 1. U = residual
variance in Adolescent X's depressive symptoms at Time 2. V = residual variance in
Adolescent Y's depressive symptoms at Time 2. c2 = correlation between Adolescent X's
depressive symptoms residual [i/] and Adolescent Y's depressive symptoms residual (V) at
Time 2. m = predictor means, ν = predictor variances. ;' = outcome intercepts, ζ = residual
variances.
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Results
Descriptive analyses
We performed a 3 (friendship group) χ 2 (gender) χ 2 (time) repeated measure
ANOVA to examine mean-level gender and friendship group differences on participants'
depressive symptoms. A main effect emerged only for gender, F(l, 968) = 79.71, ρ < .001,
indicating that within each friendship group, females reported higher level of depressive
symptoms compared to males at both time points.
Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations for depressive symptoms
separately by gender and friendship groups.
Similarity between best friends' reports of depressive symptoms at TimeZ
Best friends' homogeneity on depressive symptoms at Time 2 emerged for both
females and males in new friendships. The ICCs values showed a small degree of similarity
between dyad members [r2 = .16 and .19, ρ < .05, respectively for females and males). In
enduring friendships, a modest degree of similarity in depressive symptoms was found for
female dyads (r 2 = .40, ρ < .01) but not for male dyads [r2 = .02, ρ = .43). Intraclass
correlation contrasts (Kenny et al., 2006) were used to compare the magnitude of ICCs for
male and female friendship dyads. Significant gender differences emerged regarding
enduring friendships, indicating that members of female dyads reported significantly
higher levels of similarity in depressive symptoms compared to male dyad members (z =
2.47; ρ = .007).
The ICCs of the non-friend comparison group were not significant for females or
males (r2 = .01 and -.01, respectively). Intraclass correlation contrasts showed a difference
in the ICC values between the enduring female friendships and the non-friend female group
(z = 2.94; ρ = .003), suggesting that similarity within the best friend dyads was significantly
higher compared to similarity between non-friends. No differences in the ICC values
emerged between the new friendships and the non-friend group for either males or females
at Time 2.
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Table 1. Means and standard deviations of depressive symptoms by gender and friendship group
Males
Friendship group

Females

Time 1

Time 2

Dissolved friendships

6.73 (5.90)

6.79 (5.91)

979

New friendships

6.78 (5.20)

Enduring friendships
Total

Time 1

Total
Time 2

Time 1

(7.33)

10.32 (7.44)

8.18 (6.78)

8.42

6.35 (6.57)

11.40 (9.00)

11.46 (8.58)

9.23 (7.79)

9.05 (8.10)

6.32 (5.78)

6.93 (6.34)

8.89

9.37

(7.58)

7.77 (6.51)

8.03 (7.16)

6.65 (5.61)

6.63 (6.25)

10.14 (7.93)

10.48 (7.96)

8.45 (7.12)

8.62

(6.83)

Time 2

Note. Depressive symptoms scores range from 0 (no depressive complaints at all) to 60 (many depressive complaints).

(6.91)

(7.44)
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Overall, these results suggested that similarity in depressive symptoms is unique to
members of friend dyads. However, even if the ICCs were statistically significant, the
absence of a significant difference between the new friendship groups and the comparison
group indicated that members of new friendships were only slightly similar in their level of
depressive symptoms. The finding signifying significant correlations between partners'
dependent variables had an important implication for the subsequent dyadic analyses.
Dyadic interdependence is a prerequisite for actor-partner interdependence models (Kenny
et al., 2006), yet we found evidence of interdependence only for female friendship groups
and the male new friendship group. However, for comparative purposes, we also present
results for the male enduring friendships as well as for dissolved friendships.
Longitudinal actor-partner interdependence models
We first tested whether a constraint model in which males and females formed a
single model of depressive symptoms would fit the data. This model did not fit the data well
(comparative fit index [CFI] = .429; root-mean-square error of approximation [RMSEA]
= .000; Tucker-Lewis index [TLI] = .689). Moreover, the χ 2 difference test showed that these
constraints significantly worsened the fit of the model to the observed data, Δχ2 (8) =
102.98, ρ = .001, suggesting gender differences within the model.
Subsequently, we tested whether the three friendship groups (i.e., dissolved
friendships, new friendships, enduring friendships) of males and females could be
constrained to form a single group. Again, the constrained model did not fit the data well,
(CFI = .841; RMSEA = .000; TLI = .919) and the χ 2 difference test significantly worsened the
fit of the model to the data, Δχ 2 (32) = 46.13, ρ = .050. This implies significant differences
between the three friendship groups (i.e., dissolved, new, or enduring friendship dyads).
Each of these friendship dyad groups was examined separately for males and females (see
Table 2).
Selection effects related to depressive symptoms. To identify selection effects, we
examined similarity in the levels of depressive symptoms at Time 1 between new
friendships. We might assume selection processes if adolescents who reported similar
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levels of depressive symptoms at Time 1 subsequently selected each other as best friends at
Time 2
A measure of similarity in depressive symptoms was provided in the APIM model by
the correlations between depressive symptoms of dyad members Overall, for new
friendships, the correlations between depressive symptoms at Time 1 indicated the absence
of significant homophihc selection effects in both male and female best friend dyads (see
Table 2) Specifically, in female dyads, a significant correlation was negative, indicating the
tendency among girls to select as friends with different level of depressive symptoms
Significant concurrent correlations emerged for some of the other friendship groups
(see Table 2) However, the absence of information about depressive symptoms before the
establishment of the friendships did not allow us to know whether these similarities arose
from selection or socialization processes
Socialization effects related to depressive symptoms. In our sample, we could
detect socialization effects only m enduring friendships Socialization effects would occur
when adolescents who were already best friends at Time 1 affected each other's depressive
symptoms over time In each of the APIM models, the actor effects emerged as statistically
significant (p < 001), indicating that adolescent reports of depressive symptoms are
moderately stable over one year However, partner effects emerged as statistically
significant only for females in enduring friendships (see Table 2) These results provided
evidence for socialization in girls' dyads, indicating that females' depressive symptoms
predicted increases in their best friend's depressive symptoms over time No partner effects
were found for males in enduring friendships We tested an additional set of equality
constraints to investigate the relative magnitude of the partner effects in the female
enduring friendship dyads This set of constraints compared partner effects in the enduring
friendship groups with the partner effects in the other five friendship groups These
2

constraints worsened model fit, Δχ (1] = 4 31, ρ = 04, indicating that the partner effects for
the female enduring friendship dyads were significantly higher in magnitude compared to
the other five friendship groups
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Moreover, a significant correlation between residuals emerged for females in
enduring friendships, suggesting that members of these female dyads tended to become
more similar over time (see Table 2). Intraclass correlations indicated that individual
stability and dyadic influences explain 23% of this similarity. No significant residual
similarity emerged for the males in enduring friendships. A significant correlation between
residuals emerged also for females in new friendships (see Table 2). However, because
these dyad members were not best friends at Time 1, such similarity could not be
interpreted as the result of socialization processes.

Table 2. Standardized estimates from APIM multiple group analysis of depressive symptoms
for male and female friendship groups
Males
Friendship group
Dissolved friendships

cl

Actor

-.12* .47***

Females

Partner

c2

cl

.01

.04

New friendships

.10

.40***

.10

.11

Enduring friendships

.23* .48***

-.03

-.01

Partner

c2

.25*** .55***

.08

.07

.61***

.03

.20***

.49***

.17*** .21*

-.11*
.24**

Actor

Note, cl = Time 1 concurrent similarity. i4ctor = actor effects. Partner = partner effects. c2 =
Time 2 residual similarity. *** ρ < .001 ** ρ < .01 * ρ < .05

Similarity and socialization in class best friends and true best friends
To differentiate between best friends in class and true best friends, we calculated
ICC's at Time 2 for both types of very best friends. These ICC's were significant for the two
female subsamples, r2 = .27, ρ <.05 and r 2 = .63, ρ <.001 for class best friends and true best
friends, respectively. For males, a significant ICC emerged only for the true best friend
group (r 2 = .44, ρ <.05) while the ICC between male class best friends was non-significant (r 2
= -.17). Intraclass correlation contrasts were computed separately for females and males to
compare the ICC values between the true best friends and class best friends. Differences
were significant in male dyads (z = 2.11; ρ = .003), and they approached significance in
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female dyads (z = 1.85; ρ - .063). These results showed that in the enduring friendship
dyads, members of true best friend dyads tended to report higher levels of similarity
compared to the members of class best friend dyads.
An additional series of multi-group APIMs were conducted to estimate socialization
effects in both male and female enduring friendships in the class best friend and the true
best friend groups. Α χ 2 difference test showed that a model with equality constraints
applied to all four groups significantly worsened model fit, Δ χ 2 (24) = 48.29, ρ = .002. Thus,
Table 3 reports the actor and partner effects separately for each group.
Significant actor effects emerged for males and females in both the enduring
friendship dyads, showing individual stability in depressive symptoms over time. In
addition, significant partner effects in all groups indicated that friends' levels of depressive
symptoms predicted adolescents' depressive symptoms over time. However, the partner
effect for the male class best friend dyads was negative. That is, for these males, higher
levels of depressive symptoms predicted decreases in the best friend's

depressive

symptoms over time (see Table 3). Moreover a positive significant correlation between
residuals emerged exclusively for the female true best friends (see Table 3), indicating that
members of these dyads tended to become more similar in depressive symptoms over time.
Intraclass correlation proportions indicated that individual stability and dyadic influences
explain 23% of this similarity. The correlations between residuals for other groups
suggested that friends within these dyads did not significantly increase their similarity over
time. On the contrary, the negative and significant correlation for the male class best friend
group suggested that males in this group became less similar over time.
In sum, these additional findings suggested differences between class best friends
and true best friends in socialization processes. For females, even if partner effects were
identified in both groups, such effects contributed significantly to an increase in friends'
similarity over time only among true best friends. For males in class best friend dyads, the
negative partner effect and correlation of residuals suggested that members of these dyads
influenced each other's depressive symptoms in opposite directions, increasing their
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dissimilarity over time. Nevertheless, significant partner effect for the members of true best
friend dyads indicated positive socialization processes.
Re-analyzing the APIM models (Table 2 and 3) while controlling for adolescents' age
and educational level revealed equivalent results with highly similar standardized
estimates.

Table 3. Standardized estimates from APIM multiple group analysis of depressive symptoms
for male and female class best friends and true best friends
Males

Females

Friendship group

cl

Actor

Partner

c2

cl

Actor

Partner

c2

Class best friends

.16

.38***

-.14*

-.14*

.21

.50***

.18*

.02

True best friends

.32

.58***

.15

.27*

.48***

.17**

.56***

.20**

Note, cl = Time 1 concurrent similarity. Actor- actor effects. Partner = partner effects. c2 =
Time 2 residual similarity. *** ρ < .001 ** ρ < .01 * ρ < .05

Discussion
The present study aimed to explore similarity in depressive symptoms between
adolescents and their best friends, and to examine the homophilic mechanisms that might
explain such similarity (i.e., selection and socialization). Similarity and socialization
processes also were examined within two types of friendship dyads: class best friends and
true best friends. We extended past research on homophily by applying a dyadic approach
designed for the study of close relationships with interdependent data. Moreover, the
identification of friendships that started and ended at different time points allowed us to
clearly identify selection and socialization processes. Overall, the results partially confirm
our hypothesis, indicating that similarity in depressive symptoms exists exclusively in
female dyads. In particular, we found that socialization processes explained this similarity
in female friendships.
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With respect to the first aim, our findings provided support for the general
interpersonal similarity-attraction principle (see McPherson, Smith-Lovin, & Cook, 2001)
since adolescents tended to report similar levels of depressive symptoms as their best
friends. While research has indicated that friends are similar in externalizing behaviors (e.g.,
Engels et al., 1997; Ennett & Bauman, 1994; Kandel, 1978), only few studies showed
homogeneity in internalizing behaviors within friendships (Haselager et al., 1998; Hogue &
Steinberg, 1995; Prinstein, 2007; Stevens & Prinstein, 2005; Van Zalk et al., 2010). Our
findings suggested that internalizing behaviors also might play a salient role in the
formation of adolescent friendships. Such similarity in depressive symptoms was especially
evident within female dyads. This gender specific similarity can be explained by the fact
that females, more so than males, are likely to report high levels of internalizing problems,
and at the same time, they are more likely to form close and intimate relationships where
they might discuss such problems (e.g., Rose, 2002). Thus, internalizing behaviors might
represent a more salient feature in female friendships, while externalizing behaviors might
play more central role in male friendships (Dishion, Andrews, & Crosby, 1995; Poulin &
Boivin, 2000).
The second aim was to examine the relative importance of friendship selection and
socialization in relation to depressive symptoms. Compared to previous findings, our
findings for the different types of friendships allow us to obtain a more detailed picture of
the role of socialization and selection. Concerning selection processes, the absence of
similarity in both male and female new friendship dyads at baseline indicates that
homophilic selection did not explain similarities between friends in depressive symptoms
at follow-up. In contrast to previous studies (Hogue & Steinberg, 1995; Van Zalk et al.,
2010), this finding suggests that similarities in depressive symptoms do not seem to
influence friendship formation. This difference might be because while previous studies
investigated selection either in cliques or in social networks, we specifically focused on
reciprocated best friend dyads. Other peer characteristics may explain why certain
adolescents select some peers, but not others, to become their best friends. For instance.
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examining best friend dyads. Popp and colleagues (2008) showed that adolescents selected
as friends peers with similar levels of alcohol intoxication.
Our results not only failed to provide support for homophilic selection mechanisms
(i.e., friends' selection based of similar characteristics) but also seemed to suggest the
opposite, that is, the tendency among females to select as friends peers with different level
of depressive symptoms. One might speculate that females with higher levels of depressive
symptoms may seek out reassurance or social support specifically from friends with lower
levels of depressive symptoms, as this may boost their own psychosocial well-being (Coyne,
1976). Considering that females perceive more social support from friends than do males
(e.g., Colarossi & Eccles, 2003; Slavin & Rainer, 1990), it is not surprising that such a
selection process emerged only for female friendships. However, given the small effect size,
this result needs to be interpreted with caution.
The analyses concerning the enduring friendship group revealed that female friends
affected each other's depressive symptoms over time. This finding suggests that
socialization processes may explain similarity in depression. However, such processes are
likely to be absent in male friends, as our findings did not show partner effects over time in
these dyads. These contrasting findings may be explained by different roles that friendships
play in female compared to male dyads. Female adolescents tend to engage in more close
and intimate dyadic relationships in which they are more likely to share positive as well as
negative feelings (e.g., Rose, 2002). For instance, self-disclosure, emotional support as well
as co-rumination mechanisms are more frequently reported within female than male
friendships (e.g., Buhrmester & Furman, 1987; Rose, 2002; Rose & Rudolph, 2006). Thus, on
the one hand, socialization processes might reflect the supportive nature of female
friendships. Emotional support between friends might increase friends' similarity by
reducing the level of disparity among dyad members. On the other hand, co-rumination
could be a mechanism underlying socialization processes that contribute to an increase in
depressive symptoms within female friendships. Indeed, the only study that longitudinally
examined the relationship between co-rumination and depressive symptoms found that corumination predicted depressive symptoms for females only (Rose et al., 2007). These
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results have important practical implications because they suggest that not only negative
peer experiences (e.g., victimization, rejection), but also positive peer experiences (e.g.,
close friendships) may pose risks for the development of depressive symptoms (Prinstein,
2007; Rose, 2002).
The last goal of this study was to investigate whether friends' similarity and
socialization processes were different for true best friends and class best friends. Findings
revealed that, although socialization processes appeared to exist in female friendships, for
both class best friends and true best friends, they contributed to the increase in similarity
between dyad members only when dyad members were the true best friends. Among males,
socialization processes affected only the true best friends, while class best friends seemed
to affect depressive symptoms in the opposite direction, by increasing their dissimilarity
over time. Due to the lack of variables in our dataset that could serve as underlying third
variables, we were not able to interpret this unexpected result. Further research and
replications are warranted including additional factors (e.g., social status) that might
explain such a finding. Overall, these findings indicate that true best friends (i.e., true best
friends) may be most influential, as these friends are more likely to share their feelings
within close and intimate relationships. In addition, results indicated that socialization
processes related to depressive symptoms might occur differently in males and females.
Indeed, because the probability of having a true best friend that attended the same class
was similar for males and females, the fact that socialization processes emerged in both
female groups but only in male true best friends group might suggest that among females,
socialization processes occur even in friendships that are not the 'best'. Thus, females might
be either more likely to have closer friendships compared to males or to share their feelings
even with friends that are not the 'best' (e.g.. Rose, 2002).
Our findings on true best friends have important methodological implications for
future research. Friendship studies should take into account the limitations inherent in the
identification of best friendships within the school setting. Specifically, future research
needs to consider that when friendships are identified within schools, they are able to
capture only some adolescent relations. Because adolescents are involved in salient
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friendships that may be established outside the school (see Vandell et al., 2005), school
friendships might not represent the most intimate, close, and influential adolescent
friendships. Thus, focusing exclusively on school friendships while neglecting other social
contexts may provide only limited insight on adolescent friendships (Van Zalk et al., 2010).
Overall, our findings indicated that similarity in depressive symptoms occurs
particularly among females and in close and intimate friendships. In addition, such
similarity appeared to be the consequence of friends' socialization because adolescents did
not seem to select peers with levels of depressive symptoms similar to their own. These
findings may be interpreted in the framework of interpersonal theories of depression and
models of gender-specific peer socialization (e.g., Rose & Rudolph, 2006). In the past, these
theories have emphasized the role of difficult peer relationships in the development of
depressive symptoms during adolescence (see Rudolph, Flynn, & Abaied, 2008). Findings
from this study suggest that it may be necessary for interpersonal theories of depression to
focus on positive friendships as well, because adolescents may increase and exacerbate
their levels of depressive symptoms in such relations. Specifically, due to the close and
intimate nature of their friendships in which they intensively share their emotions and
feelings, girls may be more at risk for developing depressive symptoms when interacting
with their friends. The picture may be more complex for males, for which different
mechanisms (e.g., social status) may play a central role in affecting socialization processes
related to depressive symptoms. In terms of practical implications, the results suggest that
adolescents' intimate friendships might reflect a salient context on which preventive
interventions should focus.
This study had a number of strengths as it examined different groups of friendships,
which allowed us to differentiate selection and socialization processes, utilized a dyadic
approach, made a distinction between class best friends and true best friends, and utilized
self-reported measures from both adolescents and their friends. Nevertheless, some
limitations of this study need to be acknowledged. First, our analysis did not allow us to
understand how socialization processes actually take place. In other words, we do not know
whether adolescents who scored higher in depressive symptoms influenced adolescents
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who scored lower in depressive symptoms, or vice versa. Nevertheless, our findings on
socialization effects within dyads along with the over-time stability of depressive symptoms
in enduring friendships, suggest that both paths might occur. Thus, to implement
preventive interventions, further research needs to investigate specific conditions under
which socialization processes may lead to an increase in depressive symptoms within dyads
and under what circumstances these conditions protect adolescents from developing
depressive symptoms.
Second, the underlying mechanisms of friends' socialization were not examined. We
suggest that co-rumination may be one of the possible mechanisms, but this needs to be
tested and additional mechanisms need to be taken into account (e.g., excessive
reassurance seeking). Third, limitations related to the generality of the findings arise from
the nature of our sample. Attrition analyses showed that adolescents with lower levels of
depressive symptoms and with some specific socio-demographic characteristics (i.e., Dutch
origin, intact families) were overrepresented in the longitudinal sample. Moreover,
compared to the general Dutch population, our sample included adolescents that are more
highly educated and because information on parent socioeconomic status (SES) was not
available, we do not know whether our sample is representative of the national population.
Thus, these findings need to be replicated in a more representative sample of the
general Dutch population as well as among adolescents residing outside of the Netherlands
and ethnic minority adolescents, for whom these processes might be different. In addition,
it would be important to investigate whether these findings may generalize to clinical
populations. Indeed, peer relationships may be particularly difficult for clinically depressed
adolescents, and socialization and selection processes may have a different meaning to
them.
Finally, although this study extended previous literature on in-school friendships by
distinguishing between class best friends and true best friends, the operationalization of
true best friends still may be somewhat limited. Our design did not allow us to identify true
best friend dyads outside the class. This group of friends might be different from true best
friend dyads inside the class and might affect adolescent depressive symptoms differently.
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It may be that true best friends outside the class are most influential because they have
been selected as friends for their desired characteristics (Kiesner, Poulin, & Nicotra, 2003;
Van Zalk et al., 2010). Future research is warranted to test out-of-school friendships, as well
as replicate our results in larger samples.
Despite these limitations, our study provided evidence for depression socialization
processes especially in female friends' dyads. These findings suggest that socialization
processes may represent one of the several factors attempting to explain depressive
symptoms during adolescence. The fact that positive friendships relations may increase the
risk for the onset and development of depressive symptoms warrants further study of
friendships and internalizing behaviors.
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Abstract
Driven by existing socialization theories, this study describes specific friendship contexts in
which peer influence of alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms occurs. In the fall and
spring of the school year, surveys were administered to 704 Italian adolescents (53% male.
Mage = 15.53) enrolled in Grades 9, 10 and 11. Different friendship contexts were
distinguished based on two dimensions referring to the level (i.e., best friendships and
friendship networks) and reciprocity (i.e., unilateral and reciprocal) of the relationships.
Social network and dyadic analyses were applied in a complementary manner to estimate
peer socialization effects across the different friendship contexts. Results showed that
within friendship networks both male and female adolescents' alcohol misuse was affected
by friends' alcohol misuse, regardless of the type of relationship or whether the
relationship was reciprocated. Conversely, peer socialization of depressive symptoms only
emerged within very best friendship dyads of female adolescents. Findings suggest that the
effects of peer socialization depend on the friendship context and specific types of
behaviors. The theoretical and methodological implications of the findings are discussed.
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Introduction
It is well known that peers, and especially friends, play a central role in children's
and adolescents' psychosocial development (Berndt, 1982; Buhrmester, 1990; Hartup,
1989]. Besides the positive effects of peer relationships on adolescent psychological
adjustment, many studies have shown that peers may also impair adolescent development.
Peers may affect adolescents' behaviors and emotions through socialization processes, a
phenomenon more generally referred to as peer influence (Prinstein & Dodge, 2008).
Socialization indicates the tendency of relationship partners (e.g., friends) to influence each
other behaviors and therefore increase their similarity over time. This process must be
distinguished from selection, which may also result in peer similarity, but refers to the
tendency of adolescents to initiate relationships with peers who exhibit similar behaviors
(Kandel, 1978). Peer influence research is extremely important given that, even after
accounting for selection processes, peer socialization has been reported to be a strikingly
powerful and consistent phenomenon that occurs within a variety of friendship contexts
(e.g., intimate best friendships as well as larger peer networks including all friendships) for
a wide range of externalizing behaviors (e.g., aggression, delinquency, and substance use;
Dishion, Spracklen, Andrews, & Patterson, 1996; Sijstema et al., 2010; Urberg, Luo, Pilgrim,
& Degirmencioglu, 2003; Vitaro, Brendgen, & Tremblay, 2000) and internalizing behaviors
(e.g., depressive symptoms, non-suicidal self-injury and social anxiety; Mercer & Derosier,
2010; Prinstein et al., 2010; Van Zalk, Van Zalk, & Kerr, 2011).
Yet, although prior work has provided strong evidence supporting peer socialization,
it remains unclear whether socialization of different behaviors occurs across various
friendship contexts (e.g., best friendships and friendship networks) or, conversely, whether
socialization of certain behaviors exclusively pertains to certain types of friendship only.
Indeed, most research in this area has relied on the preliminary but untested assumption
that socialization processes may operate similarly for a wide variety of behaviors
(Brechwald & Prinstein, 2011); however this assumption rarely has been empirically
examined. Understanding which friendships place adolescents at risk for socialization of
which behaviors may be crucial to furthering our knowledge about adolescent peer
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influence Thus, the present study examined peer influence related to two different
domains, alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms, within various friendship contexts,
reflecting different relationship levels (i.e., best friendships and multiple friendships within
a peer network) and reciprocity (i e, unilateral and reciprocal) Our choice to focus on
alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms derived from three main reasons, including their
increase and high prevalence during adolescence (e.g, Cole et al., 2002; Hankin et al., 1998;
Johnston, O'Malley, Bachman, & Schulenberg, 2008), the relevance of peer socialization in
affecting their development, and the fact that different processes may be expected to
underlie socialization of alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms (as detailed below).
Peer influence and friendship contexts: Existing evidence
In this study two interrelated dimensions of friendship are considered· (a) the level
of the friendship, here conceptualized as dyadic best friendships versus multiple
overlapping friendships within a peer network, and (b) the reciprocity of friendship, that is,
unilateral (i.e., one peer nominates the other who does not return the nomination) versus
reciprocal (i.e, both peers mutually nominate each other as friend) friendships. Regarding
the level of the friendship, most research has studied peer influence within dyadic
friendships, with the aim to identify adolescents' closest and most significant relationships.
Here, usually adolescents' very best friends, or the highest one in the rank of their top three
best friends, are selected and examined as unique sources of influence. These prospective
studies provided evidence for socialization effects in best friendships in relation to several
behaviors, including alcohol use (e.g., Jaccard, Blanton, & Dodge, 2005; Poelen, Engels, Van
Der Vorst, Schölte, & Vermulst, 2007; Popp, Laursen, Kerr, Stattin, & Burk, 2008) and
depressive symptoms (e.g., Giletta et al, 2011; Pnnstein, 2007)
Other work has extended the analysis of peer influence from best friends' dyads to
the larger peer network, recognizing a major shortcoming of dyadic studies and
emphasizing the importance of considering relations other than best friendships. Most
adolescents have more than one friend and while best friends might represent a primary
source of influence, characteristics and behaviors of all friends, as well as the norms
established within peer groups, may contribute to socialization processes (Hartup, 1993;
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Haynie, 2001). Recent advances in data analysis techniques have provided the opportunity
to evaluate a more complete and less selective picture of adolescent relationships by
examining multiple overlapping friendships within larger peer networks (Carnngton, Scott,
& Wasserman, 1995). The advantage of these methods includes the ability to account for
relational and statistical dependencies in friendship networks, allowing researchers to
examine all relationships among network participants simultaneously, not just nonoverlapping best friendships. Further, these methods are capable of estimating the effects
of peer socialization while accounting for numerous alternative explanations, such as
homophilic peer selection (i.e., friendship selection based on behavioral similarities). This
line of research has shown socialization effects within friendship networks regarding
various domains, among which alcohol use (Kiuru, Burk, Laursen, Salmela-Aro, & Nurmi,
2010; Knecht, Burk, Weesie, & Steglich, 2011; Rabaglietti, Burk, & Giletta, 2011) and
depressive symptoms (Kiuru, Burk, Laursen, Nurmi, & Salmela-Aro, 2011; Mercer &
Derosier, 2010; Van Zalk, Kerr, Branje, Stattin, & Meeus, 2010).
These findings seem to suggest that peer influence is similar in best friendship
dyads and peer networks, and in alcohol use and depressive symptoms. However, because
friendship networks encompass several types of relations (e.g., dyadic and triadic,
unilateral and reciprocal, same- and cross-gender), social network analyses do not directly
allow to determine whether socialization processes actually occur in the peer networks at
large or whether, on the contrary, network effects simply reflect the effects of only some
dyadic relationships (e.g., best friend dyads). Thus, to accurately estimate the extent to
which these two levels of friendship contribute to peer socialization, dyadic and social
network approaches need to be combined. Few studies have tested socialization processes
across different friendship levels, showing that both adolescents' best friends and friend
group independently contributed to peer influence in relation to smoking and drinking
behaviors (Urberg, 1992; Urberg, Degirmencioglu, & Pilgrim, 1997). However, to date, no
single study has simultaneously investigated peer influence related to different behavioral
domains across different friendship levels.
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Reciprocity represents another dimension of adolescent friendships (Newcomb &
Bagwell, 1995). Reciprocity is a dyadic attribute which describes the relationship between
two individuals; therefore most of previous studies that examined the effect of reciprocity
on peer socialization have focused on dyadic relationships, mainly best friendships. These
studies showed that unilateral and reciprocal friendships may exert different influences
(e.g., Bot, Engels, Knibbe, & Meeus, 2005b; Jaccard et al, 2005; Stevens & Prinstein, 2005).
Specifically, two hypotheses exist with respect to the role of reciprocity in friendships on
peer socialization (Brechwald & Prinstein, 2011; Dishion & Tipsord, 2011). On the one
hand, it has been suggested that reciprocal friendships, especially reciprocal best friend
dyads, may provide a primary context for mutual influence, because within these
relationships adolescents have the greatest opportunity to interact, to be intimate and
specifically share their thoughts and personal feelings (e.g., Buhrmester, 1990; Rose, 2002).
Evidence supporting this hypothesis has been found in relation to both peer socialization of
alcohol use and depressive symptoms (e.g., Stevens & Prinstein, 2005; Urberg et al., 2003).
In contrast, an alternative hypothesis suggests that peer influence may be more
prominent within unilateral relationships. According to this idea, adolescents are more
likely to change their behaviors or attitudes in order to conform to their desired friends
and, therefore, increase their chance of establishing reciprocal and more intimate
relationships with them. Previous studies supported this hypothesis, specifically with
respect to peer socialization of substance use (i.e., alcohol and tobacco use) by showing that
adolescents were more likely to adapt their behavior to the behavior of the peers they
unilaterally choose as friends (Aloise-Young, Graham, & Hansen, 1994; Bot et al., 2005b;
Jaccard et al., 2005). Research analyzing the role of friendship reciprocity in peer networks
is scarce. Studies that do exist suggest that friendship reciprocity may not affect
socialization processes at all, neither for alcohol use nor for depressive symptoms (Burk,
Van der Vorst, Kerr, & Stattin, 2012; Kiuru et al., 2011; Mercer & Derosier, 2010; Mercken,
Steglich,, Knibbe, & Vries, 2012).
Thus, the role of reciprocity in promoting or inhibiting socialization processes
within friendships remains unclear. Importantly, equivocal results may be due to issues
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regarding the behaviors that are investigated (i.e., alcohol use or depressive symptoms)
and the level of the relationship in which reciprocity is examined (i.e., best friendship dyads
or friendship networks). Here, we argued that the way with which friendship level and
reciprocity affect peer socialization may vary as a function of the specific behavior which is
the subject of influence (Hartup, 2005).
Peer influence and friendship contexts: The domain specificity hypothesis of alcohol
misuse and depressive symptoms
The role of different contexts of friendship in socialization processes may be specific
for each behavioral domain, for instance externalizing behaviors (e.g., alcohol use) as
compared to emotional states (e.g., depressive symptoms) (Hartup, 2005). Theoretical
models that have been proposed to elucidate the processes underlying peer socialization
(e.g., social learning theories, identity-based theories; for a review, see Brechwald &
Prinstein, 2011) have been applied mainly to the study of peer influence on externalizing
behaviors, such as substance use (e.g., alcohol use) and delinquency. They emphasize the
functional values that such behaviors have within adolescent social relationships. That is,
adolescents may be more inclined to model those peers' behaviors that are reinforced in
order to profit from the resulting objective or perceived social benefits, such as gaining
social status (i.e., popularity) and approval from their peer group, or adhering to their
group norms (e.g., Brechwald & Prinstein, 2011; Cohen & Prinstein, 2006). This may be the
case for alcohol misuse as during adolescence drinking behavior may be associated with
high social status and group acceptance (e.g., Allen, Porter, McFarland, Marsh, & McElhaney,
2005; Mayeux, Sandstrom, & Gillessen, 2008). Thus, based on these theories, it is plausible
that socialization of alcohol occurs across different friendship contexts, regardless of the
level and reciprocity of the relation. For example, on the one hand, adolescents may
conform to the behaviors they observe within their peer networks in order to achieve a
higher social status within their group. On the other hand, within friend dyads, adolescents
may be affected by their best friends' behavior through specific dyadic interpersonal
dynamics (i.e., deviancy training; Dishion et al., 1996). Hence, peer influence may
indistinctly characterize unilateral as well as reciprocal friendships.
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However, socialization of emotional states, in particular depressive symptoms, may
depend on different mechanisms. According to the interpersonal theory of depression
(Coyne, 1976), depression contagion would occur as a consequence of the maladaptive
interpersonal patterns (e.g., excessive reassurance seeking) that depressed individuals
tend to exert in their dyadic relationships. These behaviors are likely to generate stress in
the relational partners of depressed individuals, which consequently may be at risk to
develop depressive symptoms themselves (Joiner & Timmons, 2009). Specifically, these
processes may operate within close and intimate relations because in these friendships,
adolescents have many opportunities to interact and share their personal feelings and
emotional states (e.g., Buhrmester, 1990; Newcomb & Bagwell, 1995) Thus, reciprocal
rather than unilateral relationships and dyads rather than friendship networks may create
specific contexts that are most conducive to socialization of internalizing symptoms
Specifically, due to the cohesiveness and intimacy between member dyads, best friendship
relations may be most influential
Gender differences
Peer and friendship relationships of male and female adolescents are substantially
different with respect to several domains (for a review, see Rose & Rudolph 2006). Gender
differences, such as those pertaining to the structure and content of adolescents'
relationships, may play a central role in influencing peer socialization of depressive
symptoms, but not alcohol misuse. This hypothesis relies on the fact that the features of
female friendships may facilitate the development of some specific processes underlying
peer influence of depressive symptoms, posing female adolescents particularly at risk for
socializing their depressive symptoms.
With regard to the social structure of the relationships, female adolescents tend to
prefer and interact more frequently in dyadic relationships, whereas male adolescents
engage more often in relationships within larger peer groups (eg., Benenson, 1990;
Markovits, Benenson, & Dolenszky, 2001). Concerning the content of the relationships,
female adolescents report more intimacy, loyalty and self-disclosure with their closest best
friends than male adolescents (e g, Camarena, Sangiani, & Peterson, 1990, Galambos, 2004;
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McNelles & Connolly, 1999). Thus, female adolescents may be more likely to share their
negative feelings and stressful experiences within their dyadic best friendships and
consequently be also more at risk to engage in those maladaptive processes that potentially
underlie depression contagion, such as co-rumination (i.e., excessive discussion of
problems within dyadic relationships; Rose, 2002). Previous studies have provided
evidence in this direction, showing that, as compared to male adolescents, female
adolescents report higher levels of co-rumination with their best friends (e.g., Hankin,
Stone, & Wright, 2010; Rose, 2002). Moreover, when dealing with stressful situations,
female adolescents rely more on their close friends and seek support within their best
friendships more than male adolescents do (e.g., Colarossi & Eccles, 2000; De Goede,
Branje, & Meeus, 2009). Consequently female adolescents may also be more vulnerable to
develop depressive symptoms in front of interpersonal stressors, such as those arising
from having a best friend with high depressive symptoms (Rudolph, 2002; Starr & Davila,
2008). Thus, peer influence of depressive symptoms may specifically occur within female
best friendships.
Importantly, not only gender differences in peer relationships, but also the overall
tendency of female adolescents to develop higher levels of depressive symptoms (for a
review, see Hankin & Abramson, 2001) may further contribute to make them more
susceptible to depression socialization as compared to male adolescents. Hence, female
vulnerability to depressive symptoms may facilitate socialization processes. The opposite
pattern may be true with regard to alcohol misuse, in relation to which, though to a less
extent (see Schulte, Ramo, & Brown, 2009), gender differences have been demonstrated in
favor of male adolescents (for a review, see White et al., 1997). Yet, although male
adolescents may be generally somewhat more predisposed to engage in alcohol misuse
than female adolescents, unlike depressive symptoms, gender differences on peer
relationships may be less relevant when it comes to socialization of drinking behaviors.
Indeed, the processes underlying alcohol socialization may take place across different
friendship contexts, regardless of the characteristics of the relationships. Prior work
provided evidence supporting the hypothesis that peer influence of alcohol may occur
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equally among male and female adolescents. First, alcohol use has been shown to associate
with social status similarly among male and female adolescents (e.g., Allen et al., 2005;
Mayeux et al., 2008), which seems to suggest that drinking behaviors may be equally
rewarded among both genders. Thus, both male and female adolescents may be reinforced
to emulate their friends' drinking behaviors. Second, no gender differences have been
found in relation to imitation of drinking behaviors, which may represent one of the
primary processes of peer influence (Caudill & Kong, 2001; Larsen, Engels, Grame, &
Overbeek, 2009; Larsen, Overbeek, Grame, & Engels, 2010) Though a few exceptions must
be acknowledged (e.g., Suis & Green, 2003), most previous studies confirmed the absence
of gender differences in relation to socialization of alcohol use (e.g., Burk et al, 2012; Kiuru
et al., 2010; Rabaglietti et al, 2012).
The present study
Driven by the aforementioned theoretical models, this study aimed to expand the
existing literature on peer influence and friendship contexts. To do so, this study employed
a longitudinal design (two time points 6 months apart) to examine peer socialization
related to adolescent alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms within two levels of
friendship, that is, in multiple overlapping relationships within friendship networks and
non-overlapping friendship dyads, distinguishing between unilateral and reciprocal
relationships. The complementary use of social network and dyadic approaches has several
advantages. First, stochastic actor-based models (Snijders, van de Bunt, & Steghch, 2010)
allowed us to examine socialization effects within a friendship network while controlling
for effects of selection and network structure Second, although dyadic analyses have
typically been used to examine best friendships, they also may provide more fine-grained
and detailed estimates of dyadic similarity, showing in which type of relationships
socialization effects are more likely to take place. In this investigation, we collapsed all the
friendship ties present in the social network in friendship dyads in order to examine
socialization effects within different friendships. Here, based on previous studies,
socialization effects were estimated within friendship dyads that were stable across the six
months between Time 1 and Time 2 (e.g,Giletta et al., 2011; Laursen, Hafen, Kerr, & Stattin,
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2012; Popp et al., 2008).Specifically, a group of stable reciprocal best friend dyads was
identified with the aim to examine the closest and most intimate friendships. In the light of
the gender-specific relational patterns that characterize adolescent friendships (Rose &
Rudolph, 2006), particular attention was given to gender differences when testing these
effects.
We hypothesized that peer influence would occur differently across friendship
contexts as a function of the specific behavior (i.e., alcohol misuse vs. depressive
symptoms). Specifically, based on peer influence theories (e.g., social learning theories;
Bandura, 1977), we expected socialization of alcohol misuse to occur within best
friendships as well as overall within the larger friendship network. On the contrary, in line
with the interpersonal theory of depression (Coyne, 1976), we hypothesized that
adolescents' peer influence concerning depressive symptoms would not take place within
the friendship network. Based on these theories and previous social network studies on
alcohol consumption and depressive symptoms (e.g., Kiuru et al., 2010; Mercer & Derosier,
2010; Rabaghetti et al., 2012), we did not expect socialization effects to differ as a function
of gender or friendship type (unilateral and reciprocal friendships) in the network analyses.
With respect to the dyadic analyses, we hypothesized socialization effects of alcohol misuse
across different stable dyadic relationships, both unilateral and reciprocal. In contrast, we
expected socialization effects of depressive symptoms to characterize exclusively
reciprocated best friend relationships and to be stronger for female adolescents compared
to male adolescents.
Method
Participants
Participants were 704 adolescents (53% male) between 14 and 18 years old (M =
15.53 years, SD = 1.01) living in a suburban area in northwestern Italy. Adolescents were
recruited from 51 classrooms from three public high schools; specifically, 38.1% of them
were enrolled in the first grade, 32.8% in the second grade, and 29.1% in the third grade
(i.e., from Grade 9 to 11 in the U.S.). Adolescents followed one of three main educational
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tracks in the Italian secondary educational system (ISTAT, 2009), with 37.2% of them
attending pre-university education (38.6 % of the national population), 50.3% a technical
education (38.2% of the national population) and 12.5% a vocational education (23.2% of
the national population). At baseline, 85.3% of the participants lived in an intact family
with both biological parents, 12.2% lived in a single-parent family, and 2.5% lived in a
stepfamily or with other significant relatives. Parental divorce rate was 5.5% (12% of the
national population) and unemployment rate was 2.2 % (7.8% of the national population).
Parents' educational level was highly comparable to that of the national population aged 25
to 64 years old (OECD, 2009), with 35% of parents having a level of education lower than
high school, 51% a high school degree, and approximately 14% a university or postuniversity degree. Most participants were born in Italy (94.1%) and had at least one parent
who was born in Italy (93.7%). About 7.6% of adolescents were ethnic minorities,
representing the two main ethnic minority groups residing in Italy: 2.6% from SouthEastern Europe (e.g., Romania and Albania) and 2.6% from Morocco (the remaining 2.5%
of participants belonged to other ethnic groups).
Measures
Alcohol misuse. Alcohol misuse during the past six months was assessed by two
items adapted from the Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS; Brener,, Collins, Kann, Warren,
& Williams, 1995). One item measured the frequency of binge drinking ("How often did you
have five or more alcoholic drinks in a single occasion within few hours?") and the second
item measured the frequency of drinking to intoxication ("How many times did you get sick
or hangover after drinking alcohol?"). Each item was rated on a 7-point Likert scale: 0 =
never, 1 = 1-2 times, 2 = 3-5 times, 3 = 6-9 times, 4 = 10-19 times, 5 = 20-29 times, 6 = 30 or
more times. The frequencies of binge drinking and alcohol intoxication emerged to be
highly comparable to those reported in the 2007 ESPAD report (European School Survey
Project on Alcohol and Other Drugs), in which two items similar to those employed in the
present study have been administered to a large normative sample of Italian adolescents of
similar age (see Hibell et al., 2009). The two items were moderately correlated at both time
points (r = .61 and .50 at Time 1 and Time 2, respectively); therefore, they were summed to
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form a composite measure of alcohol misuse in the last six months ranging from 0 (no
alcohol misuse) to 12 [very frequent alcohol misuse) (Cooper, 1994). Because stochastic
actor-based models requires the behavioral outcomes to be ordinal discrete variables
(Snijders et al., 2010), for the social network analyses, the sum scores of alcohol misuse
were collapsed into six ordinal categories which reflected the original distribution of
alcohol misuse within the sample. The proportion of male and female adolescents in each
alcohol category at Time 1 and 2 is reported in Table 1. For the dyadic analyses, a
logarithmic transformation was applied to the sum score of alcohol misuse to correct for
positive skewness.
Depressive symptoms. Adolescent depressive symptoms were assessed using the
Short Mood and Feeling Questionnaire (SMFQ; Angold, Costello, Messer, & Pickles, 1995).
Participants were instructed to rate on a 3-point scale (0 = not true, 2 = true) 13 items (e.g.,
"I felt miserable or unhappy", "I did everything wrong") describing depressive symptoms
during the past two weeks. The psychometric properties of this measure have been shown
to be satisfactory (Messer et al., 1995) and it has been widely used in studies with
adolescent samples (Rothon et al., 2009; Stansfeld et al., 2004). A sum score was computed
across all items, with higher values indicating higher depressive symptoms (Cronbach's α
= .84 at both time points). The mean levels of depressive symptoms within our sample
were comparable to those found in previous studies using the SMFQ among normative
samples of adolescents of similar age (e.g., Eley et al., 2004; McKenzie et al., 2011).
Depressive symptoms were normally distributed, so the sum score of depressive symptoms
was used for the dyadic analyses. Moreover, to meet the requirement for stochastic actorbased modeling six ordinal categories were created using a one-half standard deviation
from the sample mean score as cut-off point. Participants with a sum score one standard
deviation below the sample mean were included in the lowest category (i.e., no depressive
symptoms), participants with a sum score between one and one-half standard deviation
below the sample mean were included in the "very infrequent" category, those with a sum
score between one-half standard deviation below and the sample mean in the "infrequent
category" and so on (see Tablel). The sample mean and standard deviation of depressive
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symptoms computed across the two time points were used to create the categories, in
order to ensure that adolescent changes over time in the behavioral categories reflected
actual individual changes rather than changes due to distribution differences across time
points (see also Rabaglietti et al, 2011) Similar categorization procedures are commonly
employed when analyzing social network data with stochastic actor-based models (eg,
Mercer & Derosier, 2010, Rabaglietti et al, 2012) The proportion of male and female
adolescents in each depression category at Time 1 and 2 is reported in Table 1
Friendship nominations. Adolescents were provided with a roster of all their
grademates from which they were asked to select an unlimited number of friends ("Who
are your best, closest friends7") Within each roster students' names were presented
divided by classroom and alphabetized within each classroom Each student's name was
associated with a code number and, to ensure participants' anonymity, adolescents were
asked to report on the questionnaire the numbers instead of the names of their best friends
Adolescents were allowed to nominate same- and cross-gender peers and were instructed
to rank them in order of importance (i e, starting with their very best friend, followed by
their second best friend, etc) (Parker & Asher, 1993) On average, adolescents selected
their friends from a pool of approximately 170 students and did not report any particular
difficulty with identifying their friends from the rosters Similar grade-wise peer
nomination procedures have been largely used in previous studies and have been shown to
be valid tools to assess adolescent friends and acquaintances (see Pouhn & Dishion, 2008)
For the social network analyses, an adjacency matrix was created at each time point
by including all adolescent friendship nominations These matrices consisted of 704 rows
(nominators) and 704 columns (nominees), with the absence or presence of a friendship tie
between a nominator and a nominee indicated by a zero or one, respectively Because
adolescents in different grades could not nominate each other, structural zeros were
included in cells between participants in the different reference groups Such a procedure
allowed merging and simultaneously analyzing the different friend networks generated by
adolescents attending different grades (Ripley, Snijders, & Lopez, 2011)
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For dyadic analyses, each friendship tie was classified into groups based on: (a) the
gender of the adolescents involved in the relationship (i.e., male, female and cross-gender
dyads), (b) the type of the friendship (i.e., unilateral, reciprocal or mixed across the two
time points), and (c) the time of the relationship (i.e.. Time 1 only, Time 2 only, or Time 1
and 2). Specifically, we identified the very best friend dyads that were stable across the two
time points.
Socio-demographic

variables.

Information on adolescent socio-demographic

characteristics, including gender, age, and parents' educational level, was collected through
self-reports. With regard to mother and father's educational level, original response
options were collapsed into three categories corresponding to a low (i.e., less than high
school), medium (i.e., high school), and high (i.e., post high school or university degree)
level of education. The highest educational level of the parents (or the one available in case
of missing information) was used as a proxy for SES.
Procedure
Data for this study were collected as part of a longitudinal project on adolescent
peer relationships and internalizing symptoms among a community sample from the
Northwest of Italy. The internal ethics committee of the first author's university approved
this project. A total of 1,038 families of adolescents attending three high schools were
contacted to participate in the study. A letter describing the study was sent to adolescents'
families. The letter asked parents to provide permission for their children to participate in
the study. Only 48 (4.6%) families denied permission and all adolescents whose parents
granted consent to participate also provided assent. Adolescents did not receive any
incentive for their participation. During school hours, trained research assistants
administered identical questionnaires in the fall (Time 1) and six months later in the spring
of the school year (Time 2). All instruments were administered in Italian and a forwardbackward translation procedure was used to translate the measures that were originally
developed in English. These measures were examined by bilingual translators and
problematic items were discussed to achieve consensus for the final translation.
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In order to properly assess socialization effects, only participants who were present
at both waves of data collection were selected for the analyses. At Time 1,137 adolescents
were absent on the day of the assessment and data from 21 participants were excluded due
to unreliable answers (n = 6) or disorder diagnosis (e.g., autistic disorders or intellectual
disabilities; η = 15). The decision to exclude this latter group of participants from the
analyses arose from the fact that this study aimed to examine peer influence among
typically developing adolescents, whereas peer socialization processes may be expected to
be remarkably different for adolescents with similar disorders, due to the well-documented
impairment in their interpersonal and social functioning (American Psychiatric Association,
2000). Of the 832 adolescents present at Time 1, 711 completed the survey at Time 2. A
logistic regression analyses was conducted to test whether adolescents in the longitudinal
sample differed

in socio-demographic characteristics

(i.e., gender, age, ethnicity,

educational track, family structure and parents' educational level), number of friendship
nominations, baseline levels of alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms from adolescents
who dropped out. Significant differences emerged only in relation to age, indicating that
adolescents in the longitudinal sample were younger (M = 15.55; SD = 1.07) compared to
adolescents who were lost to attrition (M = 16.06; 5D = 1.44) [OR = 0.70, ρ < .001, 95% CI
[0.60, 0.84]). An additional seven participants were excluded from this final sample
because they were younger than 14 years or older than 18 years. Thus, the analytic sample
included 704 adolescents (67.8% of the target population).
Strategy of analyses
First, stochastic actor-based

models of network-behavioral

dynamics

were

conducted using the Simulation Investigation for Empirical Network Analysis software
(SIENA; Ripley et al., 2011) to assess peer influence effects within friendship networks
without distinguishing between adolescents' very best friends (i.e., the first friend
nominated by each adolescent) and other friends. Stochastic actor-based models are
models that allow investigating the co-evolution of social networks and individual
behaviors over time. The main feature of this method is that changes over time in
individual behaviors and social network are recognized to be strongly interdependent.
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That is, a change in the behavior of an actor (i.e., an individual in the network) may occur as
a consequence of his/her ties with other actors in the network. Similarly, a change in a
network tie may be attributable to certain actors' characteristics. In these models a
network tie between two actors is operationalized as a binary variable (i.e., presence or
absence of a tie) and actors are assumed to control and voluntarily decide if and when
change their outgoing ties with other actors (i.e., form a new tie or dissolve an existing one)
as well as their behavior (i.e., increase or decrease their behavior). These methods utilize a
continuous time modeling approach, which identifies the most likely sequence of individual
changes from the total amount of changes in network ties and individual behaviors
between two discrete time points. This allows disentangling selection and socialization
controlling for alternative (unobserved) processes that may take place in-between two
observed measurements and that, if neglected, may lead to erroneous conclusions about
the mechanisms underlying the observed changes (see Steglich, Snijders, & Pearson, 2010).
While the complexity of these models does not allow for the explicit calculation of effects,
parameter values and their standard errors can be estimated using an iterative simulation
procedure. For each parameter estimated, a t-value can be calculated by dividing the
parameter estimate by its standard error. Moreover, a t-ratio for convergence is also
generated for each parameter in the model, indicating the discrepancies between the
simulated values and the observed ones. T-ratios lower than 0.1 in absolute value indicate
good algorithm convergence. Additional information about stochastic actor-based models
as well as the mathematical formulae for each parameter can be found elsewhere (Snijders,
Steglich, & Schweinberger, 2007; Snijders et al, 2010; Steglich et al. 2010; Veenstra &
Steglich, 2012).
Two stochastic actor-based models were tested. The first examined socialization
effects of alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms, and the second model also included
interactions testing moderation effects of gender and friendship reciprocity on peer
socialization. Three dependent variables were simultaneously modeled within each model.
Two represented behavioral dynamics (i.e., describing changes in alcohol misuse and
depressive symptoms over time) and one represented network dynamics (i.e., describing
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changes in friendship formation over time). Concerning behavioral dynamics, changes in
adolescent alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms were predicted by friends' behaviors
(i e., socialization effects) Specifically, socialization effects were operationahzed in terms of
the tendency of adolescents to become more similar to the behaviors of their peers with
whom they had a friendship tie at Time 1, accounting for the number of adolescent
outgoing ties (i.e., total similarity; see also Snijders et al, 2010) For both alcohol misuse
and depressive symptoms, control parameters included individual differences in behaviors
(i.e, linear and quadratic shape) and the main effects of adolescent socio-demographic
characteristics (i e., gender, age, educational track, and parent educational level) Moreover,
socialization effects were estimated while accounting for network dynamics Friendship
formation was predicted by two different sets of parameters, corresponding to network
structural effects (i e., reciprocity and network closure effects) and effects related to
characteristics of ego (i.e., nominator) and alter (i e., nominee), such as behavioral
similarity between ego and alter (i.e, friendship selection) Thus, socialization effects were
estimated while accounting for network structural and selection effects.
Second, dyadic correlations were used to investigate peer influence in different
types of friendships Socialization by peers at the dyadic level was assessed by examining
increases in similarities in alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms between dyad
members over time. To do so, mtraclass correlations (ICCs) representing the degree of
behavioral similarity between dyad members were calculated for stable friend dyads at
both time points. Differences in the magnitude of the ICCs at Time 1 and Time 2 were tested
using correlational contrasts designed to examine correlated but non-overlapping
correlations with a Ζ Pearson-Filon statistic [ZPF; Raghunathan, Rosenthal, & Rubin, 1996).
To deal with the random assignment of some adolescents as targets and others as friends
(i.e, the indistinguishable nature of the dyad partners), we utilized the pairwise approach
recommended by Griffin and Gonzalez (1995). This requires all relationships to be entered
twice, once with the target adolescent's scores entered first and the friend's score entered
second, and once with the friend's scores entered first and the target adolescent's scores
entered second. The statistical significance
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correlational contrasts is based on the "effective sample size", which falls between the
actual sample size (i.e., number of dyads times two) and the number of dyads depending on
the magnitude of similarity (see p. 432 Griffin & Gonzalez, 1995).
Results
Descriptive analyses
Table 1 presents descriptive statistics of alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms
by gender across time points. A 2 (time) χ 2 (gender) repeated measures MANOVA was
performed to test gender differences on mean levels of alcohol misuse and depressive
symptoms at Time 1 and 2. Significant main effects of time, F{2, 686) = 15.99, ρ < .001, and
gender, F(2, 686) = 45.90, ρ < .001, were qualified by a two-way interaction, F{2, 686) =
7.14, ρ = .001. The interaction effect for alcohol misuse was significant, F(l, 687) = 8.40, ρ
= .004. Follow-up analyses showed that alcohol misuse tended to significantly increase
over time for male adolescents, F(l, 368) = 36.01, ρ < .001, but not for female adolescents,
F(l, 324) = 3.45, ρ = .064. For depressive symptoms, only the main effect of gender
emerged as statistically significant, F(l, 687) = 69.67, ρ < .001, indicating that female
adolescents reported higher levels of depressive symptoms compared to male adolescents
at both measures F(l, 687) = 69.67, ρ < .001.
Stochastic actor-based models
The indices of network structure indicated that overall friend networks tended to
become more cohesive over time. Specifically, at Time 2, an increase in the average number
of outgoing nominations (i.e., average degree; from 5.47 to 5.98) generated a growth of
approximately 10% in the total number of friendship ties (from 3850 to 4210). Time
differences were noted also with regard to the reciprocity index (0.52 and 0.55 at Time 1
and Time 2, respectively) and transitivity index (0.32 and 0.37 at Time 1 and Time 2,
respectively), suggesting that the number of reciprocal nominations as well as triadic
relations demonstrating transitive network closure (i.e., my friends are also friends)
tended to slightly increase from Time 1 to Time 2. Overall, between the two time points a
satisfactory number of changes in adolescent behaviors (39.5% of adolescents changed
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their alcohol behavior and 67.9% their depressive symptoms over time) and friendship ties
(indicated by a Hamming distance of 3380 and a Jaccard index equal to 0.41) was observed.
This suggests an adequate amount of changes in friendships and individual behaviors
between baseline and follow-up to estimate socialization as well as selection effects (see
for further clarifications: Veenstra & Steglich, 2012).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms by gender
Timel
Males
Alcohol misuse (SD)

1.37(2.36) =

Time 2

Females
.93 (1.75)

Males
b

1.83 (2.48) <

Females
1.03 (1.66) b

None (sum score = 0)

57.4%

60.2%

44.7%

56.7%

Very infrequent (1-2)

22.6%

28.2%

27.8%

28.5%

Infrequent (3-4)

9.7%

6.4%

13.3%

10.0%

Some (5-6)

5.2%

3.4%

8.6%

3.3%

Frequent (7-8)

2.7%

0.6%

3.2%

1.2%

Very frequent (sum score > 9)

2.4%

1.2%

2.4%

0.3%

5.24 (4.46) »

8.26 (4.85) b

Depressive symptoms {SD)

b

5.61 (4.52) *

7.91 (5.04)

None (< -1 SD)

15.9%

4.8%

23.2%

4.6%

Very infrequent

25.0%

16.0%

18.6%

11.6%

Infrequent

25.3%

25.7%

26.5%

27.1%

Some

10.2%

14.2%

12.7%

15.2%

Frequent

10.5%

17.2%

9.5%

16.5%

Very frequent (> 1 SD)

13.1%

22.1%

9.5%

25.0%

Note. Alcohol misuse scores range between 0 and 12 and depressive symptoms scores
between 0 and 26. Raw score of alcohol misuse are presented here however a logarithmic
transformation was used for descriptive analyses to correct for positive skewness.
a bc

'
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Behavioral dynamics: Socialization effects. Socialization effects on alcohol misuse
and depressive symptoms were initially estimated while controlling for several sociodemographic characteristics, including gender, age, educational track, and parent
educational level. However, because only gender and age emerged as significant predictors
(gender for both alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms, age for alcohol misuse only; see
Appendix), a more parsimonious model was estimated that excluded non-significant
parameters (following Snijders et al., 2010). The final complete model including all the
parameter estimates is reported in the Appendix. Algorithm convergence emerged to be
excellent, with t-ratios lower than 0.1 for all parameter estimates.
Concerning alcohol misuse, after controlling for the effects of individual tendencies
(i.e., linear and quadratic shape), gender, and age, a positive significant effect was found for
the total similarity parameter. This parameter showed evidence for peer socialization,
indicating that adolescents' alcohol behavior tended to become more similar to their
friends' alcohol behavior over time (see Table 2). However, with regard to depressive
symptoms, after controlling for individual differences and adolescent gender, the total
similarity parameter did not emerge as significant, implying absence of socialization effects
within the social network (see Table 2). In the second model, four interactions testing
whether gender and reciprocity moderate the relation between peer socialization and
alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms emerged as nonsignificant, suggesting that peer
socialization of both behaviors did not differ as a function of adolescent gender or
friendship reciprocity.
Network dynamics: Selection effects. Although not the primary focus of this
investigation, we briefly describe other parameters specified in the actor-based models,
including effects of homophilic selection (see Appendix for the complete model). All
network structural effects emerged as significant, indicating that adolescents were
selective in choosing their friends (negative outdegree), were likely to reciprocate their
friendship ties (positive reciprocity), and were likely to form cohesive triadic relationships
demonstrating local hierarchies (positive transitivity triplets and negative three-cycle
effect). With respect to effects related to the individual characteristics of the nominators
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and nominees, the results suggested that friendship formations were more likely to occur
between adolescents who attended the same classroom (positive same class) and between
same-gender adolescents (positive gender similarity). In addition, significant effects
emerged for ego (i.e., nominator) and alter (i.e., nominee) parameters of alcohol misuse,
indicating that adolescents with high levels of alcohol misuse tended to nominate more
friends (outgoing nominations: alcohol ego) and to receive more nominations from other
peers in the network (ingoing nominations: alcohol alter; network-popularity) compared to
adolescents reporting low alcohol misuse (see Table 2). No significant differences emerged
between adolescents reporting different levels of depressive symptoms with respect to
their network activity (outgoing nominations: depression ego) and network-popularity
(ingoing nominations: depression alter). Finally, significantly positive similarity effects
were found for both alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms (see Table 2). These
parameters showed evidence for homophilic selection effects, indicating that adolescents
tended to form friendships with peers similar to themselves in terms of alcohol misuse and
depressive symptoms.

Table 2. Stochastic actor-based model parameter estimates for socialization and selection
effects on alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms
Parameters

Estimate

S.E.

p-value

Socialization effects
Alcohol total similarity

.48

.15

.001

Depression total similarity

.04

.07

.569

Alcohol ego

.11

.02

<.001

Alcohol alter

.11

.02

<.001

Alcohol similarity (homophilic selection)

.83

.17

<.001

Depression ego

-.02

.01

.136

Depression alter

.00

.01

.908

Depression similarity (homophilic selection)

.39

.13

.002

Selection effects

Note. The complete estimated model is reported in Appendix.
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Dyadic Analyses
Overall, 70% of the dyadic friendships were same-gender (41% male dyads and 29%
female dyads) and 30% were cross-gender. Concerning the type of dyad, 61.4% of the
relationships were unilateral (i.e., unilateral tie at one of the two time points only and no
tie at the other, or unilateral tie at both time points), 24.5% were reciprocal (i.e., reciprocal
tie at one of the two time points only or at both time points), and 14.1% were mixed (i.e.,
unilateral tie at one of the two time points and reciprocal at the other time point).
Differences existed in the type of relationship between same- and cross-gender dyads, with
the former being overrepresented in the reciprocal (27.6% vs. 17.2%) and mixed (16.1% vs.
9.5%) types and the latter in the unilateral type (73.3% vs. 56.3%), χ 2 (2) = 104.77, ρ < .001.
Male and female dyads also differed from each other, with male adolescents being more
likely to have unilateral relationships (60.3% vs. 50.5%) and female adolescents reciprocal
relationships (33.7% vs. 23.4%), χ 2 (2) = 38.17, ρ < .001. With regard to very best friend
dyads that were stable across the two time points, only one was cross-gender. Moreover,
female adolescents reported a higher percentage of very best friendships stable over time
than male adolescents (3.3% vs. 1.7%), χ 2 (1) = 7.12, ρ = .008.
Socialization effects. Socialization effects could be identified within friendships that
were stable over time, here defined as those relationships in which at least one unilateral
tie from the same dyad member (i.e., outgoing tie) was present at both time points. In these
friendships, evidence for socialization effects may be shown if similarities between dyad
members at Time 2 emerged to be significantly higher than similarities at Time 1. Such a
procedure allows for the identification of acquired similarity that may be attributed to peer
socialization while adjusting for pre-existing similarity (i.e., homophilic selection). For
stable friendships, intraclass correlations (ICCs) between dyad members' alcohol misuse
and depressive symptoms were computed separately for each relationship type at both
time points. Additional partial correlations controlling for the number of times each
adolescent's score appeared within each dyadic relationship were also conducted in order
to account for unequal individual contributions. Because partial correlations were highly
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Table 3. Intraclass correlations at Tl and T2 for examining socialization effects on alcohol misuse and
depressive symptoms by dyad type and gender
Time 2

Timel
Male

Female

Cross-

Male

Female

Crossgender

gender
Alcohol misuse
Unilateral

.20***

.24**

.06

.22***

.26**

.14

Reciprocal

.36***

.12

.29*

.36***

.36***

.16

Reciprocal very best

.70**

.29

.47*

.46**

Unilateral T l reciprocal T2

.26**

-.03

.32***

.29**

Reciprocal T l unilateral T2

.12

.32**

.15

.20

-.03

.07

-.03

-.04

Depressive symptoms
Unilateral

.23***

-.01

.05

.04

.14

-.06

Reciprocal

.23***

-.03

.06

.15*

.04

-.07

.35*

_

-.07

-.05

.07

Unilateral Tl reciprocal T2

.00

.15

.07

.08

-.13

-.19

Reciprocal Tl unilateral T2

-.01

.12

.07

-.09

.04

.02

Reciprocal very best

_

Note. Significance levels are adjusted according to Griffin & Gonzalez, 1995. * ρ <.05. ** ρ < .01. *** ρ < .001
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similar to ICCs, with identical significance levels, ICCs are presented in Table 3 to allow for
easier interpretation.
Regarding alcohol misuse, at Time 2 significant ICCs were found across different
types of friendships for both male and female same-gender dyads but not for cross-gender
2

dyads, with effects ranging from small to medium-large [r range .22 - .47]. These indicated
concurrent similarity in alcohol misuse across all relationship types. For these eight dyad
groups with significant ICCs at Time 2, correlation contrasts were used to test differences
between Time 1 and Time 2. Only three emerged to be statistically significant. Similarity in
alcohol misuse at Time 2 was higher than at Time 1 for female adolescents in reciprocal
dyads and in dyads that were unilateral at Time 1 and reciprocal at Time 2 [ZPF = 4.33; ρ
< .001 and ZPF = 3.70; ρ < .001, respectively]. On the contrary, similarity at Time 2 was
actually lower than at Time 1 for male adolescents in reciprocal very best friendships [ZPF
= 2.04; ρ = .041]. Concerning depressive symptoms, similarities at Time 2 were statistically
significant for male adolescents in reciprocal dyads and female adolescents in reciprocal
very best friendship dyads [r2 .15 and 35, respectively]. Only one of the two correlational
contrasts revealed a significant difference in similarity at Time 1 and Time 2; similarity in
depressive symptoms at Time 2 was higher than at Time 1 for female adolescents within
reciprocal very best friendships [ZPF = 1.97; ρ - .049]. Importantly, levels of depressive
symptoms did not differ between female adolescents involved in very best friendship dyads
and other female adolescents in the sample at Time 1 [M = 8.06 vs. 7.46] or Time 2 [M =
8.32vs. 8.27]. Overall, these results indicate that across the two time points, female dyad
members became more similar to each other in their levels of alcohol misuse (in reciprocal
dyads and in dyads that were unilateral at Time 1 and reciprocal at Time 2] and depressive
symptoms (in very best friendships], providing evidence for socialization effects.
Discussion
Substantial research has examined peer socialization effects with regard to a wide
variety of possible attitudes, cognitions, and behaviors (for a review, see Prinstein & Dodge,
2008]. However, relatively little attention has been dedicated to the types of peer
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relationships that may be particularly potent for peer socialization to occur and to whether
these different friendship contexts may yield differential risk for peer socialization across
different behaviors. The present study addressed this long-standing gap in the literature by
simultaneously examining adolescent peer influence of alcohol misuse and depressive
symptoms in diverse friendship contexts while differentiating between the relationship
level (i.e., best friendships and friendship networks) and reciprocity (unilateral and
reciprocal). In line with our predictions, the results showed that peer influence differed
across the contexts of friendships as a function of the specific behavioral domain. In
friendship networks, after controlling for selection effects, peer socialization emerged for
alcohol misuse but not for depressive symptoms regardless of the reciprocity of the
relationships. Conversely, within friendship dyads, evidence for peer socialization of both
alcohol misuse (in reciprocal dyads and in dyads that were unilateral at Time 1 and
reciprocal at Time 2) and depressive symptoms (exclusively in very best friendships) was
found for female adolescents only. This research adds to the current literature and
advances our knowledge of adolescent peer influence by highlighting the domain
specificity (e.g. substance use versus internalizing problems/ depressive symptoms) of
peer socialization, and the crucial role of the friendship context.
In line with social learning theories (e.g.. Bandura, 1977), our findings indicate that
adolescents conformed to the drinking behaviors of their friends within broader friendship
networks. Here, socialization of behaviors may occur through processes of imitation and
modeling (e.g., Larsen et al., 2009, 2010) as well as active persuasion, which may easily
take place within large peer groups (e.g., Bot et al, 2007; Overbeek et al., 2011). Due to the
visibility of alcohol consumption and its' externalized social nature, within a network
context adolescents may be inclined to engage in alcohol misuse simply because they
observe their friends doing it. Moreover, reinforcement mechanisms (both vicarious and
direct) and positive expectancies associated with alcohol misuse, such as sociability and
achievement of status among peers, may exacerbate these modeling processes (e.g., Allen
et al., 2005; Bot, Engels, & Knibbe, 2005a). Although in our study we did not directly assess
these mechanisms, the additional finding that alcohol misuse was associated with a higher
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number of received nominations within friendship networks seems to further support
these theoretical models (e.g., social learning theories). That is, increasing friendship
nominations (i.e., network centrality) within peer groups may not only further reinforce
high levels of alcohol consumption (e.g., Mayeux et al., 2008) but also peer socialization of
alcohol. Indeed, as it has been shown in prior work, high status adolescents, such as
adolescents who hold a central position in their social networks, are particularly influential
and likely to be emulated by other peers (e.g., Cohen & Prinstein, 2006). Thus, it may be
assumed that peer group norms as well as group dynamics play a central role in
contributing to the spread of alcohol consumption within large peer groups.
This theoretical framework may also explain the findings showing that socialization
effects occurred within friendship networks both in reciprocal as well as unilateral
relationships. That is, although socialization in reciprocal friendships may involve imitation
processes as well as interpersonal dynamics that include more direct forms of
reinforcement (e.g., peer pressure, deviancy training; Dishion & Owen, 2002; Graham,
Marks, & Hansen, 1991), imitation and modeling processes may take place in less intimate
relationships due to the social nature and the motives associated with alcohol misuse (e.g.,
in particular social and enhancements motives; for a review, see Kuntsche, Knibbe, Gmel, &
Engels, 2005). Therefore, within friendship networks, reciprocal as well as unilateral
relationships may be relevant in affecting adolescents' drinking behavior. Overall, our
results showing socialization effects, as well as homophilic selection, of alcohol misuse in
friendship networks are consistent with the existing peer influence literature (e.g., Burk et
al., 2012; Kiuru et al, 2010; Knechtetal., 2011).
In contrast, socialization of depressive symptoms was revealed only within dyadic
friendships, and exclusively between female adolescents in reciprocated best friendships.
This suggests that this type of peer socialization may involve different mechanisms than
those responsible for alcohol socialization. In other words, it is perhaps unlikely that
depressive symptom socialization occurs via modeling and imitation processes. Instead,
according to interpersonal theories of depression (Coyne, 1976; Joiner & Timmons, 2009),
contagion may occur when adolescents with high levels of depressive symptoms engage in
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maladaptive interpersonal interactions, breeding negative emotional states in their
relational partners and possibly exacerbating their depressive symptoms. These processes
take place when people directly interact with and disclose to each other within dyadic
relationships That is, relationships with high levels of closeness and intimacy between
partners, which may exist in reciprocated best friendships (e g., Buhrmester, 1990), may be
specifically vulnerable to socialization of emotional states (e.g., Van Orden & Joiner, 2006).
The fact that peer influence of depressive symptoms only emerged in female best friend
dyads is also consistent with the hypotheses regarding depression related social behaviors
(e.g., co-rumination, excessive reassurance seeking) as potential underlying mechanisms of
depression socialization. Co-rumination, defined as an excessive discussing of personal
problems (Rose, 2002; Rose, Carlson, & Waller, 2007), has been described as a dyadic
phenomenon which specifically involves members of close relationships, and it has been
found to predict increases in depressive symptoms over time, especially for female
adolescents (Hankin et al., 2010; Rose et al., 2007). Thus, considering that female
adolescents, as compared to male adolescents, engage in more intimate and close
relationships and tend to report higher levels of self-disclosure (e g. Buhrmester & Furman,
1987; Parker & Asher, 1993, Sharabany, Gershom, & Hofman, 1981) as well as corumination (e.g., Hankin et al., 2010; Rose, 2002, Rose et al., 2007), it is not surprising that
they are specifically at risk for depression socialization. This finding is consistent with
previous studies on depression socialization in adolescent dyadic friendships (e g, Stevens
& Pnnstein, 2005) and replicates a study conducted with a sample of adolescents from a
different population (Giletta et al., 2011), in which female but not male adolescents were
shown to be affected by their best friends' depressive symptoms overt time.
However, these results are not in line with other recent studies that, using a similar
methodology (i.e., stochastic actor-based models), found evidence for peer socialization of
depressive symptoms within friendship networks of children (Mercer & Derosier, 2010)
and adolescents (Kiuru et al, 2011; Van Zalk et al., 2010). Regarding the study by Mercer
and Derosier (2010), differences in the sample age, middle childhood as compared to
adolescence in our study, might explain the discordant results. During the transition from
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childhood to adolescence, dyadic relationships increase in importance and become the
main structure of interpersonal interactions, especially for female adolescents (Rose &
Rudolph, 2006). Thus, adolescent intimacy and self-disclosure with best friends represent
common interpersonal processes; conversely, these processes may indistinctly take place
with several relational partners during childhood. Concerning the studies by Kiuru and
colleagues (2011) and Van Zalk and colleagues (2010), discrepancies in the findings likely
result from differences in the study design and model specifications. In the study by Kiuru
and colleagues (2011) friendship nominations were restricted to three peers only.
Therefore, as compared to our study, socialization effects have been examined within peer
networks which included exclusively some friendship relations, likely the closest and more
intimate. Moreover, in that study depression socialization was estimated without
controlling for socialization effects related to other behaviors, such as alcohol use, which
may have partially affected the findings. Finally, in the study by Van Zalk and colleagues
(2010), peer socialization effects of depressive symptoms were estimated while accounting
for the effects of friends' drinking and delinquency on adolescents' depressive symptoms,
but not for socialization effects of delinquency and alcohol. Differently, in our study we
estimated socialization effects related to depression and alcohol in a multivariate model in
which both adolescents' depressive symptoms and alcohol misuse simultaneously were
entered as dependent variables. This allowed for a direct estimation of peer socialization
related to one behavior (e.g., depression), while controlling for socialization related to the
other behavior (e.g., alcohol misuse).
Interestingly and unexpectedly, whereas female adolescents within dyadic
relationships also appeared to be at risk for alcohol socialization, this did not seem to be
the case for male adolescents. Here, results emerged to be more complex than expected.
Indeed, although we did not anticipate gender differences with regard to socialization of
alcohol misuse, neither within friendship networks nor within dyads, results seem to imply
that even if both male and female adolescents socialize their drinking behaviors, they may
do so in different contexts. These findings are partially in line with prior research
suggesting that female adolescents may be more likely to conform to their friend's
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behaviors within dyadic and close relationships, and male adolescents in larger peer
groups (Bendt & Keefe, 1995]. Thus, it might be the case that for female adolescents
socialization effects of alcohol misuse found in friendship networks mainly reflect peer
influence within certain dyadic friendships (i.e, reciprocal dyads and dyads that became
reciprocal over time). Conversely, male adolescents may be more susceptible to the
influence of their friends within a network context. These differences may be understood in
the light of gender differences in peer relationships, indicating that female rather than male
adolescents tend to spend more time in dyadic interactions with their friends (for a review,
see Rose & Rudolph, 2006). Thus, these gender-specific patterns may place female
adolescents at a higher risk of peer contagion within dyadic relationships. In line with these
models, findings also indicate that the reciprocity of the relationship seems to be an
important feature for female adolescents in order to socialize their behaviors. Indeed, no
socialization effects were found within unilateral dyads. Conversely, not only male
adolescents were not found to socialize their drinking behaviors within dyadic
relationships, but also within reciprocal very best friend dyads they emerged to decrease
their similarity over time. It might be the case that such unexpected result is partially due
to the high initial dyadic similarity in this group of dyads (ICC = .70), that likely resulted
from both selection and socialization processes. It might be also speculated that for male
adolescents relational closeness and intimacy may attenuate peer influence processes.
Hence, socialization may be particularly relevant at the beginning of a friendship and may
tend to decrease when the friendship is already consolidated and become more intimate
and stable over time. Future work assessing friendship duration is needed to shed further
light on these gender-specific processes.
Findings from

this study have important methodological and

theoretical

implications for the future examination of peer socialization effects. The results clearly
suggest that not all peer influence is the same, but instead, different peer contexts may
exert different influences across different behaviors. Thus, future work on peer influence
should offer a clear rationale for the specific friendship context under examination, and
explain why the relationship context may be relevant especially for the socialization
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phenomenon of interest. Focusing exclusively on some relationships (e.g., best friendships)
while neglecting others may lead to biased and equivocal results. For example, although
socialization effects of alcohol misuse were found for male adolescents within social
networks, male adolescents did not seem to be affected by their friends' alcohol
consumption in our study at the dyadic level. Thus, collapsing adolescent social networks
into dyadic relationships may mitigate apparent influence effects, suggesting that network
dynamics matter (Haynie, 2001) and that the large peer group is more than the simply the
sum of its dyadic relationships (Carrington et al., 2005). On the other hand, exclusively
relying on social network analyses without examining relational differences may hide the
importance of some relationships, as indicated by our finding that depression contagion
occurs only in female very best friendships. To date, stochastic actor-based models are not
capable of providing more fine-grained results that would differentiate

between

relationships in which socialization is most likely to occur. Thus, when studying
socialization processes within large peer groups, examining moderators of peer influence
may be crucial in order to understand under what conditions socialization effects differ.
Alternatively, the use of dyadic analyses seems to provide a valuable strategy to
complement social network approaches.
Also, this study offers important implications for future research investigating
moderators of peer socialization. While prior research has examined moderators of peer
socialization indiscriminately across adolescent friendships (Dishion & Tipsord, 2011), this
study suggests that peer socialization may occur differently across different friendships
and behaviors. Thus, moderators of peer socialization effects and measures of peer
influence susceptibility may also vary across different forms of influence as well as
friendship contexts. In addition to gender, as observed in this study, previously examined
moderators may be most relevant for understanding different adolescent susceptibility to
dyadic socialization versus larger peer group socialization. For instance, the quality of a
friendship may be expected to specifically moderate socialization effects within dyadic
relationships rather than friendship networks (e.g., Prinstein, 2007). Here, friendship
quality may affect peer socialization related to different behavioral domains (e.g..
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externalizing vs. internalizing behaviors) differently. Conversely, within large peer groups,
network characteristics (e.g., network density; Haynie, 2001) as well as peer characteristics
(e.g., popularity), may exacerbate adolescent contagion, especially in relation to certain
behaviors (e.g., externalizing vs. internalizing behaviors). Future research is strongly
needed to further test these hypotheses.
Limitations and conclusions
In addition to the strengths of this study, including the simultaneous analyses of
socialization of two behaviors (alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms) across different
contexts of friendship as well as the use of sophisticated data analyses techniques (i e.,
stochastic actor-based models), some limitations need to be acknowledged. First, the
processes underlying peer socialization have not been examined directly. Therefore, the
mechanisms, which contribute to the different forms of influence, remain unknown
Specifically, although based on existing theoretical models of peer influence (e.g., Bandura,
1977; Coyne, 1976), we assumed that differences in socialization processes may have
accounted for different socialization effects across friendship contexts. Future research is
needed to test this hypothesis. Second, although the longitudinal design allowed identifying
socialization effects, the use of only two waves of data collection and the limited age range
of the sample (78% of participants were between 15 and 17 years old at baseline) does not
allow drawing conclusions about the developmental course of socialization from childhood
to adolescence Differences across developmental periods exist in relation to the structure
of adolescent relationships (e.g., Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker, 1998), the relevance of
friendships, as well as adolescent susceptibility to peer influence (e.g, Steinberg &
Monahan, 2007). These developmental differences may be expected to affect peer influence
processes For instance, dyadic friendships may become at risk for depression contagion
particularly with the transition from childhood to adolescence, as evidence showed that
self-disclosure, intimacy, and co-rumination tend to increase with age in dyadic
relationships, especially for female adolescents (e.g., Buhrmester, 1990; Rose, 2002).
Third, socialization effects are operationahzed in a slightly different manner within
the social network and dyadic analyses. Specifically, the continuous-time dynamic nature of
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the stochastic actor-based models allows for the estimation of unobserved changes
between the two observations, as well as the simultaneous estimation of selection and
socialization effects. The dyadic analyses, like all other static modeling approaches used to
examine peer influence, rely exclusively on observed changes (see Steglich et al., 2010).
Thus, results from the two methodologies are not directly comparable, and any differences
between these sets of results should be interpreted with caution. Fourth, although similar
to the proportion identified in previous work (e.g., Giletta et al., 2011), only a small number
of reciprocated very best friend dyads were stable over time in our sample, which may
have contributed to the small effect sizes in dyadic correlations. Therefore, future research
employing larger samples as well as samples from different populations is warranted in
order to generalize the findings. Fourth, analyses were limited to the investigation of peer
influence of alcohol misuse and depressive symptoms. Thus, in the light of the behavioralspecificity of socialization processes, these results cannot be generalized to peer influence
of other externalizing and internalizing problems. For example, although we might
speculate that contagion of other emotional states works similarly to depression contagion,
alternative processes cannot be excluded. Finally, this study did not examine socialization
effects within peer groups and friendships outside the school context. Yet, it is worth noting
that in addition to the analysis of dyadic friendships and multiple friendships within peer
networks, the analysis of peer groups, such as friendship cliques, represents a third
important friendship context to consider (Poulin & Chan, 2010). Evidence suggests that
peer socialization of both alcohol and depression also may occur within peer groups
(Conway, Rancourt, Adelman, Burk, & Prinstein, 2011; Urberg et al., 1997); thus, future
research is needed to link these findings together in order to identify those peer contexts
which uniquely contribute to peer socialization. Moreover, particular attention needs to be
given to adolescent friendships outside the school contexts, which may be more intimate
and therefore, with regard to some behaviors, more influential (e.g., Kiesner, Poulin, &
Nicotra, 2003; Van Zalk et al., 2010). For similar reasons romantic relationships would also
deserve future consideration because they may be particularly at risk for certain
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socialization processes (e.g., depression contagion), as it has been shown in the adult
literature (e.g., Katz, Beach, & Joiner, 1999).
Despite these limitations, this study offers important evidence to support a new
direction in peer influence research, emphasizing the specific friendships that may yield
peer socialization effects of specific behaviors. Future research examining the types of
behaviors that may most likely be socialized in different types of peer relationships as well
as factors that may differentially affect susceptibility to influence across different contexts
and behaviors, will be essential to ultimately mitigate deleterious peer influence effects in
youth.
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Appendix. Parameter estimates for stochastic actor-based model
Parameters

Estimate

S.E.

p-value

Network dynamics
Rate function

11.90

.34

<.001

Outdegree

-2.69

.03

<.001

Reciprocity

1.57

.05

<.001

Transitivity

.34

.01

<.001

3-cycles

-.37

.02

<.001

Same class

1.17

.03

<.001

Gender similarity

.39

.03

<.001

Alcohol ego

.11

.02

<.001

Alcohol alter

.11

.02

<.001

Alcohol similarity (homophilic selection)

.83

.17

<.001

Depression ego

-.02

.01

.136

Depression alter

.00

.01

.908

Depression similarity (homophilic selection)

.39

.13

.002

Rate function

2.06

.19

<.001

Linear shape

-.37

.07

<.001

Quadratic shape

.10

.03

.006

Total similarity (socialization)

.48

.15

.001

-.35

.11

<.001

.14

.06

.013

Rate function

4.85

.40

<.001

Linear shape

-.01

.03

.810

Quadratic shape

.01

.02

.420

Total similarity (socialization)

.04

.07

.566

Effect from gender

.32

.06

<.001

Alcohol dynamics

Effect from gender
Effect from age
Depression dynamics
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The current dissertation aimed to advance the existing literature on adolescent peer
influence by gaining knowledge about the behaviors, forms, and friendship contexts of peer
socialization. This chapter reviews the main findings from each study. Next, these findings
and their theoretical implications are discussed in relation to each domain by
contextualizing the results within the more general peer influence literature. Finally,
specific attention is given to questions arising from our findings and directions for future
research on peer influence on internalizing problems.
Summary of the main findings
Chapter 2: Rates and correlates of NSSI
Approximately 24% of the adolescents in the total sample engaged in non-suicidal
self-injury (NSSI) at least once within the last year. Overall, NSSI was associated with
internal factors, including depressive symptoms and family-related loneliness, with the
interpersonal factor of peer victimization, and with cigarette smoking and marijuana use.
Though the three samples did not differ with regard to rate of NSSI and with regard to the
association between NSSI and both internal and interpersonal factors, substance use was
more strongly associated with NSSI in the U.S. sample compared to the Italian and Dutch
samples.
Chapter 3: Direct and indirect peer socialization of NSSI
No evidence for direct socialization of NSSI was found within adolescent friendship
networks, that is, peers' NSSI did not influence male or female adolescents' NSSI. Yet, the
socialization of NSSI assumed more indirect forms, such as (a) friends' depressive
symptoms predicted adolescent NSSI over time for both male and female adolescents, and
(b) friends' impulsivity predicted adolescents' NSSI among male but not female adolescents.
Chapter 4: Selection and socialization of depressive symptoms in friendship dyads
Adolescents reported similar levels of depressive symptoms as their same-gender
best friends. Such similarity was greater among female dyads compared to male dyads and
true best friends (i.e., actual best friends) compared to class best friend dyads. Socialization
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rather than selection effects seemed to account for friends' similarity. Specifically, among
female adolescents, socialization effects were detected for both true and class best friend
dyads, with stronger evidence for the former group. Among male adolescents, socialization
effects were significant only for true best friend dyads.
Chapter 5: Socialization of depressive symptoms and alcohol misuse across
friendship contexts
Peer socialization effects were found to be domain-specific for depressive symptoms
and alcohol misuse across friendship contexts. Within friendship networks, both male and
female adolescents' drinking behavior became more similar to their friends' drinking
behaviors, irrespective of the type of friendships. On the contrary, adolescents did not
adopt their friends' depressive symptoms within friendship networks. Yet, socialization of
depressive symptoms emerged uniquely within reciprocated dyadic very best friendships
of female adolescents.
What have we learned? General reflections on the main findings
Behaviors subject to peer socialization
The first general goal of the present dissertation was to examine peer socialization
in relation to two understudied adolescent internalizing problems, non-suicidal self-injury
and depressive symptoms. As described in Chapter 1, driven by behavioral and identity
theories (for a review, see Heilbron & Prinstein, 2008), previous peer influence research
has mainly investigated peer socialization processes in relation to externalizing (e.g.,
delinquency, aggression) and health-risk (e.g., alcohol use, cigarette smoking) behaviors,
largely neglecting the possibility that peers may also socialize other peers' internalizing
problems. An interpersonal perspective that recognizes not only the interpersonal
antecedents, but also the interpersonal functions and consequences of adolescent
behaviors provides the conceptual framework for understanding how peer socialization
may extend to internalizing problems (see Chapter 1).
Besides providing a general overview of the phenomenon of NSSI among three community
samples of adolescents, the findings from Chapter 2 revealed a positive association
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between NSSI and substance use among U.S. adolescents. As posited by interpersonal
models of NSSI (for a review, see Prinstein, Guerry, Browne, & Rancourt, 2009), this
association suggests that both behaviors may serve similar interpersonal functions, such as
seeking attention or obtaining social rewards. Consequently, it seems highly plausible that
also NSSI may be subject to peer socialization processes, similar to substance use.
Yet, the study presented in Chapter 3 provided no evidence for direct peer influence
of NSSI within adolescent friendship networks. Though one might argue that despite the
interpersonal functions of NSSI, adolescents do not go as far as to emulate such an extreme
form of behavior, we think such conclusion may be too premature. Indeed, despite the
similarities between NSSI and externalizing as well as health-risk behaviors (e.g., substance
use), peers may influence NSSI differently than they do externalizing and other health-risk
behaviors. For instance, peer influence may occur within different friendship contexts.
Although adolescent peer socialization of externalizing and health-risk behaviors may
extend from dyadic (e.g., Jaccard, Blanton, & Dodge, 2005; Popp, Laursen, Stattin, & Burk,
2008) to larger peer group relationships (e.g., Kiuru, Burk, Laursen, Salmela-Aro, & Nurmi,
2010; Rabaglietti, Burk, Giletta, 2012), socialization of NSSI may pertain to certain contexts
only, that is, very best friendships. Findings from a recent study by Prinstein and colleagues
(2010) seem to support this hypothesis by showing that peer influence of NSSI occurred
within dyadic very best friendships. In these relationships, NSSI may be more likely to be
socially reinforced. Specifically, this behavior may bond two adolescents and, from their
point of view, contribute to the creation and maintenance of a unique friendship tie. The
intimacy and loyalty that characterize adolescent best friendships generate a context that
likely facilitates the occurrence of these socialization processes.
Findings from Chapters 4 and 5 seem to converge with the idea that within certain
friendship relationships (i.e., best friendships), adolescents may socialize each other to
adopt internalizing problems, such as NSSI and depressive symptoms. In the studies
presented in these two chapters, we demonstrated that within very best friendship dyads,
adolescents' depressive symptoms were affected by their best friends' depressive
symptoms over time. Notably, the same results emerged in two samples from different
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countries (i.e., the Netherlands and Italy). These results revealed remarkable gender
differences in both samples, indicating that peer influence of depressive symptoms seems
to affect more strongly female adolescents. These findings are in line with interpersonal
theories of depression (Coyne, 1976; Joiner & Timmons, 2009] and emphasize that also
depressive symptoms may be subject to peer influence, a phenomenon that has been
referred to as depression contagion. It has been argued that depression contagion may
occur because individuals with depressive symptoms tend to engage in depressotypic
interpersonal behaviors (e.g., excessive reassurance seeking) that likely produce stress in
their relationships, which may ultimately induce depressive symptoms in their relational
partners (for more details see "How does socialization work? Processes of peer influence").
Surprisingly, in the developmental literature, the possibility that positive peer
relationships, such as friendships, may increase a risk of developing internalizing problems
has never concretely been considered. Evidence of depression contagion has been shown
within adult samples (for a review, see Joiner & Katz, 1999). Yet, though prior work within
the peer socialization area has largely recognized that negative peer relationships at the
group (e.g., peer rejection) and dyadic levels (e.g., absence of mutual friends) may be
harmful for developing internalizing problems, prior work rarely examined the role of
positive peer relationships (e.g., close friendships) in adolescent internalizing problems in
general and depressive symptoms in particular (see Bukowski, Brendgen, & Vitaro, 2007).
Our studies, together with other work on socialization of depressive symptoms in
adolescence (e.g., Brendgen, Lamarche, Wanner, & Vitaro, 2010; Pnnstein, 2007; Van Zalk,
Kerr, Branje, Sattin, & Meeus, 2010), suggest that, although adolescent friendships may
serve a protective role against the onset of depressive symptoms, this may not be always
the case and may depend on friends' characteristics (e.g., experiencing depression). In sum,
not only affiliation with deviant peers increases a risk for adolescent development of
externalizing behaviors, but also relationships with friends experiencing depressive
symptoms may turn into a risk factor.
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Forms of peer socialization
Peer influence research has been driven mainly by a modeling paradigm according
to which exposure to certain peer behaviors increases the probability that adolescents will
engage in exactly the same behaviors themselves However, as has been suggested
elsewhere (Brechwald & Prmstein, 2011), work in the field of peer influence may benefit
from implementing alternative models to further understand and capture the complexity of
peer socialization processes Drawing from Brechwald and Prmstein (2011), the study
presented in Chapter 3 provides preliminary evidence for the existence of indirect forms of
peer socialization Adolescents' NSSI was found to be influenced by their friends'
depressive symptoms and, for male adolescents only, by their friends' impulsivity
Importantly, although we tested this hypothesis in relation to internalizing problems,
similar socialization effects may also extend to externalizing behaviors
To our knowledge, this study is among the first studies (see also Rancourt &
Prmstein, 2008) that aimed to test alternative forms of peer socialization Despite its
preliminary nature, this study suggests that future research should further consider the
possibility that peer socialization takes forms that are different from the 'classic' modeling
paradigm Specifically, findings from Chapter 3 reflect on the fact that peer socialization
does not occur in isolation Conversely, additional dimensions (eg, individual and
environmental factors) may not only affect (eg, attenuate or enhance), but also re-direct
peer socialization effects For instance, adolescents may be influenced to engage in a
different but functionally equivalent behavior than the one in which their peers engage
because their individual characteristics (eg, genotype, temperament, see Belsky & Pluess,
2009) make them more vulnerable to this different outcome, re-directing the effect of peer
influence In addition, environmental factors may be crucial in explaining indirect peer
socialization effects It seems highly likely that other contextual factors within adolescents'
environment may lead them to engage in a different behavior than the one in which their
friends engage For instance, this may happen because the engagement in certain behaviors
may be simpler (behavior availability) or more approved (less disapproved) compared to
other behaviors We think that going beyond the modeling paradigm may also help
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elucidate how adolescents face different and contradicting sources of influences, such as
the ones provided by their friends, romantic partners, and parents. Adolescents may be
inclined to emulate their friends' behavior while at the same time, they may face strong
oppositions from their parents or romantic partners for engaging in that specific behavior.
In a similar scenario, a source of influence (e.g., parents) may not only reduce the effects of
a contrasting influence (e.g., peers), but also re-direct its effects to a different behavioral
outcome. For instance, strict parental non-smoking rules may attenuate peer influences on
adolescent smoking behaviors; yet, friends' smoking may still influence adolescents'
engagement in a different health-risk behavior that serves the same function (e.g., peer
bonding), such as drinking.
Recognizing such alternative forms of peer influence allows a better representation
of the complexity that characterizes adolescents' interactions with their social
environments. The behavior in which adolescents engage should be seen as the result of
more complex interactional patterns between adolescents' characteristics and the multiple
systems in which they are involved. In this regard, peer influence research may strongly
benefit from adopting more comprehensive theoretical models, such as developmental
systems models (e.g.. Lerner & Castellino, 2002; Lerner, Lerner, De Stefanis & Apfel, 2001),
and simultaneously incorporating the analyses of different adolescent contexts. Though
similar models are well-known and widely used within the field of developmental
psychology, peer influence research has too often investigated the effects of peer behaviors
on the same adolescent behaviors in what could be defined as an in vitro setting (i.e.,
extrapolated from the surrounding context).
Friendship contexts of peer socialization
Peer influence research has extensively shown that adolescents' behaviors may be
influenced by the behaviors of their peers, not only those involved in a close relationship
with them (e.g., best friends) but also those in their larger peer groups. Although this field
of research has remarkably advanced by capturing part of the complexity of adolescent
social networks, it remains unclear whether different relationships (e.g., very best
friendships vs. other friendships) may exert different effects. In addition to demonstrating
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that friends may socialize their peers to develop similar depressive symptoms, findings
from the present dissertation contribute to the literature by showing that a) adolescent
socialization of depressive symptoms pertains exclusively to dyadic (very) best friendships,
and b) peer influence is domain-specific: socialization of depressive symptoms and alcohol
misuse occurs in different friendship contexts.
Altogether, the studies presented in Chapters 4 and 5 clearly show that the more the
relationship between two friends becomes close and intimate, the more depressive
symptoms are likely to be socialized. As noted, these findings are consistent with
interpersonal models of depression (see Van Orden & Joiner, 2006) and may be interpreted
in the light of the processes underlying peer socialization effects. As described in detail
below, the mechanisms that are assumed to drive depression socialization imply high
relational closeness and intimacy in order to promote the transmission of symptoms.
Notably, these features characterize female friendships more than male friendships,
elucidating why female adolescents may be at a higher risk for engaging in depression
socialization. Gender differences in peer relationships exist on a number of different
dimensions, in relation to the structure as well as the content of the relationships.
Compared to male adolescents, female adolescents tend to interact more often within
dyadic relationships, report higher self-disclosure and loyalty, and seek support within
their friendships more often (for a review, see Rose & Rudolph, 2006). These
characteristics may facilitate the emergence of those processes that likely underlie
depression socialization, such as co-rumination and excessive reassurance seeking. The
gender-specificity of these peer influence effects adds to the existing theoretical models
developed to explain the emergence of gender differences in depressive symptoms during
adolescence. According to these models, gender differences in several factors within the
biological, cognitive, affective, as well as interpersonal domain may help uncover why
female adolescents are at an increased risk to develop depressive symptoms compared to
male adolescents (see Hankin & Abramson, 2001; Hyde, Mezulis, & Abramson, 2008;
Rudolph, 2009). While findings from the present dissertation provide support for the
importance of interpersonal components (i.e., socialization effects) in understanding
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gender differences in depressive symptoms, much work is still needed to integrate
interpersonal factors with other components, such as biological factors (e.g., genetic factors,
pubertal timing).
Importantly, the strength of findings presented in Chapter 5 relies on the fact that, in
contrast to depressive symptoms, alcohol misuse socialization was found to occur within
the larger friendship network. This finding supports the domain-specificity hypothesis of
peer socialization and suggests that socialization of different behaviors likely occurs within
different friendship contexts (e.g., best friendships versus peers in general). According to
this hypothesis (see also Hartup, 2005), it may be simplistic to think about peer influence
as a 'global' phenomenon that occurs similarly across different behavioral domains. That is,
peer influence may occur not only through different processes (from direct pressure to
imitation) that depend on environmental factors (e.g., social norms), individual attributes
of interactional partners, and their relationship type, but also these processes may be
strongly affected by the behavior that is subject to influence. Thus, peer influence may not
generalize across different behavioral domains, as it may involve different processes and
consequently, take place within different contexts. Although we only examined peer
socialization of depression and alcohol use, it seems likely that a broader distinction could
be made between peer influences of externalizing versus internalizing problems. At least
two reasons may explain why peer influence processes of externalizing and internalizing
problems may differ. First, internalizing problems and especially symptoms cannot be
directly observed in other individuals. That is, although symptoms might be manifested and
expressed, they tend to be less visible to others, especially those who are not involved in a
close relationship with the target individual. Conversely, externalizing behaviors are
outward-directed behaviors and therefore can be clearly seen by the broad environment
surrounding the target individual. Consequently, peer socialization of externalizing
problems may be driven by processes such as modeling and imitation, according to which
observing a certain behavior may influence people to engage in the same behavior
(Bandura, 1977). Notably, evidence suggests that individuals may also imitate and model
behaviors (e.g., drinking, aggression) of unknown others (e.g., Larsen, Engels, Granic, &
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Overbeek, 2009; Larsen, Overbeek, Granic, & Engels, 2010). Second, internalizing problems
are less likely to be subject to external reinforcements. Most processes that are assumed to
drive peer socialization of externalizing problems (e.g., modeling, deviancy training) take
place especially when individuals are rewarded (or think they would be rewarded) for
engaging in a certain behavior. During adolescence, social rewards for externalizing
problems seem to be particularly common, as evidenced by the associations between social
status and behaviors, such as drinking or aggression (e.g., Mayeux, Sandstrom, & Gillessen,
2008). Conversely, due to their characteristics (e.g., inward-directed nature), it seems
evident why internalizing problems may not be reinforced or reinforced exclusively within
certain relationship types (e.g., best friendships). In sum, these findings support the
domain-specificity of peer influence effects and the hypothesis that different friendship
contexts may actually exert different types of influence.
Based on the results from the present dissertation and from other peer influence
studies on socialization of internalizing problems (e.g., Cacioppo, Fowler, & Christakis,
2009; Prinstein et al., 2010; Van Zalk, Van Zalk, Kerr, & Stattin, 2011), particularly
depression (e.g., Prinstein, 2007; Stevens & Prinstein, 2005; Van Zalk et al., 2010), a
number of issues need to be considered. First, despite evidence for peer socialization of
internalizing problems, these effects need to be interpreted cautiously in the light of some
main shortcomings. The peer socialization effects appear to be rather small and in certain
circumstances restricted to specific sub-groups of friendships (i.e., very best friendships).
This clearly suggests that while socialization of externalizing problems seems to be a more
common and global phenomenon, only some adolescents may be concretely at risk to
engage in socialization of internalizing problems. Moreover, in all previous studies, these
socialization effects have been reported without controlling for genetic factors, which play
a major role in the development of internalizing problems, especially depression (Sullivan,
Neale, & Kendler, 2000). Further, socialization effects may also hide positive peer influence
effects that less depressed friends have on depressed adolescents (see detailed below,
"Direction of peer influence effects"). Thus, as we propose below, it will be crucial for future
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work in the area of peer influence to consider these aspects, for instance, by examining
potential moderators and incorporating other crucial components into peer influence
models (e.g., genetic factors underlying selection or socialization susceptibility).
Second, much work still needs to be done to develop more specific and suitable
theoretical models of peer socialization of internalizing problems and particularly
symptoms. The lack of a strong theoretical framework is evident in some existing studies
[e.g., Cacioppo, et al. 2009; Rosenquist, Fowler, & Christakis, 2011) in which too often no
clear rationale is provided for investigating socialization effects of internalizing problems.
In this regard, researchers sometimes tend to focus more on improving data analysis
techniques rather than theoretical advances, as shown by the increasing number of studies
applying social network approaches to study socialization of symptoms within large social
networks. As suggested by findings in the present dissertation, despite the enormous
advantages of social network analyses and the importance of considering multiple
adolescent relationships, it may be questionable from a theoretical point of view to think
that internalizing problems, and particularly symptoms, may spread across individuals
within large social networks. Indeed, as highlighted above, existing models of peer
influence (e.g., social learning theories) seem to be highly inappropriate when it comes to
internalizing problems in general and symptoms in particular. Thus, future work on peer
influence of internalizing problems needs to develop and adopt more appropriate
theoretical models, for instance, drawing from interpersonal theories of depression (e.g.,
Coyne, 1976) and incorporating these models into a developmental perspective (Rudolph,
Flynn, & Abaied, 2008; see detailed below, "Developmental differences").
Finally, peer influence research should pay more attention to the ways through
which socialization effects are detected. To date, despite several methodological advances,
many studies (e.g., Allen, Chango, Szwedo, Schad, & Marston, 2012; Mrug, Madan, & Windle,
2011) still adopt methodologies that are well known to produce biased results when
examining peer socialization effects (e.g., regression analyses), as they do not take into
account data interdependency, do not allow to disentangle selection and socialization
effects, and do not consider the bi-directional nature of peer socialization processes.
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Although the most recent techniques and methodologies also have limitations, for instance
due to the strong model assumptions (see Laursen, 2010), they certainly represent a
remarkable improvements in detecting peer socialization effects and as such, they should
become the rule rather than the exception.
In the light of these considerations, we will discuss some crucial issues and provide
new perspectives, which future studies on peer influence, specifically peer influence of
internalizing problems, should take into account.
Directions for future research on peer influence of internalizing problems
Direction of peer influence effects
In the present dissertation, we demonstrated that peer socialization effects extend
to internalizing problems. We did so by showing that (a) friends' behaviors predicted
changes in adolescents' behaviors over time (e.g., Chapter 4) and (b) the behavior of
adolescents and their friends became more similar over time (e.g.. Chapter 5). Yet, no
specific conclusions can by drawn from our results about the direction of these influence
effects. In other words, it was not possible to determine who influenced whom, that is,
whether adolescents with higher depressive symptoms influenced their friends by
increasing their depressive symptoms or whether, on the contrary, adolescents with lower
depressive symptoms contributed to decreased depressive symptoms among their friends.
Indeed, changes in adolescents' behaviors towards their friends' behaviors may reflect both
increases as well as decreases in behaviors over time. For instance, a significant positive
partner effect within female best friendship dyads (Chapter 4) could indicate that female
adolescents whose friends had higher levels of depressive symptoms increased their
depressive symptoms over time (defined as depression contagion) or that female
adolescents whose friends had lower levels of depressive symptoms decreased their
depressive symptoms over time. The same is true for findings presented in Chapter 3,
which indicated that friends' depressive symptoms predict adolescents' NSSI, and findings
presented in Chapter 5, which indicated that friends' similarity in depressive symptoms
tend to increase over time. The inability to deduce the direction of peer influence effects
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(i.e., who influences whom) is mainly due to the data-analysis techniques that did not allow
us to distinguish between the two types of changes. As highlighted by Berndt and Murphy
(2003), such a shortcoming is present in most studies within the peer influence literature,
and researchers often tend to neglect the hypothesis that changes in adolescents' behaviors
may actually reflect positive friends' influence (i.e., one friend influencing the other to
become less depressed). This overall tendency may lead to the incorrect assumption that
friends exert mainly negative influences on adolescents' behaviors (Berndt & Murphy,
2003).
This issue is particularly salient when it comes to socialization of internalizing
problems because of the protective role that positive friendships can have on adolescent
development of internalizing problems (Wangle, Erdley, Newman, Mason, & Carpenter,
2003; La Greca & Harrison, 2005; Pelkonen, Marttunen, & Aro, 2003). In this regard, the
study by Simon, Aikins, and Prinstein (2008) provides an emblematic example, although it
examined

socialization

effects

within adolescents' romantic relationships. These

researchers showed that adolescents who reported higher levels of depressive symptoms
at baseline than did their romantic partners decreased their depressive symptoms over
time. However, adolescents did not become more depressed when they were in a
relationship with a partner having higher depressive symptoms at baseline. These findings
emphasize the protective role that close relationships, such as romantic relationships and
friendships, may exert through socialization processes. Therefore, it may be important for
future research on friendships to unravel the exact processes of influence and highlight the
conditions (e.g., absolute or relative level of depressive symptoms at the start of the
friendship) under which socialization leads to increases or decreases in depressive
symptoms.
Woiv to detect the direction of peer influence effects?. A few methodological
approaches are available to assess the direction of peer influence effects. With regard to
friendship networks, stochastic actor-based modeling offers a valuable way to deal with
this issue (Snijders Snijders, van de Bunt, & Steglich, 2010). Here, socialization effects can
be modeled in different ways, expressing either the overall tendency of adolescents to
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change their behavior (without distinguishing between increases and decreases) to
become more similar to the average behaviors of their friends (i.e., average similarity or
total similarity effects) or the tendency of adolescents whose friends have on average
higher behaviors to increase their behavior themselves over time. In the study presented in
Chapter 5, the first parameter specification (i.e., total similarity) that did not distinguish
between increases and decreases was used for comparative purposes with dyadic analyses.
However, in the study presented in Chapter 3, socialization effects were modeled using the
average alter effect that allowed us to specifically examine whether adolescents whose
friends reported on average higher NSSI also increased their NSSI over time. Kiuru, Burk,
Laursen, Nurmi, and Samela-Aro (2011) demonstrated the advantages of using these
different ways of operationalizing socialization effects. These scholars showed that
socialization effects of depressive symptoms were better explained by adolescents
changing their depressive symptoms to become more similar to their friends (both
increasing and decreasing their behaviors) rather than adolescents exclusively increasing
their depressive symptoms if their friends reported higher depressive symptoms. Future
work may also benefit from other recent advances in stochastic actor-based modeling,
which although not yet fully implemented, allow estimating more complex models in which
the probability of behavioral changes are modeled differently for increases and decreases
in behaviors (i.e., creation and endowment functions; see Ripley, Snijders, & Preciado,
2011). The use of these approaches may provide a clearer picture of socialization effects.
At the dyadic level, a straightforward way to examine the direction of friends'
influence may be to distinguish dyad members in terms of their initial level of internalizing
problems, which would allow us to examine whether partner effects are stronger from the
relatively higher dyad members compared to those from the relatively lower ones. Though
a similar approach may underlie further methodological difficulties (e.g., the member of a
dyad may report identical levels of internalizing symptoms), it may represent a preliminary
solution for distinguishing the direction of influence effects. Yet, more complex dataanalysis techniques using longitudinal designs in which dyad members are followed over
time and measured at least at three time points may be more informative. For instance,
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structural equation modeling framework can be used to conduct latent growth curve
modeling (LGC) for indistinguishable dyads (see Olsen & Kenny, 2006). By estimating
different intercepts (initial values) and slopes (growths) for each dyad member and
constraining them to be equal, this approach allows examining whether, on average, dyad
members' behaviors grow or decline in a similar way over time. More interestingly, this
approach also provides information on whether the initial value of one dyad member's
behavior (intercept) is associated with changes in the other member's behavior (slope)
over time. However, as differences across dyads may be expected in terms of
developmental changes, for instance, with some dyads increasing and other decreasing
their behaviors over time, growth mixture modeling (GMM) for indistinguishable dyads
may represent the most suitable alternative to distinguish between groups of dyads
following different developmental trajectories. Yet, such an approach may require large
sample sizes in order to identify meaningful groups of dyads with different trajectories.
These methodological considerations drive us into more theoretically relevant
reflections concerning adolescents' socialization of internalizing problems. First, the
methodological challenges in distinguishing between negative and positive friends'
influences suggest the need for future work to examine the processes underlying
socialization of internalizing problems at a micro-level. The study of those socialization
processes that may be maladaptive for adolescent adjustment may contribute to the
understanding of how positive and apparently supportive relationships may turn into risk
context for developing internalizing problems. Second, these considerations underscore
that it may be crucial for future research to not only distinguish negative from positive
friends' influences, but most importantly, to identify the conditions under which friends'
influences exert negative (or positive) effects on adolescents' internalizing problems. This
research question pertains to the analyses of potential moderators of peer influence, that is,
those factors that may exacerbate (or reduce) the negative (or positive) influences of
friends' behaviors. The following sections will focus on describing these two areas of
research (i.e., the processes and moderators of socialization) and proposing potential
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moderators and processes that may be salient in investigating peer influence of
internalizing problems Although some of these ideas may also extend to other
internalizing problems, we will provide examples related specifically to depressive
symptoms and NSSI, as these are the focus of the present dissertation Furthermore, we
will discuss the specificities and similarities in relation to NSSI and symptoms.
How does socialization work? Processes of peer influence
Depressotypic

interpersonal

behaviors. Potential mechanisms of depression

socialization could be drawn from interpersonal theories of depression (Coyne, 1976,
Joiner, 1994; Joiner & Katz, 1999). These theories hold that individuals experiencing
depressive symptoms tend to engage in depressotypic interpersonal behaviors, such as
excessive reassurance seeking and negative feedback seeking, which generate stress within
their interpersonal relationships leading to depression contagion Particularly individuals
with depressive symptoms may seek contradictory feedback from their close others (eg,
friends, romantic partner) On one side, they may request repeatedly and excessively
reassurance to assuage their low self-worth, and, on the other hand, they may solicit
negative reactions to confirm their negative self-concept (for a review, see Evraire & Dozois,
2011). When these behaviors become stable patterns, they may give rise to a transactional
process with negative consequences for both depressed individuals and their relational
partners Relational partners of depressed individuals may feel frustrated and irritable, as
they perceive to fail in providing adequate feedback in response to the others' requests.
This process may end up with the relational partners developing depressive symptoms
themselves and rejecting depressed individuals, who in turn may further increase their
own depressive symptoms (Joiner & Timmons, 2009).
Based on these theoretical models, it may be assumed that negative feedback
seeking, and especially excessive reassurance seeking, underlie adolescent socialization of
depressive symptoms Because friends become the main source of support during
adolescence (Crystal, Kakinuma, DeBell, Azuma, & Miyashita, 2008; Furman & Buhrmester,
1992), particularly for females, adolescents with depressive symptoms may request
reassurance from their friends. Here, adolescents may seek reassurance especially from
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their close and more intimate friends, and these behavioral patterns may take place within
dyadic relationships rather than within larger peer groups (Van Orden & Joiner, 2006)
This idea is in line with findings from the present dissertation, which provided evidence for
the socialization of depressive symptoms within very best friendships

Notably,

depressotypic interpersonal behaviors may also underlie more indirect forms of
socialization, such as friends' depressive symptoms influencing adolescents' NSSI, as shown
in Chapter 3 Indeed, one might speculate that adolescents whose friends show high levels
of depressive symptoms endorse NSSI to regulate the emotional stress arising from the
excessive requests of their depressed friends A similar process may be expected to occur
in particular among those adolescents who are less able to cope with these maladaptive
and contradictory interaction patterns (reassurance) and therefore may feel more
threatened when confronted with these stressful situations In these circumstances, NSSI
may serve an emotional regulation function
Though theoretically it seems highly plausible that the maladaptive processes
arising from depressotypic interpersonal behaviors may be at least partly responsible for
peer socialization of adolescent internalizing problems, it must be acknowledged that only
little empirical evidence has been provided in this regard to date The few existing studies
have demonstrated that reassurance and negative feedback seeking are associated with
depressive symptoms and interpersonal rejection (for reviews, see Evraire & Dozois, 2011,
Starr & Davila, 2008), but no evidence exists about these behaviors leading to others'
depressive symptoms (i e, depression contagion) Thus, future work will need to pay
particular attention to these central issues First, as evidence is predominantly crosssectional to date, longitudinal studies are strongly needed Only longitudinal designs could
capture the transactional relationships between depressotypic interpersonal behaviors on
the one hand and interpersonal rejection and depression on the other hand Second, the
small effect sizes in prior work (eg, the concurrent association between reassurance
seeking and rejection is 14, Starr & Davila, 2008) suggest that depressotypic interpersonal
behaviors may not discnminately be reduced to maladaptive interpersonal patterns
Future work should identify the conditions under which these behaviors may lead to
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depression contagion and other interpersonal consequences (e.g., social rejection). For
instance, depressotypic interpersonal behaviors may be maladaptive and lead to
interpersonal consequences only in individuals experiencing clinical levels of depression or
those with specific individual predispositions (e.g., genetic predisposition). Third, it will be
crucial to adopt a developmental perspective that would take into account the specificities
of adolescence (see next section "Developmental differences"). Indeed, with few exceptions
(e.g., Borelli & Prinstein, 2006; Prinstein & Borelli, 2005), most previous studies examined
these interpersonal behaviors within adult populations (e.g., romantic relationships or
college students; Joiner & Metalsky, 1995; for a review, see Starr & Davila, 2008). Thus,
relatively little is known about the possibility that these behaviors may actually account for
depression socialization during adolescence, especially since some of these behaviors may
be perceived as normative and accepted.
To examine depressotypic interpersonal behaviors, future research may benefit
from developing measures and methodologies that would be more appropriate and able to
capture the dynamics of these processes. Concerning the measures, it would be important
to asses these behaviors in relation to specific adolescents' others, for instance their best
friends, as it is the case for co-rumination or other relational dimensions, such as friendship
quality. For instance, the most common measure of reassurance seeking (i.e., the
reassurance-seeking scale; Joiner, 1999; Joiner & Metalsky, 1995) combines items referring
to both parents and friends (e.g., "/ always need to ask my parents and friends if they care
about me"); yet, adolescents may seek reassurance differently from their parents and their
(best) friends. In addition, ecological momentary assessment (EMA) methods may
represent a valuable methodology to investigate these processes. With EMA, data can be
collected within participants' natural environment (i.e., real life) during multiple
assessments conducted frequently within a short time span, for instance a week (for a
review, see Shiffman, Stone, & Hufford, 2008), allowing researchers to observe frequent
changes. Here, both adolescents and their very best friends may be recruited to participate
in the study. Depressive symptoms, depressive-related behaviors, as well as characteristics
of the friendships (e.g., support, closeness) may be assessed in both dyad members by
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using a combination-design, which integrates time- and event-based assessments. That is,
adolescents and their friends may be asked to report their daily behaviors and after they
engaged in an interaction with their best friends. Such an approach would allow examining
the fluctuation in depressive symptoms as well as antecedents and consequences of the
interactions, gaining new knowledge about the transactional dynamics of these processes,
and overcoming shortcomings of recall biases that may exist in conventional questionnaire
studies.
Co-rumination. Another highly plausible mechanism of depression socialization is
co-rumination, defined as an excessive discussion of a personal problem within a dyadic
relationship (Rose, 2002). Adolescents may engage in co-rumination with their friends as a
way to cope with stressful situations (e.g., problems with their parents); however, they may
end up in a process that, although perceived as supportive, generates further stress and
increases their depressive symptoms as well as depressive symptoms of their relational
partners. Adolescents and their friends may reciprocally reinforce their focus on problems
and negative feelings, for instance by repeatedly empathizing the negative aspects of their
situation. Here, it is evident how such an interpersonal pattern may turn into a maladaptive
process. In similar circumstances, co-rumination may become a rewarding process, as it
seems to suggest its bi-directional association with high friendship quality (Rose, Carlson,
& Waller, 2007). That is, when two friends co-ruminate, they may perceive themselves
closer to each other because they share more intimate experiences and emotional states.
Consequently, following a transactional process, higher friendship quality may further
increase their likelihood to engage in co-rumination.
Although most prior work on adolescent socialization of depressive symptoms
referred to co-rumination as a potential underlying mechanism (e.g., Conway, Rancourt,
Adelman, Burk, & Prinstein, 2011; Goodwin, Mrug, Borch, & Gillessen, 2011; Prinstein,
2007; Van Zalk et al., 2010), up to now only one study has provided direct evidence about
co-rumination as mediator of depression socialization within dyadic friendships (SchwartzMette & Rose, 2012). Yet, other studies seem to provide preliminary support for this
hypothesis. Co-rumination has been found to relate to depressive symptoms (Rose, 2002;
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Starr & Davila, 2009) and predict increases in depressive symptoms over time (Rose et al.,
2007; Stone, Hankin, Gibb, & Abela, 2011). In addition, prior work has provided evidence
about a transactional process between co-rumination and depressive symptoms, with
adolescents

with

higher

depressive

symptoms

reporting

higher

co-rumination,

subsequently leading to further increases in depressive symptoms (Hankin, Stone, &
Wright, 2010).
The findings from the present dissertation also support the hypothesis about corumination as mechanism of depression socialization. First, our results suggest that
socialization of depressive symptoms may be greater among female adolescents. Similarly,
previous studies consistently reported strong gender differences in co-rumination, with
female adolescents engaging in co-rumination more compared to male adolescents (e.g.,
Rose, 2002; Rose et al., 2007; Stone et al., 2011; Tompkins, Hockett, Abraibesh, & Witt,
2011). More importantly, gender differences in co-rumination seem to account for gender
differences in depressive symptoms (e.g.. Rose, 2002; Stone et al., 2011; Tompkins et al.,
2011). Thus, co-rumination may also explain the findings presented in Chapters 4 and 5,
which reported socialization of depressive symptoms predominantly among female
adolescents. This may lead female adolescents to not only enhance their depressive
symptoms, but also socialize these symptoms with their relational partners. Second, the
finding that depression socialization is specific to dyadic very best friendships (see Chapter
5) is in line with the same construct of co-rumination as a dyadic process occurring within
intimate and close relationships (Rose et al., 2007). Conversely, co-rumination seems to be
less likely to occur within larger peer groups, and this may partly account for the absence
of peer socialization effects within this friendship context. Studies integrating the work on
co-rumination and depression socialization are strongly needed to gain further
understanding of these processes.
Despite this evidence supporting the link between co-rumination and depressive
symptoms, doubts about the role of co-rumination remain. For instance, an important key
question is whether co-rumination still leads to depressive symptoms when accounting for
rumination, known to strongly predict depressive symptoms and correlate highly with co-
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rumination (Nolen-Hoeksema, 2000; Rose, 2002). To date, only one study provided
supportive evidence (Stone et al., 2011), yet additional work is needed to examine whether
co-rumination, rather than rumination itself, accounts for depression socialization. In
addition, the association between co-rumination and depression seems to be rather small
(approximately .20). This implies that co-rumination may cause depression only among
certain adolescents (e.g., those with a genetic predisposition) or under specific
circumstances. This idea has been supported in a recent study in which a longitudinal
association between co-rumination and depressive symptoms has been found only for
female adolescents who had more romantic experiences (Starr & Davila, 2009). Examining
the content of co-rumination (i.e., which problems adolescents dwell on) may help identify
other relevant factors or particularly stressful experiences (e.g., parental divorce) that
moderate the link between co-rumination and depressive symptoms.
Importantly, to gain further knowledge about the dynamics characterizing corumination and to understand better what happens when individuals co-ruminate, future
studies need to examine these processes at a micro-level. Here, peer influence research
could benefit from methodologies developed to examine another socialization process,
deviancy training (Dishion, Spracklen, Andrews, & Patterson, 1996). For instance, it would
be important to develop and validate micro coding systems for co-rumination (see a
primary attempt of Rose, Schwartz, & Carlson, 2005). For this purpose, observational data
may be collected by inviting adolescents and their best friends to take part in interaction
tasks during which they are asked to discuss problems they currently encountered or to
provide help and support to deal with their friends' problems (see Allen et al., 2006). In
addition, the use of dynamic system models could represent a promising methodology for
analyzing this type of data and examining the evolution of interactions between friends
over time (see Granic & Hollenstein, 2003). Prior work on deviancy training adopting
dynamic system demonstrated that deviancy training represents an attractor state (i.e.,
absorbing state that attracts the system from other potential states becoming a stable
pattern of interaction; Granic & Hollenstein, 2003) for deviant adolescents (Granic &
Dishion, 2003). That is, when deviant adolescents engage in an interaction they are more
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likely to get stuck in this maladaptive pattern, which subsequently leads them to engage in
further deviant behaviors (Granic & Dishion, 2003). Similarly, due to its characteristics, corumination may represent an attractor process for certain female best friend dyads (e.g.,
predisposed to develop depressive symptoms).
Moderators of peer influence
In addition to identifying the processes of peer socialization, future research on peer
influence of internalizing problems would benefit from identifying those adolescents who
are more at risk for, or susceptible to, the negative influences of their friends.
Friendship quality. In addition to having a (reciprocal) friend with certain
characteristics, future research should also consider the quality of the friendship (Hartup,
1996). Indeed, not only friends differ in their characteristics (e.g., behaviors and
symptoms), but also friendships may have different features. Generally, friendships are
distinguished based on their positive (e.g., loyalty) and negative (e.g., dominance) features,
and high-quality friendships are defined as those with high levels of positive attributes,
such as companionship, intimacy, and support, and low levels of negative attributes, such
as conflict and dominance (Berndt, 2002). Thus, the effects of friends' behaviors on
adolescent behaviors may be better examined in combination with the quality of the
friendship. Here, the question is whether and how friendship quality moderates friends'
socialization of internalizing problems.
Two leading hypotheses exist in this regard, referred to as the magnification and
social support hypotheses (Berndt, 2004). The magnification hypothesis holds that the
effects of friends' characteristics on adolescents' characteristics may be more pronounced
within high-quality friendships. This idea is based on social learning theories, which
suggest that individuals are more likely to model behaviors of highly valued others (e.g.,
others with whom they have a positive relationship). This implies that, if adolescents are
friends with peers reporting adjustment problems, high quality of the friendship may
exacerbate the adolescents' adjustment problems because of socialization effects.
Conversely, according to the social support hypothesis, high-quality friendships represent
positive and adaptive contexts for adolescent development independently of the
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characteristics of the adolescents' friends. Therefore, according to this latter hypothesis,
high-quality friendships may be expected to always have a direct positive effect on
adolescent behaviors, irrespectively of friends' characteristics; thus, they should not
enhance peer influence effects. The results of existing studies support both hypotheses,
showing that friendships high in quality may exacerbate as well as buffer friends' influence
(Berndt, 2002; Piehler & Dishion, 2007; Prinstein, 2007).
With regard to internalizing problems, based on the findings from the current
dissertation, we argue that high- quality friendships may magnify socialization effects. Our
findings may have provided preliminary evidence for this hypothesis by demonstrating
that close friendships (i.e., reciprocated very best friendships, see Chapters 4 and 5)
provide more salient contexts for peer socialization, especially in relation to depressive
symptoms. From a theoretical point of view, social learning theories may explain the
amplification role of high-quality friendships in socialization of observable adolescents'
behaviors, such as NSSI, but not symptoms. Yet, here too it seems highly likely that highquality friendships facilitate the processes of peer socialization. Indeed, high-quality
friendships are particularly close, intimate, and characterized by high self-disclosure;
therefore, they represent contexts in which adolescents share symptoms and behaviors
such as NSSI more easily. Notably, these positive friendship characteristics may affect
socialization processes, which lead to both positive as well as negative outcomes. That is,
on the one hand, depressed adolescents may find more support from their non-depressed
friends within high quality friendships; therefore, they may decrease their depressive
symptoms (positive peer socialization). Yet, as described above, intimate friendships can
also turn into contexts in which maladaptive processes likely take place, such as corumination, which may lead to increases in depressive symptoms (negative peer
socialization). Thus, future research on the effects of friendship quality needs to pay
specific attention to the direction of friends' influence.
Genetic liability. Adolescents' susceptibility to their friends' influences may depend
on their genetic makeup. This hypothesis relies on the notion that in addition to genetic
and environmental factors predicting most behavioral phenotypes in an additive way, the
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interactive effects of gene and environment (i.e., gene-environment interaction, GxE) may
better explain the development of several behavioral phenotypes (Rutter, 2006). In the last
decade, an increasing number of studies used GxE interactions to explain different
adolescent psychopathologies, including antisocial behaviors, alcohol use, and depression.
Overall, most of this work has identified that adolescents' family can be a risk environment
(e.g., Chipman et al., 2007; Eley et al., 2004; van der Zwaluw et al., 2010; van Roekei, Engels,
Verhagen, Goossens, & Schölte, 2011) while less attention has been devoted to the role of
peers and in particular to peer socialization. This is surprising, given that peer and
especially friend relationships constitute the main contexts of adolescents' socialization,
next to parental relationships. Recently, however, some studies have provided evidence for
GxE effects on alcohol use, aggression, as well as delinquency, showing that peer influence
effects may exacerbate adolescents' genetic dispositions to engage in these behavioral
phenotypes (e.g., Beaver, DeLisi, Wright, & Vaughn, 2009; Brendgen et al., 2008; Harden,
Hill, Turkheimer, & Emery, 2008). That is, the exposure to an external risk environment,
such as their friends' behaviors may trigger the effect of adolescents' genotype (Shanahan
& Hofer, 2005). In a similar manner, adolescents carrying a risk genotype may be more
likely to increase their depressive symptoms in response to their friends' depressive
symptoms.
Importantly, adolescents' genotype may not only be involved in predicting their own
behaviors as a response to adolescents' friends' behaviors; more complex interplays
involving gene-gene-environment (i.e., GxGxE) interactions may also be possible. In this
regard, recent studies have shown that an adverse family situation can predict future
depression in children carrying two risk alleles (e.g., Conway, Hammen, Brennan, Lind, &
Najman, 2010; Kaufman et al., 2006). Moreover, adolescents' genotype may also affect the
environments (e.g., peer groups) with which they interact and affiliate (i.e., geneenvironment correlation, rGE; Rutter & Silberg, 2002). In other words, individual genetic
markers may drive peer selection processes, that is, adolescents' genotype can predict the
selection of friends among peers (i.e., active rGE) as well as those by whom adolescents are
selected (i.e., evocative rGE). Thus, genes may determine the formation and maintenance of
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peer relationships. This implies that an individual with a genetic predisposition to develop
a certain psychopathology may be more likely to interact with an environment that
contributes to the development of the same psychopathology (e.g.. Fowler et al., 2007;
lervolino et al., 2002). Therefore, non-depressed adolescents who have a predisposition to
become depressed may end up in relationships with depressed peers or peers that already
show depressive symptoms. Thus, it will be crucial for future research to consider the role
of genes when examining peer influence processes and investigate GxE while controlling
for main genetic effects and other gene environment interplays (i.e., GxE and rGE).
Future work may build on previous molecular genetic studies to examine the
combined effects of genes and peers. In this regard, a number of polymorphisms, in
particular in the serotonergic (e.g., HTR2A, MAOA, 5-HTTLPR) and dopaminergic (e.g. DRD2,
DRD4) systems, have been proposed as strong candidates for a gene-environment interplay
that may explain the development of adolescent psychopathologies, including depression
(Belsky & Pluess, 2009; Caspi, Hariri, Holmes, Uher, & Moffitt, 2010; Dunn et al., 2011). For
example, individuals who carry the short variant of the polymorphism in the promoter
region of the serotonin transporter gene [5-HTTLPR) have been found to be more at risk
compared to individuals with the long-long variant for developing depressive symptoms in
reaction to stressful situations. Such effects seem to depend on the fact that individuals
carrying the short allele have an increased amygdala activity in response to emotional and
threatening environmental stimuli (Munafò, Brown, & Hariri, 2008). Moreover, individuals
who carry at least one short allele (i.e., short-short and short-long genotypes) show a
dysregulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (ΗΡΑ) axis evident in an elevated
Cortisol release after the exposure to stressful stimuli (Alexander et al., 2009; Gotlib,
Joormann, Minor, & Hallmayer, 2008).
Because relationships with a depressed individual generate interpersonal stress,
such relationships may turn into risk environments for developing depressive symptoms
for those adolescents who carry the variant of a gene (e.g., short allele of the 5-HTTLPR
genotype; Met allele of the brain-derived neurotropic factor (BDNF) genotype; Caspi et al.,
2010; Duman, 2002) that make them more sensitive to stressful stimuli. Adolescents with a
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risk variant may also be more susceptible to peer socialization of other internalizing
problems, such as NSSI. The support for this hypothesis comes from prior work showing a
strong connection between NSSI and emotional difficulties. For instance, individuals who
endorse NSSI report more difficulties in emotion regulation, increased physiological
reactivity (arousal) in response to stressful tasks

(Nock & Mendes, 2008), and

dysfunctional ΗΡΑ axis (Powers & McArdle, 2003). Thus, adolescents with a risk genotype
may be more likely to engage in NSSI in response to stressful situations, such as those
arising from their friends' depression. In this regard, the role of genes could be crucial to
understanding further indirect peer influence processes, as shown in Chapter 3.
Developmental

differences. An open question for future research concerns

whether peer socialization of internalizing problems occurs similarly across developmental
periods. In the present dissertation, we found evidence for peer socialization in three
different samples, young adolescents [Mage = 13.77 years, S.D. = 0.73, see Chapter 4) and
middle to late adolescents [Mage = 15.02 years; 5.D. = 0 53; Mage = 15.53 years, SD = 1.01,
see Chapter 3 and 5 respectively) However, no conclusions could be drawn about the
developmental course of these effects

Overall, substantial agreement within the peer

influence literature suggests that, as compared to childhood and young adulthood,
adolescence represents the period in which individuals are most susceptible to the
influence of peers. Yet, evidence about developmental differences between early, middle
and late adolescents in peer socialization is rather limited Existing studies have relied
mostly on self-report measures developed to assess adolescent resistance to peer pressure
(Berndt, 1979; Brown, 1990) or more globally to peer influence (Steinberg & Monahan,
2007). Overall, the existing findings seem to converge in showing that early adolescents are
more susceptible to the influence of their peers compared to middle and late adolescents
whose tendency is to increase resistance to peer influence.
Examining developmental differences implies acknowledging that maturational and
social changes occurring during adolescence may have a substantial effect on peer
influence processes. Thus, existing theoretical models (e.g., interpersonal models of
depression) must adopt a developmental perspective that takes into account the
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specificities of this developmental period (Rudolph, 2008; Rudolph, et al. 2008). In line
with a developmental perspective, we argue that socialization of internalizing problems
may become stronger from early to middle adolescence and subsequently may decrease in
late adolescence. This hypothesis relies on three considerations. First, because of the
potentially stressful developmental changes that take place during the transition from
childhood to adolescence within the biological (e.g., puberty; Susman & Rogol, 2004), social
(e.g., school transition; Seidman, Allen, Aber, Mitchell, & Feinman, 1994), and relational
domains (e.g., parent-child relationship; Laursen & Collins, 2009), adolescents are
generally more at risk for developing internalizing problems. For instance, evidence
suggests that overall NSSI and depressive symptoms tend to increase from early to middle
adolescence (Nock, 2009; Twenge & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2002). Notably, with regard to
depressive symptoms, this trend is especially evident among females (Hankin & Abramson,
2001; Nolen-Hoeksema & Girgus, 1994). Thus, this overall tendency may place adolescents
at a higher risk for developing internalizing problems, especially if their friends report
higher internalizing problems.
Second, the features and functions of friendships may facilitate socialization of
internalizing problems from early adolescence, again more so for females than males.
Indeed, friendships become more intimate during adolescence when adolescents have high
tendency to self-disclose to their friends (e.g., Furman & Buhrmester, 1992; McNelles &
Connolly, 1999). That is, adolescents seek support within their friendships by selfdisclosing and sharing their negative feelings with their friends (e.g., Crystal et al., 2008). In
this way, they also increase the opportunity to engage in maladaptive interpersonal
processes (e.g., co-rumination) that likely underlie peer socialization (e.g., Rose, 2002).
Finally, the fact that brain maturation (e.g., prefrontal cortex; see Steinberg, 2005)
and the related cognitive development (e.g., metacognition, decision making; Keating,
2004; Klaczynski, 2004) take place throughout adolescence may also play a central role in
peer socialization of internalizing problems. That is, as certain social and cognitive skills
are not fully acquired until late adolescence, younger adolescents may be less able to deal
with the stress arising from their friends' internalizing symptoms. For instance, it has been
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shown that an internal coping strategy focusing on complex cognitive processes becomes
common only during late adolescence and young adulthood (for reviews, see Skinner &
Zimmer-Gembeck, 2007, Zimmer-Gembeck

& Skinner, 2011)

Thus, during this

developmental period, adolescents may be more likely to cope with their friends'
internalizing problems by providing different alternative ways to overcome potential
stressful situations
Future research needs to examine the developmental course of peer influence of
internalizing problems directly In this regard, studies employing accelerated longitudinal
rather than long-term longitudinal designs may represent a more suitable approach (Little,
Preacher, Card, & Selig, 2007) Indeed, due to participants' drop out over time, long-term
longitudinal designs may be particularly challenging when using peer nominations
procedures (eg, friendship nominations) Thus, with long-term designs, it may be
particularly difficult to follow both adolescents and their friends over extended periods
Conversely, in accelerated longitudinal designs, different cohorts of adolescents could be
followed over time for a shorter period For instance, data may be collected at three time
points among three cohorts of adolescents, including early, middle, and late adolescents
Subsequently, developmental differences may be tested using a multi-group approach
within a structural equation modeling (SEM) framework A similar design may particularly
appropriate when examining socialization effects within dyadic friendships, as APIM
models can also be estimated within SEM.
In addition to investigating age-related differences in peer influence effects, future
research may also profit from adopting a broader developmental psychopathology
perspective (Cicchetti, & Rogosch, 2002) that would consider not only normative agerelated changes but also atypical development For instance, with regard to internalizing
problems and depression in particular, 'atypical' biological development (i e, early or later
pubertal timing) would deserve further attention Here, in line with a contextualamplification model (Rudolph & Troop-Gordon, 2010), early pubertal timing may interact
with negative contextual factors in predicting adolescent internalizing problems Especially
among female adolescents, early pubertal timing represents a particularly stressful event
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because when compared to their peers, these adolescents have to face this task before
acquiring the necessary cognitive skills (Ge, Conger, & Elder, 1996). Previous studies have
shown that pubertal timing (early and late), when occurring in combination with other
stressful life events, such as difficult peer experiences, may place adolescents at a higher
risk for developing internalizing problems (Conly & Rudolph, 2009; Rudolph & TroopGordon, 2010; Teunissen et al., 2011). Similarly, being in a relationship with a depressed
friend may lead early-maturing adolescents to develop depressive symptoms themselves
due to the effects of socialization.
Parental role. It will be essential for future work to consider the role of parents
when investigating socialization of internalizing problems. Indeed, although friendships
become a main context of socialization during adolescence, it is widely recognized that
parents still strongly contribute to their offspring's adjustment. Two aspects of parenting
have received ample attention within prior research. Parenting practices refer to different
sets of specific strategies that parents can use to socialize their child (e.g., solicitation),
whereas parental styles refer to the more general affective climate characterizing the
parent-child relationship (e.g., warmth, supportiveness, psychological control) (Darling &
Steinberg, 1993). Parenting practices and styles may affect behavioral and psychosocial
development of adolescents in at least three different ways. First, parenting may have a
direct effect on adolescent behaviors. Prior studies have demonstrated the role of
parenting (e.g., parental control) in relation to different behavioral and psychological
outcomes for adolescents, such as substance use, delinquency, and depression (e.g., de
Leeuw, Schölte, Vermulst, & Engels, 2010; Keijsers, Frijns, Branje, & Meeus, 2009; McLeod,
Weisz, & Wood, 2007; van der Vorst, Engels, Meeus, Dekovic, & Vermulst, 2006). Second,
parenting may have an indirect effect on behaviors of adolescents by affecting their
selection of friends. For instance, age-adequate parental monitoring may protect
adolescents from affiliating with deviant peers and consequently reduce adolescent
engagement in deviant behaviors (e.g., Dishion, Capaldi, Spracklen, & Li, 1995; Mounts,
2002). Finally, parenting may moderate peer influence effects. Evidence suggests that
parent engagement and attachment to parents may buffer the negative effects of peer
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socialization on adolescent risk behaviors (e.g., Dishion, Nelson, & Bullock, 2004; Vitaro,
Brendgen, & Tremblay, 2000}.
Future studies should identify the most salient features of parenting that influence
peer socialization of internalizing problems. Based on prior work on the direct role of
parents in adolescent internalizing problems, it seems very likely that parenting style or
family climate is likely to lead to certain specific parenting practices and to enhance (or
reduce) peer socialization of internalizing problems. For instance, it has been
demonstrated that parent-child relationships characterized by lack of support and
responsiveness, including parental rejection, criticism, and parental harshness, predicted
adolescent depressive symptoms and NSSI (Bureau et al., 2010; Yates, Tracy, Luthar, 2008).
These parenting styles may be expected to influence adolescents' internalizing problems by
moderating peer socialization rather than exerting indirect influence on adolescents'
selection processes of their friends. Indeed, parents may have difficulties identifying those
contexts in which socialization of internalizing problems, and especially symptoms, occur.
As findings presented in Chapters 4 and 5 suggest, these friendships may not look like risk
relationships but rather like supportive and positive friendships, unlike those from
"deviant groups" of peers where socialization of externalizing behaviors takes place. Hence,
active parental monitoring practices may not be effective in emphasizing the maladaptive
dynamics that underlies socialization of symptoms. Yet, though parents may be less able to
affect their children's affiliation, they may still play an important role in buffering
socialization effects once adolescents befriend some peers. For instance, those adolescents
who can rely on a supportive, comprehensive, and warm family context may be protected
from developing depressive symptoms even if they are in a relationship with depressed
friends. This positive parenting may provide a supportive environment and promote
coping skills to deal with stressful situations (Ge, Natsuaki, Neiderhiser, & Reiss, 2009). In
addition, it may facilitate adolescent self-disclosure, which may in turn help parents know
more about their children's intimate relationships, those in which socialization processes
take place. Conversely, adolescents who experience a lack of parental support or are
exposed to dysfunctional family situations (e.g., high psychological control), may be more
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sensitive to the internalizing problems manifested by their friends. For instance, the
indirect socialization effects that emerged in the study presented in Chapter 3 (e.g., friends'
depressive symptoms leading to adolescent NSSI) may actually be exacerbated for those
adolescents whose parents are not sufficiently supportive and caring. These issues will
deserve attention in future studies, not only in order to identify adolescents who may be
more at an increased risk for developing internalizing problems but also to provide
practical implications about what parents could do to protect their children.
Concluding statements
In the present dissertation, we have demonstrated that peer influence may extend
not only to externalizing behaviors, but also to symptoms, such as depressive symptoms.
We have also shown that certain adolescent behaviors may be influenced by peer behaviors
that are different from their own behaviors. Finally, we have demonstrated that different
friendship contexts may exert different influences on adolescent development. These
findings are in line with several theoretical models, such as interpersonal models of
depression and NSSI, and add to three important domains within the field of peer influence,
which are the behaviors, forms, and friendship contexts of peer socialization. Despite these
promising results, still much work needs to be done in this area of research. As suggested,
there is a need to examine socialization processes at a micro-level to understand more
about the mechanisms of peer influence as well as to adopt a developmental perspective
and integrate an interpersonal approach within a broader theoretical framework in which
crucial factors that may affect the development of adolescent internalizing problems are
integrated.
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Nijmegen I have great memories about our moments together, at Orion, at de Opera and
during the working weeks. I would also like to thank my officemates- Germe and Daan (the
genius), you guys are so cool and I had a great time in the office with you! Thanks also to
my "older" officemate Suzanne, it was really nice sharing the office with you. .and thanks to
the other colleagues that in different ways made my staying in this department more
enjoyable...special thanks to Roy (I enjoyed so much our chats, about work and "life"...and
our drinks with Roel), Thao (thanks for flying with me to Vancouver ©), Haske (I will never
forget the Carnival in Maastricht), .and thanks to all the ladies from the secretariat, Hedwig,
Katja, Lonneke and Diana, for their help.
Grazie anche a tutti ι miei colleglli dell'Università' di Tonno Nonostante non abbia
trascorso molto tempo insieme a voi, e' stata una bella sensazione tornare in via Verdi e
sentirsi sempre come a casa! Un grazie particolare ad Emy che, insieme a Silvia, mi ha
supportato fin dai tempi della laurea Grazie per ι mille consigli e per aver ascoltato ι miei
dubbi e le mie paure. Grazie a Fabrizia (ti ammiro molto per quello che sei riuscita e
continui a fare!) a Michele, Mara ed Antonella per essere stati sempre cosi' accoglienti e
calorosi. E grazie al mio amico Enrique! "Dude"©, I really had some great moments with
you. .although we only know each other for a few years, I always had the feeling I shared a
lot with you. Thanks for the more and less serious moments together (da Vilnius, a Berlino
alla sangria nel tuo appartamento) ...hopefully we will meet soon in U.S.

Grazie ai miei più' cari amici di sempre, in particolare Matteo, Alessandro e Simone,
per essermi stati (ed essere tuttora) le persone che meglio mi conoscono, sanno ascoltare
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ed accettare per quello che sono. Abbiamo condiviso tanto insieme, e anche se ora la
distanza rende tutto più' difficile, resterete sempre i miei più cari amici.
Ed infine un grazie speciale va ai miei cari e alla mia famiglia. Thanks Katrien and
Patrick for welcoming me in your family in such a warm way. You always make me feel at
home with you. Thanks Bart for being such a warm and cool guy...I am glad to have you as a
brother-in-law©. Grazie mamma e papa' per tutto quello che avete sempre fatto (e tuttora
continuate a fare) per me: per avermi sempre incoraggiato e supportato in ogni mia scelta,
anche quando non pienamente condivisa. Grazie papa' per avermi stimolato a dare sempre
qualcosa in più', per avermi insegnato a non illudermi mai e soprattutto ad essere umile.
Grazie mamma per essere sempre presente...in ogni momento; per le lunghe chiacchierate,
per saper ascoltare come pochi sanno fare... grazie per aver rispettato le mie scelte, anche
se non sempre "facili" da accettare. And finally thanks to the person who has really changed
my life. My sweet Janne, there are no words to describe what you are for me. Living apart
has not always been easy, and lots of Sunday evenings arrived too quickly... but you have
always been there, to make me laugh, to listen to me, to encourage me and, when necessary,
to tell me a comfort word. Everything is so much nicer and easier next to you.J am looking
forward to our bright future!
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